Is traditionally a time to relax and unwind.
Unfortunately, accidents keep on happening 365 days a year, and if
you don't watch your step, you could be tripped up!
MowbrayVale are generally considered to be Number One in gHder
insurance. We can however, also supply cover for boats, cars and
houses - which is just as well since it's a fact that most accidents
happen in the home!
So why not give yourself a present?
Peace of mind for 1987!

Ring Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23018 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to

MOWBRAYVA, EINSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL

Telex: 587470

Fax: 084525483
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PZL-WILGA

4 minutes to tow a gilder to 1000m
1 minute to descend from 1000m
5 minutes tor the who'!. towing operation

SZD-50 PUCHACZ
rwo·~ater all glass-fibre training

glider

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

NEW
15 METRE CLUB GLASS
SZD 51-1 JUNIOR

FROM FIRST SOLO
UP TO DIAMONDS

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD

JANTAR STD 3 SlD-48-3
Glide ANGLE 1:40

Wycombe Air Park· Baoker • Marlow . Bucks
(0628) 39690 (0494) 4091,1 Te'lex; 848341 CHACOM G

Civil Aviation Authority

CHART UPDATE
The following revised chart has been published by the Civil Aviation Authority:-

1:500000 - SCOTLAND, ORKNEY AND SHETLAND - 2150ABCD - EDITION 10
Previous editions of these charts are now obsolete.
You can purchase the latest editions of all quarter and half million aeronautical charts of the United Kingdom· either
in person or by post - from:THE CAA CHART ROOM
THIRD FLOOR CAA HOUSE
KINGSWAY LONDON WC2B 6TE
Tel: 01-379 7311 ext 2569
and from the following accredited chart agents:AOPA
50a. Cambridge St
London SW 1V 4QQ
Tel- 01-834 5631

AJRTOUR INTERNATIONAL
Elstree Aerodrome
Herts W06 3AW
Tel,- 01-953 4870
Open Saturdays

BRITISH AIRWAYS-AERAO
AERAO House
Heathrow Airport
Middlem TW6 2JA
Tel:- 01-562 0795

EOWARO STANFOAO LTO
12-14 long Acre
london WC2E 9lP
Tel,- 01-836 1321
Open Saturdays

AJRPLAN FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
14. Cumber Drive
Wilmslow
Cheshire SK9 60l
lel,- 0625 528035
Open Saturdays

IlGA
Kimh,ley House
Vlulhan Way
Leicester lE! 4SE
hi:· 0533 531051

They are also stocked by most Flying Clubs and Schools.

DON'T FLY WITH AN OUT OF DATE CHART
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We've always
5~'
aimed to give flyers .....
the best possible service.
So when we were appointed
Licenced Repair Agents by
,_,
Grob and awarded an exclusive
~
spare parts franchise for their gliders, motor gliders, and light aircraft,
it was a time for .celebration, reflection and considerable investment.
Similarly, being stockists for Tost launch equipment and exclusive agents
for their winches, gave us a bit ofa lift.
Havin~ the.bits and th.e responsibility is n~w a pleasure and if you ever have
a forced landing, It'S comfOrtIng to reflect that Chiltern can take care ofthe problems
of getting your aircratt back to base or into our fully~equippedworkshops.
Our large stock of parts, repair material and accessories
then comes into play. Whether you repair it yourself
or use our expertise, you can be sure that you're
getting the best.
Every repair by Chiltern is backed by a
customer protection policy with full product
liability cover - a mark of confidence in their
products and our workmanship.
A telephone call will bring our recovery
trailer to your aid and all the backing you need.
Licenced to repair all Grob products,
Sole Coneessionaires for spare parrs for
gliders, moror gliders and light aircraft.

G~OB

-=---------==-

Booker Airfield, N r. Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3DR.
0494445854 (works) or 0865890517 (outside office hours).
Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
Grob demonstration and sales - Tel: 049137184
December 1986/January 1987
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M NAV 50' NAV/VAR :OMETER
SYSTEM
Check these features:
Altitude-Compensated NAV and VARK>METER.
TIE CompensatiOA by lE Pmbe.
All VARIO and NAV eleeuonics in the
NAV unit.
VARIO Readout Available in 80 or
58mm.
Vario scale change lInd dual sensitivity switches.
Final·Glide and Distance Navigation
Computer.
Bug Polars, and Variable WingLoading. - adjustable in flight.
Ful 4-Function Audio.
Speed Director.
Digital Averager.

*

The Cambridge MARK 4M Iilas
been developed from the wellestablished MKI\V Variometer and
MKIV NAV. II combines Ihe latest
in Micro-computer technology
with the philosopt'ly of the original
MKIV system, .tooffer a reliable,
affordable system for Competition and Cross-country pilots.

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Cambridge
Aero
Instruments

Contact your local
Cambridge Dealer.

Cambridge Aero Instruments, Inc.
Warren Sugarbush Airport
RR 109A, Warren, VT 05674, USA

Cambridge Systems. have been
used by Winners at each Worilo
Championship for the last 1,1
years.
The Record speaks for itself.

Credit Cards
Accepted

RD Aviation Limited

Telex 265871
MONREFG
(Quote MAG 10189)
In Message
Text

Unit 23
Bankside
Station Approach
Kidlington, Oxon OX5 1JE
Tel. Kidlington (08675) 2357

PIK 30
High performance sailplane with retractable power plant by Siren of France
I

PIK 30

15/17 metre

Rotax

43hp Dual Ignition Engine
I

CAA certificate for Airworthiness issued
Easy rigging

Large instrument panel

Good handling

Long range,

Comfortable Cockpit

LCD Engine Instrument

N !'lours flying

Effective Air Brakes
Automatic propeller stop system for correct 'Position for
retracti<:lni of engine
Manual extension/retraction of engine for safety., 15 secs
oAly
Adjustable Seat 8ack and Rudder Pedals
Optional External Power Connection and Water Ballast
Mu LlD=45 at 100 Km/H
Mu Weight 460 Kilo's

Miril Sink=O.54 MIS

VNE 140 Kts.

Price 262,000 French Francs Ex works
Delivery 6 months only

THORNE ELECTRIM
Thruxton Airfield, Thruxton, Nr Andover, Hants. SP11 8PW
Tel: (0264·11) 2089
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London Sailplanes Ltd
rePClir
"cClrbon et tube
uajor
· glasS
· s st e
d
I"
. listS ,n
last'c, (, woo ·
spec,a . forced p
.
fibre re,n
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*

A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents
TOST WHEELS, lYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK LINKS, RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)
PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists
Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS. Most other instruments and radios available
MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND REBUILDS
GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY in a range of thicknesses from 0.8 to 6.0mm

GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complete range
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS
And hundreds of other items available from stock - All at competitive prices

uS ...

•phoc~e" Clt: ~?n:~~: :'~:~:~~~d~L~~~:ED
'"

Or

Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 62068

Open Monday to Saturday: 9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00

PEGASUS
'- Today's Ultimate in the Standard Class
"

FOUR VERSIONS TO CHOOSE FROM

* PLUS THE NEW MARIANNE
TWO-SEATER

"""

FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
Ring Steve White o:n 0494 36888 or Alister Kay on 024062491, or write to

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
2 Haz!fewood Cottage, Horns Lane, Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3DU
December 19S6!January 1987
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THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

NOW IN OUR 26th YEAR

WE REPAIR: GLASS -

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

LLOYD'S
APPROVED

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

$HEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW Tel. 061-4272488

I

'YOUVE GOT TO HAVE STYLE' )1

(PROP A M FL[MINi;il

W~hout

doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best for
Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date.
!I

Selected fa' Ministry of Defence, "tA.F. Air Cadefs Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"

"PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS, OF ALl.. TI'MEI"

ADD Auto Reverse and GRP, self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, treStles and 'our
su perb range of fillings to order.

NEWS Our oontinued development has mow proven our new
Bonding /sealing system which means no, more loose rivets.
Even less maintenance' at no extra cost'.

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS

0488 72224

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus &. Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one f><?sition, this control
head has been developed fW!I1tbe Company's highly successflll Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification OlB.
The 158@ litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and .face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the wnlikely event of selVicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SlIMlINE 630' CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTO

t~"tlfJv~~t.f

Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
reI: Aldershot (0252) 334581

8hoffmann
TWO SEAT GRP MOTOR GLIDER
LOW INTEREST FINANCE
BRITISH C 01 A
FOLDING WINGS
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
THREE POSITION PROPELLER
'CQAtact
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Airmark Aviation Lld, 48 Crosslands Avenue, Southall, Middx

'Tel 01-574-1603

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SOUTHOOWN AERO SERVICES LTO
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

ROLLADEN SCHINEIDER'S REPAIR AGENTS
FOR THEIR LS RANGE OF GLIDERS
REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF 'AEHOLENE' FABRIC
WINTER AND SECONDHAND AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS IN STOCK
SPECIAL OFFER:- NEW WINTER MOTORGLlDER BAROGRAPH 12KM WITH
VIBROGRAPH AND ELECTRIC TIME MARKER £300 + VAT

SOUTHDOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTD
CAA approved to build the GRP microlight PIPSTRELLE 2C

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HEBBIARD (0256 83) 359

The World's No. 1

SPECIAL OFFER
SPECIAL LOW PRICE

'L,S-6
1st & 2nd: Rieti
1st: British National

ate ete
or Standard Class L-S4
Now with improved performance
Early Delivery
Details from:

SPEEDSOARING

6 LASHLAKERD,THAME,OXON
084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

"
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MIKE JEFFERYES

The

$outhdown Gliding Club haveparticipated with great enthusiasm and success since,
the South-Eastem League was formed in 1982.
They 'sent a full team 10 HusBos, for both of the
wet September weekends ol1983 when we
attempted to achieve a final contest. They were
present at the 1'984 final at Dunstabte, ,coming
5th. They again won the South-Eastern League
in 1985 and in the final at 800ker achieved an
impressive victory becoming National ChampIons and winning the Douglas Trophy for the
year.
It was at Booker in August t985 that they first
invited us to tlleir club at Parham on the South
Downs near Brighton for the 1986 Inter-League
Rinal. I 'have to cOnfess considerable ,initial trepidation. Could a small' dub :like Parham handle
such an influx of visitors? Wasn't't unfair to ask
all Leagues to trave" to one end of the country?
This was a particular <JOOCe1li because in 1986
things seem to have become re-established in
the nortI\ with two Leagues now operating.
In spring 1986 we voted. My apologies to the
Northern L.eagues that I disallowedyour veto and
accepted SOuthdown's invitation, and my thanks
and congratulations, to the Derby & Lanes team
for the effort you put in to trail down from camphilt, and for the obvious enjoyment that you
shared with the rest of us in a most successful
weekend at Parham.
Perhaps the best piece
planning by our
hosts was their faill,m~ 10 win their own League
this year! Therefore, as non-combatanls, they
put all their concentration into the organisation
and Didn't They OQ Well? lit seemed as though
the entire SouthdOwn Club was there, each performing their own role to make all of us visitors
feel w.etcome and comfortable. We all have very
happy memories of the weekend. Our thanks le)
them all, particularly to Dave COnnaway who
worked so hard to have the final held at Parharn
and then, even harder as COntest director to
ensure its success.

INTER-CLUB
LEAGUE FINAL
Mike reports on the final he,ld at Parham from August 23 over
the Bank Holiday

0'

•

•

•

Saturday's nertherly airstream was Ideal, giving plenty of help from the South Downs and
holding back any interference from sea breezes.
Tasks sent all Classes east then back west to
explore the Downs. TPl was the railway station
at Cooksbriclge 'or I'ntermediate and Novioe and
at Polegate for Pundit. All shared Butser Hill
radio mast as TP2. TP3.at lasham gave the
Novic$$ 173km, al Newbury Racecourse gave
Intermediates 230km and at Didcot gave Pundits
309km.
Keith Mitchell's satellite dish wamed of high
cloud approaching from the west and urged early
starts. This proved exactly correct. A large
numberOf memorable kilometres were· flown and
all 20 cornpetinglgliders landed out safely.
The winning Pundil (Modesty stopped Mike
giving his name. lEd.) flying a 'DG-202117m
achieved 3OO.9km for Essex (and the shortest
retrieve). Peter ROOerts of Derby 8. Lancs, also
flying a DG·202/ 17m, won the Intermediate
Classwith 176.1 km with Chris Clarke (Vegal2nd
for Cotswold at 152km.
The achievement of the day was by Davina
:Hoolahan who won the Novioe Class' for Kent
with 111 .3km in her K-6E only two weeks after
flying her Silver distance. Andreas Jelden of
BOOker (K-18) was 2nd Novice at 98.3km.
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The triumphant Kent team from left to righl- Joe Janzo, Daliina Hoolahan, Jotvl HOoIahan, Tony
MolIfang, Ray Smith, COlin Beer and Tlm Gardiner. Photo: Mary Beer.
Sunday's weather was outstandingly good;
the same northerly flow with cloudbase exceeding 5000ft and no threat of deterioration. However, after Saturday's outlandings shorter tasks
were set. All Classes used Ihe Downs. with
Cooksbriclge at TP1 and Butser Hill as TP2.
Novices then returned to Parham for 136km.
Intermediates went on to Lasham as TP3 for
173km and Pundits to Newbury for 230km.
In oontrast to Day 1, 20 out of 21 competitors
finished and so did a fair number of hors concours - including lan Ashdown ~Saturday's task
setter) whose local knowledge and skill would
have won him the Pundit task. The visitors were
doubly grateful that Southdown were not competingl
Winner of the Novice Class was Mark Taylor in
his K-6cR at *54.5krrVh. It was a great pleasure
to see him doing well for Rattlesden in their first
appearance in the final as winners Qf the East
Anglian League. second Novice was Chris Morris (Libelle.) from Avon Soaring Centre at
54.2km'h. Even the one outlanding was little dis• Handicapped.

appoint~t - It gave a Silver distance to Chris
Ramlerrr6m Camphill. That K-ae from Kent
came 3'rd ~l).at at 49.4krrVh flown by Davina's
husband Joill', who did enough to retain the
overall lead 1br Kent in the Novice Class.
Winner for the second day running to put
Derby & Lanes into a commanding lead in the
Intermediate Class was Peter Roberts in his
00-202/ 17m at *65.9knVh. In second pl~ was
Colin Beer 01 Kent (Libelle) at 64.4.
Pundit day winner was Ed Johnson of Cotsweld (Kestrel 19) at *73km'h. This followed his
second place on Day 1. But overall lead in the
Pundit Class was retained for Essex by John
Bridge (Jantar 1) who ceme 2nd at 71.3. (Can"
understand what kept himl)

•

•

•

There was no attempt at a 3rd day. The 6BC
were advisil19 against even standing outside
without anchQr and guy-ropes, let alone aviating'
in thelface of ex-hurricane Charlie on Bank Holi·
day Monday. The final results ther~fore rested on
the scores of the first two days - still uncon-

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Dave Finclon (Nimbus), Avon PU'ldil, r"'ishing on Day 2. Photo: MichaeI Erdnan.

The broken lines lead to either existing
members whose future is uncertain (and
fingers are crossed fof them) or new clubS we
hope will be joining next year.
finned. Provisional results indicated Essex 10 be
in the lead with Kent, Derby & Lanes and Cotsvd:! close behind.
Now we come to the tragic bitl Ashort length 01
ceUuloid failed to reoord the entire weekend's
accomplishments by the Essex Intennediate.
and the organisation were forced to make a significant adjustment to the scores.
It is fitting that the efforts of the Hoolahans'
K-6E in the Novice C lass brought the final victory
to Kent, with Cotswold, Derby & Lanes and
Essex equal second.
Congratulations Kent - 1986 National League
Champions and winners of the Douglas trophy.

And tor 19877

'"

Above, briefing on the grid on Day 2. Photo: D. Connaway.
Below, Humphrey Chamberlain (Rattlesden Intermediate) taking off in his LS-4. Photo: Michael
Erdman.

Avon Soaring Centre have kindly invited us to
Bidford-on-Avon for the Inter-League Final over
the August Bank 'Holiday weekend 1987.
The perennial questions are being. debated:
1. Should the Inlennediale Pilot 'delin1tion be
chMged? to ...
Any Pilol who by April
• has never flown in a Nationals level competition
&

• has not flown a 500km Diamond distance
leg
(& perhaps

• has never been above 50th in the Regional
Promolion List).
2. What changes are wanled or needed in the
structure 01 the Leagues? The map shows the
present dislribution 01 Clubs/Leagues with some
potential changes identified.
By the tlme this is published further decisions
may have been made - but I would welcome
views from anyone who'd care 10 express them
to: Mike Jefferyes, 15 Sycamore Way, Chelmslord, Essex, CM2 9LZ.
December 1986!Januaty 1987
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JUSTIN WillS

I

sUSj)ect that everyone, involved in gliding is
attracted to it by a mixture of reasons which are
unique to theooividual concerned. Whilst I enjoy
practically all aspects of the sport, I find the
exploration Of new places particularly fascinating, especially if little er no gliding has been done
in the area hitherto. With the growth in the knowledge and population of glider pilots it might be
thought that the opportunity for such flying is
steadily reducing, but with the Improvement 'in
aircraft performance and transport systems the
accessibility of places that were previously
unexplored is constantly increasing.
I had flown in southern Norway in 1972 and
was reminded of its potential by Birger Bulukin of
the Norwegian team at Rieti. Promising myself
another visit; I dug out myoid school atlas on
which 'I plan all my grand schemes.
Geographically the country is immensely long,
the distance from Kristiansand in the south to
'Nordkapp being 165Okm, the same as from London tQ, North Afri'ca. The Arctic Circle roughly
,bisects the coontry, and it is daylight virtually the
whole time in summer. Rainfall is high on tile
western side of the coastal mountain chain, but
where the country broadens in the south and
north the Inland areas benefit from the rainshadow effect and some parts of the extreme
north are very dry. Correspondence with Birger
(:Oflfirmed that practically all gliding activity was
oonfined to the south, and even, here there were
large areas relatively unexplored. ,Further north
virtually no gliding had been dOne. My plan,
therefOre, was to try to fly the full length of the
country up to Nordkapp, and hopefully even
explore the LofoteA Islands. The map showed
that there was a string of airfield$ along, the route,
'but laUnching would be a problem.
This was overcome 'by
Mclean and John
Ellis generously offering to fend me their demonstrator DG-400 for the trip. It also showedl their
COflSiderable faith in the aircraft, which prQved .
totally justified. It was easy to fly as a glider, with
a good performance, and simple to operate
under pOwer with excellent take off and climb
characteristics which kept engine time to a
minimum. In addition, for my peaCe of mind, they
fitted additional fuel tanks Which gave a theoretical still air range of over 500 miles. It was the
ideal aircraft for the job.
On June 28 we drove with Birger Bulukin from
Oslo to Eggemoen airfield which, like many olthe
smaller airstrips, consisted of a srngle runway
~surrounded by pine trees, and assembled the
00-400' for the first time. The weather looked
'encouraging, with a light northerly wind and
cumulus forming at 4500ft, so Sirget' in his LS-6
suggesteda dog leg, ,flight of 350km to the nortll
to include the two highest peaks in Norway, the
Glittertind and ltleGaldhopiggelil, ending up, at
Ringebu airfield.:1 new cautioUSly northwards following the clouds and keeping high, as the country below seemed to offer little in the way of
landing possibilities, despite Birger's advice that
in 'SO\,Ithern Norway this was not a problem. He in
the meal'ltime, had taken a more easterlycourse,
where oonditions looked weaker, and only afterwards admitted that this was because. the direct
route was almost unlandable!
After covering 1'OOkm the mountains appeared
to the north-west and I felt myself drawA irresistablY towards them. The country below rose

NORWEGIAN SAGA
Justin explores the north and crosses the Arctic Circle

eoo
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The Rondane mountains with peaks tip to 7000ft.
steadily so that the last 20 miles consisted of higlil
moorland and numerous lakes. I climbed to
7000ft in a shallow cuml,llus over Bygdin and
then found further lift on its upwind edge which
took me steadily to 14OOOft. From this height the
wave pattern ahead became clear and for the
next two hours I toured the whole area from the
Glittertind across to the eastern side of the Jostedalsbreen. The mountains seemed to vary
from great rounded humps to jagged individual
peaks, the former being covered by snowfields
and icecaps evidencing the very low temperatures that must prevail in winter. The gJaciallakes
displayed a remar!<able range of colours from
green' through turquoise to steel blue. The ,lift,
whilst never strong, seemed distributed over a
very large area and it was not until I had almost
reached Rir:IQebu that I finally came below
10oooft.
Birger arranged for us to stay' that flight at the
local camping site in one of the yvooden huts
which offer practically the only economic
accommodation in Norway. On Ilis instructions
we took suitable precautions against mosquitoes, including the use of a'burningooil placed
on the window ledge. During the night I was dimly
aware of a crash as Birger closed the wiDdow,
and on a couple of further oocasions I reflected
semi-consciously how well the coil was lasting.

Finally at 6am we awoke to find the hut thick with
smoke and the floor well alight, and nol a mosquito in sight!
The wind had now veered to the north-east:
and the sky remained clear until 11 .30am wheA
the first small cumulus appeared. I planned to
continl,le flying northwards, whilst Birger deCided
to accompanyl1'Ie for the first 75km before returning 10 Eggemoen. My course took me directly
over the Rondane mountains Which proved to be
a magnifICent area of peaks up to 7000lt, with
steep slopes"Of grey shale and cliffs of dark rock
,interspersed with snow filled gullies and bowls of
,ice lakes. The region looked very remote, yet
there were adequate fields within range and of all
the areas I saw during r trip I thought this the
loveliest.
25km 10 the north 1I found an unmar!<ed wave
which took me gently to 11 OOOft whilst Birger
passed below and then turned southwards. I
headed on over the D9Vre~ellpass and along the
deep valley 'leading 10 Oppdal. This appeared to
mar!< the northern limit of the good soaring area
and thereafter lift weakened as I approached
Trondheim and its ~ord. There was no definite
sea breeze front, but by the time I reached the
city itself the only ragged cumulus was based at
2500lt, whilst 30km to the north I could see
further clouds on the other side of the ~ord.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Accordingly I fished out the engine and performed my first aerial restan, and after an exciting pause, due to my fear of using the choke and
flooding the engine, It burst into life and I climbed
briskly to 6Oooft. Cloud cover ahead looked
increasingly extensive but with an obvioos wave
pattern. I called up the airfield at Namsos who
reported reasonable breaks to, the west, So I
cautiously navigated my way alOng the gaps folIoNing Ienticulars which consisted of such extraordinarily fine droplets that I lelt 1I was porpoising
amongst the folds of an inmense bridal veil.
Once over the fj,ord I let down on to a nearby
headland whence I could see the airfield. The
glider was given a prime parking place overnight
on the edge of the apron, after flying another
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'... I concluded that
a motor glider is the
ideal machine for exploration
of new areas . .. '

350km.
During the next two days. increasingly bad
weather prevented lurthe' flying while we drove
northwards for 900km to Bardufoss. The only
brighlrnomentoccurred'as we crossed the Arctic
Circle, when the' sky svddenly Qleared to, reveal a
stack of lenticularsoverhead. loo pul)lic weather
forecasts were· restricted to the "umbrellas. ona
map" variety, whilst the aviation service received
its forecasts from Bracknell and had no access to
satellite information. We concluded that lin a
country of sue !length continuing high pressure
in the south almost certainly implied low pressure
to the north. Regretfully, therefore, we turned
south again, witll Gillian spending another day
valiantly ooplng with the wet roads, poorly tit tunnels, two ferries, a puncture and the unnerving
Norwegian habit 01 suddenly pulling out and then
occupying thecrowlli 'of the road at 70krrv' h.
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Trond~im

.oPda~\..........
MRondane

area looked really
remote with a spectacular
white plateau of snow . .. '

400km later we were back under blue skies at
Hattfjelldal where we found a private airfield
close to the village and the river, sel amid 'rolling
larmland. Lying 50km inland and being surrounded by 6000« mountains i1looked an ideal
area lor wave, but that day there was little wind. I
C1rew up a lI'Iarrow 300km triangle to the northwest, and ,had to use' the engine· to cross the
Okstindan mountains and reach the Svartisen
massif. This area looked really remote, with a
spectacular white plateau of snow and ice 6oo0ft
high straddJil1g the Arctic Circle. 'Its westem face
faH directly info the sea, whilst to the north and
east greal glaciers flowed between rounded
promontories into milky green lakes.
As I descended into the ,rocky valley opposite
the eastem glacier terminus the air came alive,
and I was al)le, to start thermalling off the
exposed rocky areas to jUst above the ridge line.
Afte, a lew minutes I suddenly realised that the
character 01 the flight had subtly changed; since
starting the soar I had begun to notice details
whiCh I had overlooked before: that frozen overhang; the changes ira colour 01 the water around
the glacier snout; th~ total absence of any animal
tracks In the snow. My new awareness arose
December 19861JanU8"11987
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start where I made a very hamfisted job of climbing out of the Ringebu valley. Thereafter I flew
very conservatively to complete the course in just
over five hours and claim a British motor glider
record.
Having no previous experience of lIying such a
machine in conventional circumstances, I was
interested to see how the presence of an engine
which could be restarted in flight would affect my
normal flying. I found myself flying lhe 00-400
far more conservatively than I would my LS-6.
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from a sense of identity with the landscape whilst
using natural forces to sustain me, whereas my
earlier dependence on the engine had limited my
perceptions to those 01 an aerial voyeur.
I worked my way slowly back towards Hattljelldal, marvelling at the variety of the surrounding mountain shapes. The Okstindan range, with
Its elegant snowfields and classic alpine peaks,
lay only 60km from the massive bulk of the
Savartisen, which looked like a gigantic Christmas cake. A similar distance further to the west I
could see the island of Alsten, with Its. seven
almost identical sabre toothed peaks 01 smooth
rock evenly spaced 2km apart. I wondered what
extraordinary lorce had fashioned such diversity.
With only two days remaining we drove back to
Ringebu and found weather which showed that a
good Norwegian day is significantly better than
its UK counterpart. I flew a 512km O/R to Lunde
in the south-east in conditions that were so
good, with cloudbase risil1g to 9OOOft, that the
topography below was irrelevant except at the

Subconsciously I was rnoreooncerned at having
to vse the engine, and therooy invalidating the
record attempt, than I would have been at the
prospect of landing out in a pure glider. This
seeniedl so irrational that the following day I
deliberately setout tofty more aggressively. The
result was opposite, but equal: I proceeded to
have a series of low scrlijleS which I certainly
would have avolded-normall'y, and, like the previous day, covered tM ground more slowly. I
concluded thal a motor glider is the ideal
machine for exploration of new areas, but flying
one to get the beslout 'of it calls for different
tactical considerations compared to flying a pure
glider, espe<:ially over inhospitable terrain, and it
would take considerable lime before I could
become accustomed to it.
Further reoord plans were frustrated on our
last day by areas of overdevelopment. Nonetheless both Birger and I exceeded 600km around
meandering (Xlurses, with mine ending at Eggemoen. The effect of latitude on the length of the
soaring day was demonstrated by the 12!hrs
between Birger's take-oil and my landing.
In a country 01 only four million people there
are many areas where thelandscape changes in
a very short distance from one 01 comforting
civilisation 10 another of desolate remoteness.
On the: final day I found myself flying northwards
along the Hemsedal valley. The soutl1ern part
was broad with good llandii:!g. fields, and even a
gliding club at StQl'e~ell. However, once paslthe
town the mountains clOsed lin, forcing the road
through a narrow cleft whenoe It started ascending a deep valley to a 400Qft ,pass marked by a
lake whose wate~s were a steely grey. The valley
walls wereooarvertical, and on either side there
were broad snow-ribbed plateaus interspersed
with lakes and barren peaks up to 6OOOft. In the
absence of any greenery, and with cloud cover
both increasing and lOwering, I felt I was flying
down a wedge inlo a monochrome world that led
to Hell itself. Finally at the junction with the Laer001 valley an advancing stOrm swallowing up the
slllTOundin<J mountainsiin lits progress gave me
the excuse I needed, and I simply turned and
bQlted. Not until I had covered the 40km back to
Hemsedal and the sunshine did I1 feel at ease
again, and the whole experience then seemed
dreamlike by the· suddeness of its transitiOn.
Flying in Norway was never dull.
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DEREK prGGOTT

BUYER
BEWARE
If you are changing gliders
this winter or becoming an
owner for the first Ume, then
you should heed Derek's
advice
N o one really believes that the beautiful
second-hand glider they have just bought
can be anything but a bargain. But in fact
there are many pitfatrs to avoid and you
could be the person to take over a heap of
problems unless you are aware of them.
"Buyer Beware" as the lawyer would put
it. You could buy an airworthy glider which
is almost unusable.
Consider the "just been refmished" sales
talk. MyoId foreman friend used to say"A
coat of paint call hide a multitude of sins."
Ask yourself why the new coat of paint? It
could be that the fabric is time expired and
you might be landed for a complete recovering job in a year or so. Fortunately it is
remarkably difficult to disguise a poor
repair without hours of work with filler and
elbow grease. Refinishing any machine well,
is expens·ive. in either time or money and
there is no such ,thing.as a good, cheap job or
C of A. Those coats of gloss finish may be all
right on a motor car but they can be the start
of a very real problem on a glider.
Unfortunatel,Y the fact that it has a valid C
of A or has been ,completely overhauled
does not mean that it is all right. Many oHhe
older machines have put on weight over ,the
years and this inevitably means that the C of
G has moved aft and that the range of permissiblecockpit loads will have been drastically reduced. In fact some types become
almost unusable when the minimum cockpit
load to keep the C of G within safe limits
becomes close to or even the same as -the
maximum allowed by the C of A.
If you are forming a syndicate the a.verage
pilot may just need a little extra weigbt but a
girl pilot may end up having to carry 60 or
70lbs to fly it at all Moreover tf they are
inexperienced it will not be wise for ,them to
fly with the C of G anywhere near the aft
limit and you may have difficulty getting
enough ballast into the cockpit.
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So what should you look for when buying
a glider? Obviously you must look carefully
at the finish and general state of both the
glider and trailer. Ask the owners to rig and
derig it for you. Difficulty in rigging can be
caused by distorted fittings or by a poor
repair causing misalignment.
Fly the glider. Does it trim out to fly
straight at both high and tow speeds? Does
,it have persistent bad wingdrop.at the stall?
Do all the instruments woJ1~ satisfactorily.
The glider logbook should tell you quite a
rot about both its past history and the present owners. Who repaired it after any'accident it may have had? Has it been well kept
with full detailS of repairs and inspections
carried out? Has it been flown regularly?
What about the minimum and maximum
oockpit loads shown on the C of A document - are they reasonable? (Don't rely on
the cockpit placards as they can be badly out
of date.) A minimum of more than 170lbs is
going to be a real embarrassment for light
weight pilots and may make the glider difficult to sell at a later date. Don't think that
it will be just a matter of adding a few
pounds of ballast in the nose. This can be
quite difficult to do and even more of a
problem if you want to put it in and take it
out quickly for other pilots.

'The weighing of gliders is
notoriously Inaccurate and It
;s not unknown for serious'
errors in calculations. I
Pay particular attention to the results of

all the previous weighings. Gliders never
get lighter and any increase in the empty
weight will result in the C of G moving aft
and increasing the minimum cockpit load.
The weighing of gliders is notori(i)usly inaccurate and it is not unknown for serious
errors in the calculations,. You should
expect an increase of 20-301bs for any general respray job and there is something fishy
about the weighing if the glider does not get
heavier, and about any movement of the C
of G forward.
If you doubt the figures why not write
into the Bill of Safe "subject to satisfactory
re-weighing". I know of at least three cases
where this would have saved a lot of problems.
Recently a club bought what seemed to
be a cheap two-seater. Of course it had a
valid C of A so they thought it had to be a
bargain. BesideSc quite a number of seemingly small defects which took several
weeks to rectify, it was grossly overweight
partly due to repairs but also to having been
repainted all over. The minimum cockpit

load for solo was well oVer 200108 and the
maximum just sufficient for two light pilots
flying without parachutes.
Of course most gliders have a' semi
aerobatic category so tha~, when sanc-tioned
by the BOA, some increase in the all up
weight is possible if it is considered non
aerobatic. But that club has probably spent
more on getting it Dyable than it would have
cost.to have bought a better machine in the
first place.
Moral - always get pfQfessional advice
from an independent inspector before buying a used machine. (Inspectors can differ in
opinion as to what is acceptable.)

'Quite unwittingly the pilot
had been flying with the C of
G well off the aft limit In a
dangerously unstable
condition. '
More recently we have seen an appar·
ently beautifu~ glass machine that may well
be unflyable. The more recent weighings
make no sense with the C of G well aft of the
normal position. On re-weighing, the
minimum cockpit load worked out to be
2301bs proving that there was a serious
error in the last weighing. Quite unwittingly
the pilots had been flymg with the C of G
wen off the aft limit in a dangerously unstable condition. Fortunately the owners
took advice after finding that the glider was
difficult to fly.
In this ~se the previous owner had
sprayed the whole aircraft with a nonaircraft finish to make it look worth its
inflated value. Not only is there a weight
problem but the fact that the control ~ur
faces have been painted may well result in
flutter problems. The balanoe of the ailerons and other control surfaces on modern
machines is particularly critical and after
refinishing they should have been checked
and rebalanced. There was no record of this
having been done and it seems possible that
the inspector concerned may have been
unawar,e of the dangers involved.
The question arises as to who is liab'le for
the cost of buying an unflyable machine. Is
the BGA inspector liable for failing to
check the previous weighings or the work
done, or for passing on an unflyable but •
airwortlly machine?
At best a court of law might rule in your
favour; at worst you may be suing tor
money that isn't there. And worst of aU in
the meantime you and your partners are
without a flyable machine.
So buyer beware. Get expert advice, look
carefully at the logbook and the C of A and
don't buy a heap of trouble.
SAILPLANE & GUDING

WHO SAID GLIDING
CAN'T BE A FAMILY SPORT?
These photographs were taken at the 1986 Nationals. Top left, Stephen Jones,
yoo..ngest holder of all three Diamonds, sends father Ralph off at the Open Class
Nationals. Photo: Jane Randle. Top right, Jim Weston with his son Jeremy at the 15M
Nationals. Photo: Bernard Smyth. Middle right, John Patchett, tug pilot at the 15M Class
Nationals with his daughter Ciaire. Photo: Bemard Smyth. Bottom left, Steve White, who
came 3rd in the Standard Class Nationals, getting his wife, Maggie, and daughter. Lucy,
WOf1(ing on his Pegasus. Photo: Nelson Hurst & Marsh. Bottom right, John Young helps
his son Michael (Ventus B) at the Open Class Nationals. Photo: .Jane Randle.

MRS PLATYPUS

ATRIBUTE
TO VERONICA
Being married to Veronica was the greatest
blessing of my life. She was kind, warm,
intelligent, humorous, hospitable and lovely
in every ~ible way. Scores of Iriends and
coUeagues have written to me to underline
those marvellous traIts in ber' character.
She knew for 40 days that she had inoper.
able cancer. She died as she lived, bravely,
lucidly, without a trace of sentimentality or
self-pity, seeking only to comfort those who
loved her,. Believe it ,or not we had quite a few
laughs in those final weeks: that was her
special gift.
I haven't felt much like wriUng recently,
but I do think ,that Mrs Platypus's piece
written ten years ago wiU be a more than
worthy substitute for anythfug I might do.
Her ,rlue excursions into writ,ing for S&G
were so good tbat I would occasionally forget
their true authorship and take credit for
them myself. Only then might she looT< just a
little stern.
PLATYPUS

Articles by Platypus have entertained readers of this
magazine for some years. Now Mrs Platypus gives a fUll,
frank unexpurgated account of life w'lth Platypus and offers
some advice to those about to marry gliding enthusiasts.

DON'T
W e n Platypus proposed, he made his
priorities perfectly plain.
"We coufd get married at the end of
May" he suggested at breakfast one morning (all the best proposals take place at
breakfast) "beca1,lse that's when the
Nationals are on. One of my syndicate partners will be flying the Kestrel so I shouldn't
be able to glide for a week anyway and
could ta'ke you on honeymoon."
Anived at the Registrar, Platypus patted
his pockets, found the 2p he keeps for
retrieve phone calls, and not much else.
Like Royalty, Platypus rarely carries cash;
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Nationals which by an amazing coincidence
lay directly on our homeward path.
I knew that the first flush of romance had
really worn off by an incident some six
weeks later, however. I accompanied my
new hUSband to a competition in France the first gliding ,competition with which I
had ever ,been involved.
On the first day, oil the launch point.
French tug pilots were whipping the gliders
into the air with ferocious speed and efficiency. I was standing dreamily by the traiting edge of the wing, watching ,the glider
pitot,ed by Platypus :being attached to the
tow fOpe, when I noticed all about me had
scattered and were bellowing urgently. l
drifted off and it was explained to me
severely that I could have been decapitated
by the tail plane.
Recounting the incident to my bridegroom in bed that night I was touched when
he sat up in alarm.
"You must never ever do that again," he
said. "You could have severely damaged the
tail plane."
All this was some years in the past. Now
as a gliding wife of some years' experience
who has been blooded by a retrieve which
earned Platypus a trophy for the worst
retrieve ,of the year (why did Platypus collect the trophy, I ask myself? Why not the
crew? Anyway it was a gliding club ashtray
and he doesn"t smoke) I feel q\lalified to
pass on some words of advice to those about
to marry gliding enthusiasts.
First, unless, you have to, don't.
(I didn't have ,to. I just I'oved. Platypus.)
If you do, you will have to accept that
gliding is going to come first with your husband. For instance, your sex life will to some
ex,tent depend oil the weather.
"You woufdnif DARE write that" said
Platypus in bed this morning.
I would and I will.

Gliders as phallic symbols

and while I don't usually mind too much
being his purse-bearer, I felt it unseemly for
a bride to ferret in her handbag. So I waited
demurely while Platypus asked the Registrar (a Mr Peacock) if he would accept Barclaycard or a cheque. Mr Peacock, with a
guffaw, declined; and Platypus was just contemplating a whip-round among the witnesses when he came upon the fivers he keeps
for retrieve dinners and the situation was
saved.
Our honeymoon, on which Platypus
pointed out several gliding sites into which I
declined to be inveigled, ended up at the

On weekend mornings. Platypus springs
from bed and tweaks open the cur,tains. If
the sun is shining, I know I've got to get my
clothes on fast if I want to accompany him to
the club. If OIII the other hand he ,returns to
bed, I know it's a poor gliding day....
"I think gliding is a substitute for sex" I
once remarked, when considering the
Freudian aspects of the sport - the phallic
symbolism of high performance gliders,
thrusting into therroals and waggling their
wings in unooupling rituals with tow planes.
"Nonsense" sex is a substitut,e for gliding," said Platypus ,briskly, and there are
times when I think he wasn't joking.
The second thing you have to decide is
whether you intend to be a gliding widow or
a gliding wife. You can either opt for
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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"Your sex life will depend on the weather."
Illustration by Platypus.

widowhood, wa~iJJg him off to the club each
weekend and taking up golf - or a lover; or
you can accompany him to the club and take
the consequences.
If you opt for the second alternative, and
you don't terribly care for hard work and
being shouted at, the line to take is that one
simply could nevel" aspire to be a second
Kitty Wills or Beryl Stephenson, and it
could be sheer presumption to try. Regrettably, one simply isn't of the calibre required
to drive a trailer 400 miles through the
night, nor has one ,the physique t6 throw
together a Kestfel 19 witheffordess ease
and good g.race. I do occasionally hold
Platypus's wingtip (though dropping it from
time to time ensures that it is oniy occasionally) and last season I did retrieve him from
the field next to the club. Of course, you will
have to cultivate some alternative skills
instead - provide syndicate Doshes willingly; feed crews, map-read intelligently,
listen wholeheartedly and generally offer
moral if not physical support.
The most endearing thing about P>latypus
is his absentmindedness. At a very early
stage, his friends warned me that I should
have to watch him l.ike a hawk to make sure
that he didn't get airborne while still iJJ possession of the car keys. I also try to prevent
him from tal:!:ing-offwhile he i.s sitting on his
maps, and try to find the things he loses keys, maps, sung~asses, tools, shoes - last
week it was the inspection panel.
By a man's friends you shall know him,
they say, and Platypus's friends are a particularly Stout Bunch (speaking purely
metaphorically). Not many people would
endure conditions rather worse than
trenches in World War I to retrieve him in a
snow storm, nor de-rig in pitch dark in a
field knee deep in cow pats, nor drive 200
miles in the wrong direction and 200 miles
back again (French villages have similar
sounding names) and still remain on speaking terms with the instigator of all this suffering. Platypus's friends, however, do all
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this and more. For my part, I have learned
to understand their jokes. At the beginning,
wh~n they reported picking up Platypus on
the radio at 500ft over Evesham (when i.n
fact they had not heard from him at all) they
were puzzled by my phlegmatic calm. It was
how.ever ignorance rather tban a humourless sang froid; I just didn't know how low
500ft was. Now I giggle politely and hope it
is a joke again. . .
.

One thing you don't have to
worry about Is the Other
Women. His gIlder Is his
mistress.
I have learned a lot of things since tak.ng
up with Platypus. I have learned, for
instance, never to go on a retrieve in a mini
skirt - apart from the difficulty of climbing
barbed wire fences, the horse flies near
some Continental gliding sites are vicious
and ungentlemanly. So I always arm myself
when going anywhere near a gliding site
with trousers, Wellies, sunglasses, fur coat,
sun hat, food, knitting, reading matter,
money, a .corkscrew and a complete change
of dothes (see note on cow dung retrieve).
Thus prepared for any weather and all eventualities I can await Platypus's return in as
much comfort as possible.
I have learned that Platypus is generally
sweet-tempered and tolerant. Two things,
however, drive him into a frenzy. One is
when I do something wrong when towing.
the glider to the fauDch point, and the rope
snaps.
The other thing which can prove greatly
disturbing to the serenity of my home life is
a letter from Kirbymoorside bringing tidings of another mandatory mod. Four letter
words echo around the house andwe have a
bad half hour before Platypus regains an
even keel.

Putting into effect the mandatory mod, of
oourse, takes its toll of Platypus's t,ime and
temper as well. As dQes trailer painting!
mainta,ining. Fortunately the weather is
neady always too wet or too dry. If it's
pouring clearly he can't be fettling, and if
it's fine he's flying.
One thing you don't have to worry about
if you marry a gliding enthusiast (well, not
much, anyway) is the Other Women. His
glider is his mistress, and takes up so much
of his time, energy - and money - that he
hasn't really any to spare for anyone else.
You have the advantage of knowing the
enemy intimately and being able literally to
take her apart any time you choose. The
ultimate sanction, of course, is that you can
leave her stranded if he takes-off with her
and doesn't return to you - you can refuse to
retrieve him if he's paying her too much
attention - but he'll never abandon her for
you, so if you want to see your husband
regularly you'd better just accept her. You
don't have to overdo it, of course; Platypus
often invites me to join him in rubbing her
down or touching her up, but I don't consider this to be my scene at all. I do have to
lend my hairdryer to dry out the water in her
wings and my hairspray for her barograph
(not to mention bits of my carpet to pad her
trailer more comfortably) but that's as far as
it goes.
I've just had a thought. How about an
"AUNT/E" Platypus column in S&G, with
advice to worried gliding brides, etc?
"My husband is spending longer and
longer at the club, and keeps mentioning
Libelle in his sleep. Should I worry?" - Only
if he lands out in her.
"My boyfriend spends hours in his trailer
with a girl he says is a member of his syndicate. He says they're weatherproofing it.
Could this be true?" - Probably.
How about it, Editor? (We've got enough
problems without inviting any from readers.
-ED.)

Anyway with all said and done, life with
Platypus is never dull, and I wouldn't have it
any different for the world.
He has viewed the prospect of this article
with some trepidation, and at one time I
offered to suppress it.
"Not at aU," he said generously. "As a
matter of fact, I think I'm quite flattered at
the thought of you being a kind of Boswell
to me. I'll give· you a Johnsonian quote if
you like," he offered.
So as I pinched the title from Dr Johnson,
I'll pinch th.e last line, too.
"When a man is tired of gliding," says
Platypus, "he is tired of life."
Platypus'S many readers will be pleased he will
retum in th6 rl6xt issue.
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JOHN WILUAMSON

The 1986 Standard Class Nationals achieved
six from a possible ten days; exposed certain
anomalies in the scoring system; set us racing on
two splendid days and scraping on two others. A
typical British Nationals ill lacl!
The Nationals, were admirably hosted by the
London Gliding Club and: sponsored for the first
time from within the square-mile of the City of
londQn, by Nelson IHurst and Marsh.
A wide spectrum of sailplanes were represented. The most numerous, surprisingly,
were the Discus (Discii?), closely followed by
ASW-1'9 and LS-4.At the lower end the three Std
Cirrus were led home by Martin Durham who flew
oonsistently to oome 9th.

NELSON HURST &
MARSH STANDARD
(ilASS NATIONALS

Day 1, Saturday, August 16-295km quadrilateral, Barrington, near Duxford - South MarstonHungerford.
At briefing it was evident that the camera start
procedure had not been fully thought through.
and we were surprisingly advised that, provided
we did not infringe the airspace overhead. it
would be quite in order to climb into cloud prior to
starting.

Dunstable from August 16·25

Most of the
non-finishers landed
on the second leg

_
_
_

More than l1alf the Class completed the race, A
strong westerly wind gave, significant wave interference. and most of the non-finishers landed on
the long, into wind, second leg, Once; round the
South Marston corner it was all dQwnhill. Downwind anyway and only three who reached South
Marston failed to get home. Speeds were iA the
77 to 48km/h range. with! Steve White tying With
Martyn Wells for 1st place. The computer could
not separate their O.01Ikm/h difference! It ,is
unusual to single out the baCk marker, but
Andrew Davis came to grief soon ,after turning
into wind at lBarrington. This must rate as his
worst day ever and of course left him with no
hope 01 a leading place. Buttherewas no way out
but up, and up he was to come!
Day 2, Sunday. August 17 - 185km triangle,
Lutterworth - Stoke Dry Reservoir
Briefing produced the somewhat startling
news that 95% of competitors had probably
infringed the local airspace priOr to the start and
normally would be disqualified. In future a tug
"with a blue flashing light" would patrol at the
highest permissible height. Anyone spotted
above that height would be disqualified. The 51'/0
who had not infringed on day one were not identified and so could hardly claim unfair advantage.
We got the message!
This time only 12 got home, headed by Dave
Watt at 56km/h, with Andrew Davis close behind.
The slowest finisher, Mike Young, had 38km/h,
and it doesn't take much to realise that you have
to fly all day if you are going to be that slow. Tile
start was a nervous business. Better weather
round the north on the task area was not visible
from Dunstable and each launch seemed to be
into, vague greyness and an almost certain
land-out situation. No one got away before 3pm
and Chris Rollings left soon after 5pm and flew
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The day winners from feft to right: standing - John Bally,Steve White, John Cardiff and Martyn
Wells. Squatting - Chris Garton and Dave Watt. Simon HutchinSOA, wh<) shared Day 5 with John
Sally, is missing from the line-up.
well into the evening for his 86km to Husbands
Bosworth. Seven other ea~ly starters enjoyed the
northern route, progressed well dOWll the third
leg, put Were one thermal too late to join the
dozen finishers. A 600pt day with a third of the
field scoring less than 100.
Day 3, Tuesday, August 19 - 290km triangle,
Honeybourne - Devizes.

Announcement of this task at briefing was met
by disbelief since we had just had two days, of
rain, and low cloud and mist still prevailed. Mike
Garred was confident that his weather would
come gOOd and we wer~ sent off SOOn alter
lunch. The general feeling that we should have
reverted to the smaller fall.,back task proved correct, but it was too late. Many pilots 'got their
best-ever Nationals placing this day - 5th!
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Twenty-three achieved this distinction with precisely ONE point; three pilots did twice as well
with TWO points, and J'ohn,Oardiff flew for nearly
7hrs and a magnificent 265Km for FOUR points.
The previous day one could get four points for
only 2km! John spoke diffidently of his struggle,
prefaced with "For four points you want the
whole story?"! He deserved and got an enormousround of applause!

Day 4, Wednesday, August 20 - 296km
triangle. Banbury - Bury St Edmunds.
This lurned out 10 be a corker. All but one got
home, speeds ranging from 97 to 65km/h.
Andrew Davis was in his element to win and by
now had pulled up 20 places to 19. By a slender
margin of' only 30pts Dave Watt held on to his
overall lead. It is interesting that the best racing
days nearly always finish up effectively 400 or
SOOpt days. The days with a 1oo0pt spread are
the almost good ones, where everyone goes a
fairdistance but few get home. Time to adjust the
scoring system yet again?
Day 5, Saturday, August 23 - 417km triangle,
MarlborQugh - Long Mynd.
This day we got zapped by a depression that
00 one could see coming. By the time the die was
cast and we were launching the first hint of trouble appeared on the satellite pictures off Ireland.
By the time we had all romped round Marlborough (I counted 23 gliders in one thermal
there) 'and were happily passing Y near Cheltenham, upper cloud had spread disastrously
across Wales and was clearly cutting off any
hope of getting to the Mynd. The radio was quiet
for a time but then we all got strangely cheerful

FINAL RESULTS
Pllol

did its tJsuallhing and we all packed our bags in
time 10 leave by mid-afternoon, soon after prizegiving. The sponsors "Iriallessons" went on well
into the wet, grey aftemoon; we all drank their
beer. Photographs were taken and thanks
expressed, especially to the Dunstable membership for the hard work we all know goes into such
a smooth operation.
Thank you Dunstable.

Day 6, Sunday, August 24 - 352km double
triangle, Hungerford - Silverstone - DunstableDidcot- Silverstone.
After the late, late retrieves of the night before
we did not quite know how to take this one. Mike
Smith, that thoughtful mathematician from York,
had been canvassing such a task for some days,
and here we had it. It was splendid! Helped by
excellent weather we whizzed round our first
200km triangle, rounded Dunstable in droves to
the delight of the sponsor, whose cl'1ief guests
were present on tl'1islovely summer day, and
thence round the 150km. Thewinning speed was
an impressive 102km/h by Chris Garton in his
new Discus, thereby putting the seal on his bid
.for selection tothe British team. He started soon
after Martyn Wells whQm he caught up eventually. Martyn anxiously asked his crew for Chris's
starting time, to be told (erroneously) "24
minutes. after you". MartYn's nose went down
sharply, but Chris hung on grimly to the end.
Shows what can be done when you really have to
try! Malityn's time was impressive enough to
bring him inlo the overall lead, replacing Dave
Watt who had held ,pole position since Day 2.
That was tne end of it. Bank Holiday Monday

TWO-SEATER COMPETITION

Day 1 16.8
295km.
Barrlngton (nr
Duxford), South
Maralon, Hungerford

Standard Class

Poo

and started chattering. Someone said "Roll to
Worcester" te his crew. This was repeated' so
often in the 09><1 few minutes that Ted Lys finally
called his crew, saying "You had better 90 10
Worcester, I think there must be a party there!".
Anyway we crept past Malvern and ,practically
the entire Nationals ended up in fields within
30km of each other. This made it an effective
330pt day with each extra km worth 5pts. What
price John Cardiff's 265km now?
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(Dial)

D.y 2 11.8
185km ...
Lutterworth,

SloIc. Dry
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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10
11
12
13
14
15
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20
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, 24
25
26
27
28

29

W.Ila,M.D.
Wait, D. S.
WhIte,S.A.
G8I1on, C.
Compbell, D.
Melcall., G.
Cordl", J. O.
Smith, D. A.
tl\lrham, M. W.
Gorrlnga, J. Ii.
Ly..ko... k~ E. R.
1lml1h, E.
Bally,J. D.
Hood. L.
RoAInga, C. C.
St_rt,K.
I 'Oovla, A. J.
Hulchln80n, S.
HIII,D.J.M.
Wllllam80n, J. S.
Young,III.J.
Aapland, W.
Dell, R.
WatIon, LJ.
Joint, T.
rhroaaall, M. G.
smith, Go N. D.
Smith, M.
For",1I, B.
I

30

Buckn_!,

31
32
J3

Hayu,D.
BanoI8t,J. D.
~rlck,J.
All
C.
CI.r1le, A.

34
35

36
37
38
39

K.

Co",A.

_lnO,P.
Kay,W.
Canp; Go W. G.

LS-4
Pegasu8

Pog.sus
Discus
Discus

ASW-19
LS-4
L5-4
Sld Cirrus
LS-4
Dlscu.
Std Cirrus
Pegesus
LS-4
Pegasus

Discus
Discus
LS-4
Dlscua
ASW-'9
Peg.sus
ASW-19
Dlscua
00-300
Discus
ASW-'9 (ClUb)
LS-4
ASW-'9
ASW-'9
Discus
ASW-19
00-300
Sld Cirrus
LS-4
ASW-'9
00-'00
ASW-'9
00-300
00-100
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77.02 =1
76.71
3
=1
77.0'
61.90
15
75.14
10
76.39
=5
59.97
18
76.01
7
75.22
9
75.64
8
76.40
=5
72.59
13
74.90
11
59.35
17
67.39
14
76.68
4
(57.7) 39
53.54
20
21
52.'0
(205.5) 24
(134.2) 34
(152.7) 33
72.1l3
12
57.86
18
(178.2) 29
48.80
22
(187.2) ~26
(282.0) 23
(181.2) 28
(168.7)
30
(111.2) 36
(193.0)
25
('562) 32
(187.2) =26
(72.2) 38
(89.2) 37
(158.7) 3'
54.84
19
(123.7) 35

1000
997
1000

B34
979
993
813
989
980
985
993
95'
977
806
894
996
79
742
726
389
240
278
954
790
332
690
35'
608
338
312
191
363
286
351
"0
145
291
756
2'8

08y4 20.8
296km ...
Banbury. Bury SI
Edmunda

D.y 5 23.1
417km ...
Marlllorough, Long
Mynd

I

DIst
P08

Dey:l 19.8
290km ...
Honaybouma,
Devlze8

The first Pocklington TWO-Seater Competition,
held by Wolds GC from August 11-15, was successful with the competitors determined to come
back next year, but there was one problem - the
British summer.
For ~ days the rain fell and the wind blew and
we have probably set a record for the lowest
number of points scored - Mark and Jeremy
Niman (K-7) won with 11.1pts.
The main reason for starting this Comp was to
give cross-country and competition training to
Bronze C and pre Silver C pilots under supervision from the more experienced with a secondary reason to put some fun back into competition flying. So next year:
• All two-seater gliders will be eligible, regardless of performance.
• The competition (similar to 1986) will be run
along the lines of the BGA handbook so giving
competition experience.
• It will be held for seven days, from August
9-16, making it more worthwhile for people to
travel further and to give us a better statistical
chance with the weather.
SIMON PARKER
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91.00
5
90.68
6
4
9'.93
92.39
3
85.40
10
82.90
'5
85.2' ~11
82.14
16
79.34
20
85.06
13
89.01
35
77.41 ~24
.89.25
8
85.19 ~'1
18.78
28
77.77
23
97.19
1
71.51
33
90.11
7
77.22
26
78.78
2'
83.70
14
76.99
27
70.66
32
77.41 -24
17
81.06
78.75
22
31
72.92
79.81
18
79.70
'9
73.45
30
94.49
2
70.78
34
76.39
29
64.97
37
66.64
36
67.97
39
85.77
9
(244.0)
39

878
894
812
819
815
777
812
766
724
810
570
895
872
8'2
666
70'
1000
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BB5
692
716
789
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695
750
715
628
731
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205.60
203.40
196.00
192.90
19'.10
196.00
182.40
183.90
196.00
182.00
196.00
193.10
207.00
178.90
196.00
191.60
205.60
207.20
205.60
195.70
192.90
187.00
167.90
178.30
177.80
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178.30
139.10
178.60
179.00
168.00
'56.80
178.60
156.80
178.60
00.00
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13
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-7
16
-3
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-3
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=14
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34
=30
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·18
-18
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=30
37
=27
25
20
=35
=27
=35
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39
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856
8BO
812
819
8BO
802
880
866
936
794
880

B58
928
936
928
879
B64
831
739
792
'742
848
848
754
792
596
793
799
839
684
793
684
793
0
591

Day 6 24.8
352km doubl....
Hungerford,
Sllver.tone, Dunst8bfe,
DIdcot, Silveralone
Speed
(01.1)

Pas

Pts

101.22
1
90.11
9
91.30
8
102.77
1
15
84.94
24
8'.30
94.09
4
91.53
7
78.55
28
84.05
18
83.74
19
78.96
26
85.11
'4
81.62
23
6
9'.8'
92.27
5
95.85
3
76.64
32
Be.Be
10
84.47
17
85.11
13
86.50
12
78.85
27
86.77
11
84.79
16
74.13
31
83.45
20
74.90
30
81.94
21
80.75
25
22
8'.9'
(265.6) 36
33
76.0'
89.29
35
74.94
29
70.71
34
('42.2) 37
DNF ·38
DNF :39

979
825
842
1000
754
704
880
845
666
742
737
671
756
708
849
855

905
'589
808

748
770
776
670
779
752
605
733
615
7'3
B96
712
2'5
'581
538
616
558

107
0
0

Total
Polnls
4326
4230
4178
4152
3920
3878
3845
3779
3770
3735
3703
3579
3542
3515
3495
3490
3485
3392
3372
3132
3101
3098
3082
3046
2945
2906
2672
2620
2604

2415
2333
2329
2323
2253
2028
1921
1695
1577
1089
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ELSPETH MORRISON

What made you start gliding? I've been
asked many variations on that question. When?
Why? Where? How? At the age of ten, or thereabout, I read a story about a cross-eountry flight.
It was pure fiction and could never have happened but a seed was sown.
The seed fell on stony ground. I had never
seen a glider. It was many years before I had my
first flight. (Ner the years I climbed mountains,
scaled crags, traversed glaciers, skiied, sailed,
even played' .golf but gliding slipped away into
never never ('and. There were too few hours, too
little money an(! too many activities. Once I met a
gilder pilofbut before a trip to the Long Mynd was
organised the contact moved from Birmingham
toManchester. So I hitch-hiked to Norilh Wales to
climb the classic routes on Tryphan.
Time passed. I thought, without too much
regret, I would never go gliding. But I never forgot.
There came a day when I had time on my
hands. It all fell into place. Go gliding. I asked two
questions. Where? How? Two weeks later on
May 29,1977, I arrived at Portmoak.
It was a hot sunny day. High pressure hung
static over Scotland. A gentle east wind passed
between Bishop and Benarty. There was no hill
lift, no thermars, nothing! I climbed into a red
Bocian. A cable was attached to the Super Cub. I
had waited a long time for this. I was curious not
apprehensive.
The experts shouted strange phrases and
waved their arms about. All clear above and
behind. Take up slack. All out. The Booian trundled along the ground slowly, picked up speed
and I was airborne.

'I looked around and
experienced a new
perspective of the
countryside. '
At 1500ft we were free. The world was silent. I
looked around and experienced a new perspective of the countryside. We drifted gently downward, under the control of the instructor and I
came to earth as we rumbled and bumped along
the grass strip.
It was not enough and later that same day I
was back in the Bocian. Perhaps the instructor
was trying to put me off. He explained the primary
effects of the controls. He let me have a go and I
noticed a slight difference in the smoothness of
the flight!
He demonstrated a stall. Interesting! Over the
lock he dropped a wing and brought the nose up.
As we plummeted sideways towards the water
my stomach took up an unusual attitude. Very
interesting! We resumed normal flight and once
again I was brought back to earth with a gentle
bump.
I would be back.
Subsequent progress was probably the slowest on record for any aspiring glider pilot.
The high pressure and east winds continued
and the next three flights were in a Motor Falke.
After a one week course in September I was
familiar with Bishop hill and could carry out basic
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IN THE
BEGINNING
Why does gliding I,ose so manyab-initios to other sports?
Perhaps Elspeth's experience is the reason and it is time
those clubs guilty of a poor training programme reformed

Elspeth, director of
Infoonation
Technology at

aueeo

Margaret "College, Edinburgh, has a
Silver C and flies a

syndicate K-6E.

exercises with a reasonable Qegree of coordinatiQn. Foolishly I thoughll wa$ well on the
way to beooming a pilol. My first contact had
been loo easy.
There was a lot I still had to Ieam If I was to
beCome a glider pilot.
The first lesson was perseverance. Idisplayed
a singular lack of this· characteristic. In QctobeJ
and November I went to Portrnoak two or three
times. Cor:!ditions were very poor. Clouds· were
low. Rain fell. A few faithfuls wandereddisconsolately around the clubhouse. No one knew me.
No one spoke to me. Discouraged I stayed away
until the spring. Spring came and passed. Summer came. Did I really want to fly?
I enrolled on another course. The company
was good. The conditions were passable. My
appe!ije was whetted. This time I would persevere. The club was alive with8b-initios and early
solo pilots. The winch was unreliable. The typical
day was seveA hours of labouring on the .ground
and perhaps three circuits or half an hour soaring
Bishop. Three things were required, a cable, a
two-seater and a willing instructor. It was almost
impossible to, get all three together. I became
proficient as ground crew.
After fifteen different instructors, most of whom
seemed reluctant to hand over control to tne
ab-initio, 1I began to doubt if it was possible to
progress.
In late November it was a typical day. Up
before dawn to start labouring, I had been airborne for ,thirteen minutes on three unsatisfactory circuits. The day was getting on. Light might
last another forty minutes. If I was lucky I might
get another flight. I was next on the flying liSt.
There was a free· T-21 and the winch was actually working. Themissing item was an instructor.
A tall rangy lad called George would take me
for a circuit. How much experience do you have?

Before I could reply he added thall might as well
take it up ~he launch. Six hundred feet up the wire
his voice remarked laconically thall was "overdoing the left wing down a bit". Toore was astight
crosswind for which I was not consciOusly compensating. The wire released, I turned right and
contacted gentle ,lift. The. instructor checked. We
were in lee wave and went up to 2000ft. Told to
use up the height any way I chose, I concentrated. A 360° turn to the right. Straighten up. A
. 3600 turn to the left. Straighten up. IReverse the
turn. Shallow turns. Keep the ball in the middle. I
ooncentrated. Then the quiet voice asked where
we were. I looked out of the canopy. We had
drifted well downwind, two flelds.'behind the field
boUndary. We should not be there. I turned
upwind and glanced at the .altimeter~ The next
question was 'Where are you' making for?" Iwas
heading for the red farm roofs, the conventional
high key palnt. I pushed on then realised the
point of the question. I turned on to a shortened
downwind leg. COmpleting the circuit, 11 rounded
out and bumped, to a stop. I did not know who this
instructor was bot it was a great flight. The
instructor had not twitched 00 the controls once. I
new the glider. Not without mistakes I shoUld

add.
Although I had been prompted I had both ree·
ognised and oorrected f()( the mistakes. I wished
all instructors had his approach.
It was May before I saw George Lee again. By
this time I knew he was a World Champion and
was surprised and gratified when he greeted me.
He asked how I enjoyed flying solo. I was still on
the merry go round of fighting '01' the two-seater,
cable and instructor, He was Surprised at my
response as he thought 11 had been jusl abotJt
ready forsalo in November.
That was tlie second real lesson. Th$~b-iflitio
needs continuity· or Instructors. I almost learnt it
too late..Between that flight with George Lee and
going solo there were eightly launches of whiclil
only Six gave me flights of more than 1en minutes.
In alii, had flown with twenty six instructors, l!1Oi'Ie
ofthem were interested-in my progress (or lackof
progress). Most tended to say on launCh and
landing "Just follow me ·through on the controls."
Perhaps I was unlUCky. Perhaps I had been too
patient, modest or lacking in initiative. I had not
pushed.
I started hassling and in June wenl solo. It was
ari anti climax. At the top of the launch expecting
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the voioe of an instructor I realised that all, was
peaceful, The decisions were all mine.
Throughout June lift was disappointing. COmpeting with other early solo pilots for a K-8 I
€:locked upcirCtlits. Could I cope with the ridge On
my r:INfI? At last conditions changed. At midday
someone offered me a K-8. Not waiting for a
briefing I climbed In and clOsed the canopy. At
the top of the launch II made.for Bishop hill. It was
wor\c;ing. The K-8 soared.. After forty minutes flying out towards the loch to join the circuit the lack
of systematic training and experience began to
tell. There were two gliders abandoned on 'the
south field, the conventional landing area. At
high key point, convinced that they would be
moved, I plaMed the circuit. No one moved'the
gliders. Progressing rapidly along the downwind
leg I decided to change my landing area to the
middle strip. Too close in I went well back over
the lield boundary to burn off excess height.

'As my spine hIt the roof of
my skull the glider dropped
agaIn • •. '

Turning on to a Ioog final ,glide it registered that
the wind had 'strengthened. Making little head·
way into the wind I brought the nose up. Surely a
shallow angle would stretch the glide. Not true!
The speed dropped off. Just over the lence, I
relaxed too soon" turburlence and wind gradient
met the glider. I1 dropped, hit tlile ,ground and
rebounded. As my: spine hit the rool 01 my skull
the glider dropped again and came to rest.
To my surprise nobody baWled me out. The
observers had been, I n<YN StIspect. even more
apprehensive than I was. There had been a
series of e~rors. However, bQth the K-8 and I
were undamaged. I was back in two-seaters but
not lor long.
The solo flights clocked up. At this time Portmoak was predominantly a'winch I.aunch site lor
all club aircraft. At weekends two-seaters were
virtually never at the aerotow strip. Viet for Bronze
C it was necessary 10 ~ cleared IQ( aerotQW
launches. This ,beCame the next battleground.
At roughly ,four week intervals I would win a
skirmish and get boUi a two-seater and an
instructor behind the tug for a check flight. There
were two possible outcomes. The relatively new
instructors on hearing' I'd never had a $010
aerotow would suggest another check flight "just
to be sure". The experi9f1Ced instructors thoVght
I was fine but it was noc a good day lot a flfst 8010.
November came. My morale was sinking. I
hibernated for two months then went skiing. The
piste was vanishing by the end of March so there
was no excuse lor not returning to the battlelield
of Portmoak.
Still cloCking up solo circuits and also instrucIQrs ,it was time to concentrate seriously on the
Bronze C. I hassled and eventually got some
training on lield landings and spin recovery. I had
achieved fifty solo launches, including several
soaring flights. There only remained the hurdle of

December 1986/January 1987

clearance lor aerotow. One fine day in July a
senior instructor agreed. Together behind the
Super Cub a K-8 and I reached 2000ft without
treul:il'e.
This surely is the end' Of the tales of frustration
on the airfield. It was tor eleven months. For
some reason, that lino 'longer remember, I just
drove off Into the dusk. I did not return until May
the next year.
The, return was 10 a little changed SGU.
Anonymoosly I look my place, in the queue fof
K-13s and instructors. A few people recognised
me. Very soon there was promotion back to a
K-8. For three months ,I persevered then did my
usual' summer disappearing act. No wonder
progress was slow.
In the autumn conditions were not encouraging. Flying waS sporadic in OCtober and
November but I look and passed Bronze C papers. December and Januarywere worse providing no flying at all. Bronze C checks were completed before Easter 1,982. I was still virtually hill
bound and ignorant ot thermals but at last I could
almost be c1'assified as a pilot.
It was almost live years since I had enjoyed my
lirst Ilight. Five years, 233 launches, 54hrs, 36
instructors, threeCFls. What a record! It does not
sound qUite so bad when I remind the reader that
I was QI'lly on the airfield in twenty-four months 01
this period.
.

Several' knew gave up
before achieving solo, others
made solo before
disappearing.

I do not believe it was all my inadequacy. I
admit that not all ab-initios suffer the same
experience. Some start because an experienced
friend shows them the ropes. Some halle -an
abundance of self-conlidence and will become a
nuisance rather than 'be discouraged, Some find
a tame instructor to take them under his wing.
(No pun intended.) Several I knew gave up
belore achieving $Olo. Others at least made solo
before disappearing.
PQrtmoak at that period had too many abinitios, ari inadequate and unreliable launching
system, too many barely interested instructors
and poor organisation. It Is now better, partly
because there are fewer ab-initiO$ and partly
because the organisation has improved.
However if the gliding oommunily wants the
sport to prosper we must not be oomplacent.
Would-be pilots must be nurtured. Systematic
training must be plann~ forab-initios. Direction
and supervision must. be available for early $010
pilots. Take ,note all CFls. and senior instructors.
A tinal word tQ the aspiring pilots. Do not be
discouraged. It is all worth while. You need plenty
01 time(give up other hobbles} and perseverance
(give up all activities oil t~ airfield). Finally to
ensure continUity find two good instructors and
either handcuff them or bribe them but don't 'let
them get away.

NEW
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For some years I have been afflicted with the
beliefthat flight ispossible to man." So began the
volumiriOl.JS .oorresponclence between Wilbur
Wright and Octave Chanute in May 1900. Later
in the same letter: "Knowledge and skill in handlingthe machine are absolute essentials to flight
and It is impossible to obtain them withoUt extensive practice. The Method employed by Pilcher
of towing with horses In many respects is better
th8l1 that I propose to employ, but offers no
guarantee that the experimenter will escape
accident long enougll to aoquire skill sufficient to
prevent accident."
Per-cV PilCher had not escaped accident long
el'lOllg'h! He had crashed seven months earlier
when a guy-wire ot his most successful glideJ,
the HaWk, had snapped and he was killed, but he
had come very close indeed to achieving some 01,

LOOKING BACK
PERCY SINCLAIR PILCHER (1866-1899)
The second in our series about the people and events
that have contributed to gliding

The Bat 1895. "Too much dihedral," Pilcher with his sister at Cardrose.

The Gull 1895. "Too much area."

The Hawk 1896 which was a success and buih mainly of bamboo.

The Hawk In flight Pi/cher made hundreds of glides including
one of 270m.

the triumphs which were later reserved for the
Wright brothers.
Pilcher was one of that small group of 19th
century aeronautical researchers who not only
preached but practised the ideas that before sus~
tained flight is possible, the pi/ot mustrearli to fly
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and that the best vehicle for the purpose is a
simple lightweight glider.

Aeronautical Inspiration
Pilcher's education included six years in the
Royal Navy, four years as an apprentice in the

shipbuilding yards at Govan near Glasgow and
an engineering degree at London University. His
aeronautical inspiration came mainly from
Lilienthal, whom he visited twice in Germany.
There he flew one of Ulienthal's gliders. He was
closely associated with Hiram Maxim'sexperiSAILPLANE & GLIDING

LOOKING BACK

His early experiments took place near Cardrose on the banks of the Clyde, and later wi1h
the Hawk he made hundreds ofglides near Eynsford inKent, including one of 270m, which constituted a sort ot world distance record at the time.
He became adept at landing on his frail undercarriage, rounding out and holding off just as our
gliding instructors now teach us. He introduced
the winch launch and the "auto" tow (although
the "auto" was a horse). He hoped that high tows
would give him access to the vertical air currents
which he was convinced existed higher up, and
so prolong his flights and give him more time to
learn 10 fly. He did not fiAd any thermals, but we
don't always connect today, even In our t:ligh
perfonnance sailplanes. In anticipation of Ihose
elusive long flights he Introduced the hang 91ider
seat, still used today to reduce pilot. fatigue.
Parcy Pilcher. The photographs illustrating this
article are the copyright of the Science Museum.
ments and as a member of the council of the
Aeronautical Society of Great Britain he met
many of the aeronautical researchers of the
period. For example, in May 1899 Lawrence
Hargrave read his famous paper on box-kites,
whiCh later influenced the design of many successful early aeroplanes. Pilcher was in the chair
at that meeting and incorporated some of the
features of the 'Hargrave box-kites in his triplane
glider which was still unfinished when he died.

The Hawk was a Success
His first three hang gliders, the Bat, the Beetle
and the Gull, all had considerable drawbackstoo much dihedral or too heavy or too much
surface area to be manageable. However, the
Hawk was a success. Built mainly of bamboo,
easily transportable, the wings were stayed by
steel wires from the two vertical masts. The tail
consisted of two triangular surfaces, also stayed
from the masts and it was one of these guy-wires
which snapped causing the collapse of the tail
support, which brought about Pilcher's fatal
accicIent. At the boltom ot the vertical masts
wheelS and spring shock absorbers provided the
world's first practical undercarriage.

Drawings of Pilcher's triplane.
December 1986/January 1987

Two Years' ahead of the Wright
Brothers
No assessment of his contribution would be
complete without the reminder that he actually
built and flew gliders at a time of great scepticism. AI a time when the aeronautical world was
interested mainly In balloons and dirigibles; at a
time when the great Lord Kelvin wrote, "I have
oot the smanest molecule of faith in aerial navigation other than ballooning." That his enthusiasm
and energy were an inspiration to the Wright
Brothers there is no doubt. His name crops up
repeatedly in their correspondence.
Percy Pilcher was one of the first pioneers ot
gliding and aviation and he was Britain's first
heavier-than-air casualty. The Hawk stiH exists
in the Museum of Flight in Edinburgh.
At the time ot his death he was building a
lightweight petroleum engine for his triplanQ
glider and he was planning to install It afterhaving learned to fly the new machine-. He was thus
about two years' ahead of the, Wright Brothers
and about six years' ahead of the rest. Even if he
had tailed to achieve the remarkable results ot
the Wrights, he would almost certainly have
equalled those of the European experimenters
around 1905 and his piace in aeronautical history
would be more secure.

STEVE JOBAR

CHARITY
GLIDE
This has been 8 summer for
sponsored flights and iin
terms of money raised Steve,
a B~onze C pilot from
Lasham and a former
National Hunt jockey, had
one of the most successful
in a Std Cirrus,.

A

ttempting a sponsored ,glide was my idea
to raise a few hundred pounds tor charity which
would bring gliding some beneficial publicity
(achieVed with mentions in various local papers,
two nationals and a television interview) and give
me a good excuse to fly. The International Spinal
Research Trust was an appropriate charity and
with the Great British Push on at thesarne time, I
was to add the money raised to their fund.
The first thing was to find a major sponsor and
Mecca Bookmakers were pleased to step in, for
in line, with the Injured Jockeys' Fund this was an
appropriate charity for them to support. Most of
the other' support came from private individuals
no! connected with gliding.
I was to be sponsored per mile that I flew. My
flight could be in any direction, a triangle, O!R or
just a straight glide, whichever would give me the
most miles.
The earliest starting date was May 17 from
Newbury Raoeoourse so the BBC could cover
the launch and show it during racing that afternoon, also relaying the progress. Unfortunately
this was not to be as the 17th was a complete
wash-out.
I now had to wait for the next good soaring day
and because t could onlY then cIecIare my intentions to fly once (and then fly '00' malter what the
weather did) I had to choose very carefully.
June 18 lOoked right. I declared before 10am
to my sponsors and the press and was launched
by 11 am. The promising cumulus had now flattened out with very low tops but though I found
the lift weak it was reliable.
I set L1anfait Caereinion as a TP to give me
something to aim for but by 4prn I had scrubbed
that and headed tor the Long Mynd, scratching
away from chosen fields twiCe on the way.
Encountering strong sink at the Mynd, I was prepared to land there, but after a 'Iow climb I told
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IVOR SHATTOCK

base I was, turning, back. I now had the wind
behind me and a higher elQuQbase though the
day was getting l'ate. 1 was down to 500ft at
Cheltenham but a very slow climb got me back.to
cloudbase and by 7pm I was leaving Swindon
with enough height for Newbury Racecourse.
Another climb before N'ewbury set me off for
Lasham, but with Lasham getting ever higher on
the hmizon 1settled for a field Skm shortof home.
It was 8pm and a surprised Sam' Mummery answered my call from the Vodaphonein, the cockpit
(a useful instrument when landing out) and by
9pm we were back in the clubhouse after ~hr$
flying 240 miles with £5000 to collect for Spinal
Research.
I owe a debt of gratitude to Sam Mummery for
loaning me his treasured Std Cirrus (DFYj for the
flight and the previous weeks, also to Dot at The
Five Bells, Wickham, for all1her support Now in
between collecting I will be trying for my Silver C.

TRIP

EXCUS'E ME
OFFICER

I t was pouring with rain when someone said:
"I'm thinking of organising a trip to Aosta."
"Werrsaf7" came a voice from a pile of old
woollies and one glJllboot.
"Northern Italy," said another pile of woollies
... this time with two wet feet.
"Anybody coming? Lelmeknow," said the first
voice. And $0 the seed was sown.
'No wonder the idea grew. I mean the planting
conditions were Ideal: damp, low cloud, no wil'ld
and the summer approaching.
~tually, When the summer did oome (you
remember 1986?) I spent the, entire day ,in the
:ltalian Embassy offfceln cardiff.
We soon discovered that in order to glide at all
in ,Italy one has to have an ,Italian gliding licence.
As this is virtually Impossible tQ' get in Italy you
need to have your whole gliding, histocy authenticated by the ,Italian authorities.
After finding out that the nearest hi - sorry :ltalian office is in Cardiff I rang 00 at least six
occasions with no reply so I resorted to trying the
Birmingham one.
"Oh yes," said a voice in a thick accent. "We
can do it for you here. Bring two photostat copies
of your documents and yourself with the origiflals. Oh yes. And £1.50 and we'll do itpronto.
"You could get it done in Cardiff but they are
only part-time. Only Mondays and Saturdays
wih Thursday morning thrown n."
Good. That's my half day and that explains no

l e tannoy announcement was clear. One
brave pilot had fluffed it yet again. Ihitched up the
trailer and Kevin, a hyperactive nine year-old,
was crew chief on this epicmission to retrieve his
dad, Norman.
Norman had landed in a field near Aylesbury
chosen by two other gliders that day. One had
been collected. It had bee" parked beside Norman's K-18 and a derigging area was clearly
visible with, footprints In the burnt brown field
which was quickly adOpted by KElVin as a ready
made play area w,hile we got on with the more
serious task of pulling 8 glider apart.
No one paid much attention to Kevln. He was
soon to change his state of neglect. All work on
the glider came to an at)rUpt halt as innocent
Kevin lifted an object above his head.
"Look", he declared as he threw it between my
feet, "a grenade!" With the instincts of a petrified
pilot, 1froze on thEt spot and oovered my ears. If I
was about to die I didn't want to hear the bang.
Minutes passed and my legs were still attached
to my body. This was sufficient eooouragement
to dare to look between my feet. There it was, a
grenade with the pin corroded out. Kevin was
read the Fiot act by his dad as I picked up the
grenade which felt ominously heavy. It was definitely not a toy.
It was said I looked like a neuroticballerina as I
tiptoed the offending object to a safe distance In
the middle of the field. The glider was hastily
derigged and put into its bomb shelter.
The passing policeman hesitated for a considerable period before replying to Norman's
request, "Excuseme officer,lihave flown into this
field and found a grenade, what should I do?"
The astute officer thought mmediately of getting
away from the field but then approached the
centre of' the expk>slve storage area, placed his
hat over the grenade and announced ,that everything was, okay now. We decided nol 10 stay to
greet the bomb squad.

TO AOSTA
In earl:y September
'vor and a party from the
South Wales GC set off for
an eX,pedltlon to Italy,
but first they had to get an
Italian gl,iding licence

answer on the phone. Being a MOnday I rang
straight away and My presto I arranged an
appointment.
It was 8t le~st a 30Qkm day by the look of the
clouds on my way to the Embassy.
I threaded my way lh~ough countless doors in
a warren of corridors following the green, white
and red tricolours painted with k>ving care In all
the dght places. Finally, The Door, all red white
and green, and 'I found mySelf lost 'in a sea of
attractivedark skinned women wearing dark blue
denim apparel which 'looked suspiciously llike a
uniform.
After overhearingoountless hard luck. stories
in Italian v/a the open door, I speak Italian like a
native (of Wales), my tum finally came.
Bang. Bang. Bang. Wallop. Thud. Cruncn. The
officio stamps thundered on my poor gliding certificate (lI's a fragile No. 266 you know) and valuable fOreign stamps were stuck on.
"That will be £9." Lueky I don't get paid on
Friday, I thought, and out 1came clutChing my
dQcuments with his (the ConsUl's) warning ringing lin my ears.
"/I is very dangerous gliding there. The thunderstorms come very quickly,"
When the rest of the party discovered 'I was
now "Officio /tal/ano" several eagerly sought
details and raced off to the Cardiff Embassy on
the first available part-tim(t day and tried their
luck.
No luck was forthoom'ing. lit could only be done
for approxirnate'ly £90! file heard of inflation but
this is ridiculousl Less than a week had'elapsedl
IHowever, as there were a few early solo pilots
in the party, we wanted a two-seater. We were
taking five gliders In all but 11 wasn't taking any.
Bad . back, SOld PIK, back fixed. no glider,
unhappy-go-Aosta.
And so it was I rang Nigel Palmer. He WasifTlOst
helpful and would be in Aosta during 0Uf stay.
Sure he has a two-seater and was picking up a
"very nice Welsh lady" from Geneva 00 the Sunday.
And so we 'are all set. Early morning ooach to
Gatwick and heavy baggage via the road party. I
note Nick Hacketfs adviCe regarding flying
apparel (S & Gj so I'll invest in a new floppy hat.
Only two weeks to go now and I've kept my
hand and eye in shooting up$heep on the slopes
of Talgarth.
I'll let yoo know how we get on When I get back.
If I, get back.

HOFFMANN PROPELLERS for MOTOR GLIDERS
HARDLY ANYONE WILL KEEP PACE WITH OUR SERVICE

We stock NEW & EXCHANGE units
We collect for HOFFMANN SERVICE & deliver fast
We use our own TRANSPORT to save TIME & MONEY
We operate SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
We PROTECT our PROPS with PROPTAPE - always in stock
We SUPPORT our CUSTOMERS & are available for ADVICE

SOARING EQUIPMENT LTD.
193 Russell Rd., 8'ham 813 8RR. Tel: 021 449 1121. Telex: 335176 TFSTRS G
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MIKE RICHARDSON

A

snow showery <lay, February 25, 1986,
1500hrs in Edinburgh. Perhaps It's worth seeing
Portmoak winter Tuesday group is flying. 11
would have gOne earlier, but work has a habit of
Interfering with my flying. Knowing my luck they
will be just packing the hangar. Half an hour later
driving along the road past LOCh Ileven, one of'
our landmarks, frozen and soow covered, I can
see a K-13 on approoch to the launch point, so
they aren't finishing vel.
Everybody has flown and the K-8 is free, so I
have the next cable after the K-13. Within five
minutes of arrival the parachute ison; checks are
done; it is a bit grey ahead, butclear; ".aIl1out" and
pull off at 1200ft just below C1oudbase. There Is a
Htt1e north In the mainly-easterly wind, SO I, head
SOUth to see if there Is any reduced sink over
Vane Hill -I have this tendency to try to spread
my IalKlCh costs over as many fl,ying minutes as
possible, even on a winter circuit and no,I'm not

"the

ANOTHER WINTER
STORY
Mike completed a difficult flight successfUlly but felt he
should have been more aware of the risk of a sudden heavy
snow shower

BScot.

8utthere Isnothing, so It is 800ft and time to go
home. TI'le odd snowflake flies pasl the canopy
and the vario gives a 5 up kick (the K·8 vario,
calibrated In m'sec, always was optimistic!), and
a circle or two lakes me back up to tOOOft. I, l1y
faster to keep in lift without climbing into clOUd.

Portmoak airfield with tooh Levan in the foreground and Bishop Hill behincf Photo: Mike
Rlohardson.

All of a sudden it is nothing again, but I10W
relating to visilbility rather than lift. 'Theodd snownake has l:lecQrrlea blizzard and 'I.am at the high
key ,in a white-out. Alrbrakes out In an attempt to
restore visual contact with the ground. Occasional glimpses of dark woodland remind me that
a large block of conifers lies to the south of the
airfield, and the lineof trees along the edge of the
loch (what loCh?) Is one field downwind from the
IalKlCh point. The trees disappear as the snow
gets thicker, so ttlat the only reference is the
brownish smudge scrub on St Serfs Island In
the loch &700ft below. Brakes still full open and
heading generally in Ihedirection towards where
the field might be. Trees come Into view at

0'

3-400ft In about the right place, then the field to
be crossed, then cars at the launch pOlnl, some
with scarcely visible lights. Round-oul, touch
down. That was exciting!, 'Eight minutes from "all
oot" to toUCh down, ancfthe:last four probably the
mosI demanding I have. flown. Two or three
minutes later it had stopped snowing.
11 was pleased with myself that What had
become a very difficult flight had been oompleted
successfully and tidily. But shQuld I, have been? I
should have, been more aware of the risk of a
sudden heavy snow shower, even though they
had been infrequent. Opening the brak$S sooner
would have-got me down more quickly, with earlier visual contact with a very camouflaged,
ground. On the other hand It would have reduced
my thinking time. No downwind leg should not
mean no dOwnwind checks, but. I mu-st admit that
I was rather preoocupied with where' might be,
and although it was not helping,much 11 was look·
ing out more than I was monitoring the AS' and
chanting checks - It is a 900d job the K-8has a

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazin~ can be obtained from most Glid iAg Clubs in
Gt. Britain, alternatively send £9.50 postage InCluded for
an annual subscription to the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the
magazine and .gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only
available from the B.G.A.

PrIce £4.25 including post and packing.

December 1986IJanuary 1987

fixed wheel and no flaps. to bathe!: With. It Is also a
a nght wind ~ no
gradient to cause added problems, no windsock
visible and diffICult to judge drift over a hardly
Visible snowscape. Snow may not settle on the
wing like rain, but It certainly alters the leading
edge profile.
reflection, therefore, with my ability and
experience (mlddleaged Bronze C, 90hrs total,
40hrs last .year, and Shrs from December la February), , was probably lucky. OIile or two additional work load problems and the outcome might
have been different. Iwill mever know, but at least
gOOd
that experie~ will, I hQpe, stand
stead, when the pressure Is on again. There is no
substitute for flying, winter or summer, 10
Improve ability, and I, hope my argument lformulated especially for family and bank manager)
that the more I fly the safer I beoome has more
foundation than tile one whiCh Stlggests that the
more 1fly the greater the chance of
becoming
an "accident".
good job that there was only

on

me n

me

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley. Soaring Supplies. PO Box 4851.
St. taurent. p.a. Canada, H4L 4Z5.
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Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53. 5652 RB Eindhoven

I

USA and an other Countries
Payable In either Sterling £9.50 or US $15 but International Money
Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.
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TERRY HURLEY

He

was an old man who flew alone in a
Bocian from Husbands Bosworth and he had
gone eighty-four months now without finding a
thermal.
In the beginning a ,student had been with him
bUt toon he had gone solo and bought Into a
glass-fibre syndicate which had flown 'several
3QOkm"triangles during,ttle task week, so now the
old instructor flew alone.
Each morning as the wind came at dawn he
rose from his ,rumpled bed In the bunkhouse to
seek the express relief promisedby the manufacturers of a proprietary Indigestion tablet. Later,
after a frugal breakfast of baked beans eaten
direct from the tin, he trudged to therold hangar
to begin the heavy work of Jigging his elderly
Bociar'i. Age and much misuse has warped the
aeroplane into ,anararmingly unaeradynamic
shape and with Us worn, patched fabric it looked
liKe a monument to Permanent Unserviceability.
On the line the old instructorwaited, scanning
the perimeter track with his faded blue eyes,
hoping against hope that the c'ay would bring a
stooent in need of Instruction, or a passengerany' one who was prepared to pay the price of an
aerotow. But, as always, there was no one with
money who wished to fly with him, so the old man
was forced to approach the tug pilot and once
again ask for credit to go to 2OOOft.
"MaA," said the pilot awkwardly, keeping his
hands firmly in his pockets, "btJt you owe the club
for ·three such tows from last week and also 15p
for the hot chocolate from the machine which
dispenses these 'beverages. The 15p," he
added, "you owe directly to me."
"'t 'is a debt of hQnour," said the old man with
dignity, "and will be repaid."
"When?" said the pilot, attempting unsuccessfully to feign disinterest.
"When 'I locate the Big Thermal," the old man
told him. "After thai, students will flock to me
again and, it will be like former days when I was
not just an old man, but East Midlands Open 15
Metre Championship runner-up! Twice," he said.
lhepilot spat t~htfullyonto the metal cowling of his Chipmunk. It sizzled.
"Okay, old man," he said resignedly, "my
motor is still warm, We go."
The old man climbed into the rear seat of the
Bocian - he had long, ago forgotten how to fly
from the front, or paying, seat - and after placing
a knotted handkerchief upon his ~d he strapped himself tQ the machine. lhis represented' a
considerable act of faith in view of the fragility of
the strap mountings.
A few minutes later, and after much wingwaggling on the part of the Chipmunk, the old
man pulled the release and floated freely above
the Shire.
"By refusing 10 pull off immediately the wingwaggling commenced," he told himselfgleelully,
"1 gained another hundred good leet. This will aid
me as I now search for the Big Thermal."
He swung the blunt nose of the 8Qcian in an
arc across the sky ,until it pointed into wind in the
direction of that place which men, know as Oadby
but which the old man thought or as "that dump".
As always he flew with greal precision, gaining
direct and sometimes painfUl knowledge of the
shifting currents of air through the hard
uncushioned seat.
"The young men," he mused aloud, "fly with
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THE OLD MAN
A: D THE SKY
- a towering epic of poverty and rape set against the majestic
backdrop of the East Midlands - (with apologies to Ernest
Hemingwa,y and several other gentlemen)
audios and even with wireless. But I fly as I: have
afways done, feeling the wind on my face as it
howls through the holes in the labric."
"An audio would be tJetter," he thoughf privately.
Just then there came a bump from beneath his
seat.
"Not anotl'let blOOdy collision!" he said loudly.
"Why don't they look where they're going."
He peered down through the scratched and
yellowing canopy bvt saw no familiar spectacle
of debris fluttering like coofetti beneath, him.

Nothing but the rattling of
unlatched inspection covers
and the sound of his own
laboured breathing
"I may have encountered lift," he thought,
heaVing the ponderous bulk of his aeroplane into
a slow, wide turn. For a few moments as he
circled there was nothing but the rattling of
unlatched inspection covers and the sound of his
own laboured breathing as he strained to hold
the patched ailerons against the wind. Then the
bump came again but stronger this time.
"Enough!" cried the old man. "This is indeed
what I have been seeking. This is the Big Thermall"
And the Bocian surged soggily upwards like
rising dough.
"Truly this is the big one," the old man told
himself happily. "See - already we have broken
through the layer of traffic f,umes that forms the
permanent summer inversion in latitudes south
or Leicester, and now we are drifting with the
wind above the dry yellow patch, like a canker €ln
the earth, where once was Nasebyreservoir
before tile Anglia Water AuthOrity determined to
effect improvements to it."
He breathed on, the perspex In a vain attempt
to clean it suffICiently to see into the distanoo.
"That cloud of umber smog must !be Northampton." he thought. "Soon I shall be out of sight
of HusBos and, therefore, lost. 11 wish the student
was with me. Being younger he comprehends
the motorway system, which anyway does not

appear on my charts, and by stUdying it now
could tell me where I am."
The Bocian continued to climb into the cloud
dappled summer sky and to drift down the wind.
"I am now truly lost," the old man thought
gravely, "but I will not leave this great thermal
into which I am centred. This is my destiny."
Just then a distant flash of white, as of a
shark's underbelly as it rolls to kill, caught his
eye. The old man groaned, knowing what was
inevitable.
"The blighters have spotted me," he muttered,
"and now they will come with their posh glass
ships to barge me out from my Big Thermal."
And indeed, from every point of the compass,
not that the Bocian any longer possessed one or
any other form of instrumentation. the lean
shapes were swooping fast towards the lumbering machine.
These were aircraft built at great cost to fly
more swiftly than all others in the skies and their
owners, desperately anxious to justify their truly
awesome expense, showed no pity when entering thermals located by lighter, older and less
prestigious machines.
So it was in the old man's Big Thermal. AbOve
him the sky darkened with the sleek forms, their
wings long and slender like sword blades, their
pilots greedy for height. From all directions,
regardless of Rule 6 Para 10' , they pressed in
around him until finally, threatened and overcome by proximity, he skidded out of the lift and
into Awful Sink.
Worn out by his effor1s and resigned to his fate
the old man began the, familiar, nerve-wrenching
task of selecting a fiel'd for an out-Ianding_
"When 11 was, young,'" he. remembered with
sadness, "one encountered fields of innocent
grass Iyingl fanow by the year, but now all farmers
have become accountants and, desiring subsidies. stuff their lands with crops which nobody
needs but which all must pay for.
"Now then, old man," he said aloud, to bolster
his courage, "$how Ihem that despite yOUlt great
age you still have the true talent."
And so saying, he crossed Ais control then, as
a reflex action, himself, and aimed hi$ airoraltat a
wide green lield. A few feet above the greenery
he realised with horrDr thal he was landing
amidst that spectacularly beautiful, but appallingly uneconomic crop ...:. rape.
(Continued on p297)
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CHRIS GARTON

British airspace legislation is a veritable
male and cross-c:ountry glider pilots must surely
welcome any synopsis that simplifies the 1\1195
Into a summary of where they can and tal'lnOt fly.
Yet such simplifications are nol without their own
drawbacks. Thesurveylin the August--issue "Gliding and UK Airspace", by Chris Nicholas, pl80,
lakes as its starting point tile assumption that
gliders are either I'lQI fitted with radio, or are
equipped with a radio in which only tha gliding
channels are installed,. In this respect it follows
the pattem of previous articles in saG and the
Gliding Vearbookdatingback overmany years.
Such an assumption may have been valid fifteen or,even ten years,a,9€>, but thiscan no longer
be true. 720-Channel radios now cost less in real
terms than did 3-channel radios in the sixties,
they are lightweight and eoonomic in their
requirements of power supplies and panel
space. Many pilots have fitted 720-channel
already and, since there appears to,be little alternative for apilot fitting out a new glider other than
to bUy ~hanc;i, their numbers are certain to,
continue rising. The growing awareness of the
relentless pressure on our remaining unrestricted airspace can, only fuel this process.
Yet the growth in ownership of mufti-channel
radio appears not to have been matched by a
spread of'knowleclge of the advantages accruing
from its use, a point that became apparent during,
the recent Upper Heyford debate. Myths abound
over the airspace regulations themselves and
the legislation relating to the carriage ofradio and
its use.
This survey has been compiled in the hOpe of
exploding some of these myths. It attempts to
indicate to glider pilots those types ofairspace in
which they may be abl$ to Use their multichannel radio to advantage, and those
categories in which no such facility exists.
Radio and licences; In order to use a radio in
an aircraft, a pilotl"leedS tJ:1e follOwing documentation:
A licence for the radio station (its c:orrect title is
an Aircraft .licence) which is issued by the
Department of Trade & IndustrylSRadiO Regulatory Division upon c:onfirmation that the radio
is of a type approved by the CM. If the approved
radio is a 720-dlannel then all ot those channels
may be used though ot course only for the purposes for which they are notified, eg only the
allocated gliding channels may be used for
communications within the gliding movement;
but a glider pilot is not constrained from using
other channels for contacting Air Traffic Control
units when necessary.
Approval of the installation. In a powered
aircraft this forms part ot the C of A and since
gliders.are exempt from the, legal requirement to
possess a C of A, there is no mechanism for
approval in the case ot a glider. In fact there is a
quite specifIC8xemption ill the Air Navigation
Order (Article 14, para 5) that releases a glider
from the need for installation approval. Note that
this exemptiOn does 'riOt depend on radio use
being confined to gliding channels.

A 'flight Radio-Telephony Operator's
Licence, or anRrr licence as lit Is commonly known. Glider pilots are exempted
from this requirement provided ,they use only the
approved gliding channels (and, temporarily, the
Upper Heyford MRA frequency); therefore an
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EXTENDING OUR
HORIZONS
The use of radio to gain access to airspace otherwise closed
to gliders
The views expressed are those of the
author and should not be taken to represent BOA pOlicy. The advice on liaising with air traffic control Is based on
pilot experlenQt and impressions.
AlT licence is necessary if a 'pilot wisheS to use
his radio for any other purpose such as entering
regulated: airspace. Furthermore it is not necessary to hold a power flying licence before the AlT
licence can be used, a misconception generated by a misleading sentence printed on the AlT
licence itself.
The surrmary of 'the above considerations is
that the only extra piece of doCumentation that a
glider pilot is likely to need to enable him, quite
legally, to (:OOtact an ATC unit for clearance is an
AlT Licence.' This is ,"either diffICult nor expensive to obtain; many nying clubs \!live tuition and
conduct the examinatioo. The faes vary from
clublo club, so glider pilots should be prepared to
shop around.
Airspace Regulations. First, we must
understand the distinction between controlled
airspace and Special Rules Airspaoe, since the
rules relating to them are different and hence the
VMC exemption which gliders use in order to
penetrate certain of these areas is a dispensation from differing requirements. For the 000radio glider, the distinction is academic only - the
airspace is either "gliders permitted" or "gliders
excluded" - but it is essential knowledge to the
owner of a 72o-channel radio, since it is the key
to whether or not he is entitled to seek ATC
clearance to enter.
Controlled Alr.space. This is subject to RUle
21 of the Rules of the Air & Air TraffIC Control
R~ulations. which stipulates that any such
notified ajr~oe Is subject to permanent instrument Flight Rules, whatever the actual weather
may be. In order to fly IFR in controlledairspace a
flight plan must be filed, the aircraft must be flown
in accordance with ATC clearances 0111 a
specifIed route or under radar control, the pilot
must possess an instrument rating and there is a
specified standard or radio and navigational
equipment.
Aule 21 airspace compriSes the airways,
inCluding the Daventry and Worthing CTAs, the
London TMA, and lIhe ILondon Heathrow and
Manchester CTA's (control zones).
The dispensation for a glider to cross an airway in VMC amounts to an exemption from all
the alore-mentioned requirements, with which a

glider clearly could not comply. This means that
even with a?20-channel radio, aglider pilot is not
entitled to obtain entry clearance from ATC into
any Rule 21 airspace; he can only enter, non-,
radio, those areas .subject 10 a glider VMC
exemption. If and, when that exemptiQn is withdrawn, such controlled' airspace, will 'be completely closed to gliders unless some new, special arrangements can 'be negotiated,
Special Rules Airspace. Special Rules
Airspace is of a less restrictive nature than tontrolled airspace, bei'ngaccessible, subjeclto,various weather limitations, to any aircraft fitted with
a radio capable .of contacting the designated'
ATC unit.
The "Special rule" of interest to most glider
pilots is Rule 36, applying to some 22 listed
aerodromes, and requiring a pilot wishing to
enter the nominated airspace to:
(1) Contact the ATC unit and pass details of the
flight
(2) Obtain entry clearance
(3) Remain on the frequency whilst in that airspace
(4) Comply with any ATC instructions
It is essantialto appreciate that nothing in the
legislation prohibits a glider Irorn entering any
RUle 36 airspace, providedl it complies with the
above requirements. Of these, the onlV one that
might create difficulties is obeying ATC instl'l.Jetions, and then only under limited circumstances
~ a point we will return to later.
Tlhe "VMC dispensation" for gliders in Special
Rules Airspace is thus different from that applying In Controlled Air$p8ce. It is contained linpara
(3)(c)(i) of Ruie 36, and simply exempts the glider
pilot from the need to contact ATC and obtain
clearance provided he can remain "at least 1om
horizontally and 1000ft vertically away from
cloud and in a flight visibility of at least SOm."
Note that for the purposes of1his exemption, the
same definition applies whether or not the glider
is above 3000ft.
Some SRAs and SRZs are notified as allowing
this exemption, (eg lyneham), others are not (eg
Br,ize Norton). In the past the BGA has interpreted this as meaning that gliders are excluded
from the latter category on the historical assumption that gliders OQUld not be titted with suitable
radio to obtain 1he necessary clearance. The
present day reality is that all SRAs and SAZs are
accessible to gliders, but in some ATC permission is required.
A furthefoonsideration Is that a glider pilot may
wisll to transit Rule 36 airspate in whiCh a VMC
exemption exists, but is unable eg to remain
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EXTENDING OUR HORIZONS

lOOOf1 clear of cloud. By oontacting ATC and
obtaining clearance, he could then operate
"clear 01 cloud, in sighl of the surface and In a
tight Visibility of 1nm" while below 3OOOft. He
may also be able to fly to these IimItswhen above
3000ft if ATe afford him the status of a "Special
VFR" tight, though here It must be said we are in
the grey area 01 the applicability of VFR and lFR
t) glider flight.

Special Rules

Air8pa~

which gliders

may penetrate In VMC withoul ATC
clearance:

Aberdeen, Bournemouth, ;East Midlands,
Leeds'Bradford, Lyneham, Newcastle, Southampton, Southend, Stansted (except the portion
between 3500ft and FL65 between Stanstad and
Luton), Tees-side. Scottish TCA above 6000ft
(subject 10 Rule 40); Cross-Channel SM (Rule
38).

Special Rules Airspace Iln which gllder8
need ATC clearance at all times:
Birmingham, Blackpool, Bristol, Brize Norton.
Edinburgh, Glamorgan, Glasgow. liverpooll,
London (Gatwick), Luton, Prestwick. Sumburg/l,
Stansted (the portion lisle(j above). Manston
Cross-Ghannel SAZ (Rule 38).
(Note: Rules 38 and 40, referred to above. are
similar in their effects on a glider to Aule36'.
Ulewise, the Scottish CTR aI'ldTM~ below
6OOOft, and the Manchester TMA, though not
subject 10 special rules, permit gliders in VMC
without the need 'or ATe clearance.)
Restricted Airspace. Th&only Restricted
AIrspace established on a permanent basis that
can be entered with ATC permission bya glider is
Scampton. The controlling authority is Waddingb'I, and the restriction Is solely for ,the,purpose of
protecting the Redr Arrows practices - ,normally
not more than two periods.of 20-30 mirVday.
Other Restricted Airspace is often established
!or the duration of major air displays, notably
Farnborough, but also in recent years Greenham
Common, MiddleWallop and Fairford. Local glid·
ilg clubs usually negotiate limited access roUtes
~ and from their sites whiQh enable non-raolO
gliders to continue operating, though sometimes.
subject to severe restraints. But the restriction,
pet se. does not prohibit. a glider from flying
elsewhere IrI the restricted area; like any other
aicraft, it may do so if it contacts the ATC unit
designated by the NOTAM as the contrOlling

authOrity.
Purple Airspace. As far as possible, purple
airspace is established within the confines or
eXislir1Q controlled or regulated airspace and any
glder VMC exemption Is cancelled. At times purple airspace may be established elsewhere and
although a controlling authority may be nominated, sinc& all purplE! airspace, is considered to
be ~ect to Rule 21, there Is no facility for a
glider to penetrate it by requesting ATC clear1rlCe.

Danger Areas. A Danger Area Crossing Ser·
vice is available for certain, Danger Areas, in
wtVch crossing clearance can be obtained when
Bvalable from a l100linated unit. The DACS 0'
most interest to glider pilots is likely to be that
obtainable for the Salisbu!:y Plain ranges (otherwise prohibited by the Military Lands Act) from
Salisbury Plain Control.
ADanger Area Activity Information $ervice is
IIso obtainable in the case of other Danger
December 1986/January 1987

Areas. This should be viewed purely 8S a means
of establishing the state of activity of a Danger
Area at a Patticular time, not as a clearance to
cross il. Pilots are advised to assume the area is
active if no reply Is received. Weston-on-theGreen 'status can be checked with Brize Norton.
A convenient summary of these two services.
and the ATC units to contact, is printed at the foot
of the 1:5OQOOO series CM charts.
Aerodrome Traffic Zones. Despite the
change in legislation (April 1985) which limited
the possession of an Aerodrome Traffic Zone to
certain categories
airfield (see the legend at
the foot of the 1:500000 charts) there remain
many airfields protected by ATZs through which
glider pilots may wish to fly or in which they may
wish to land. Although some airfields maintain a
relaxed and friendly ~ttitude to gliders that drop in
!Unannounced, it is technically illegal to enter the
ATZ and land at airfields such as Kidlington,
Staverton and Sywell without ATC permission.
Glider pilots should also remember that airfields
within Special Rules Airspace still have an ATZ,
in which the VMC exemption does not apply.
Further, some.civil airfields are listed in the Air
Pilot as "PPR to non-radio aircraft", or even "not
available to non-radio aircraft". In all the above
cases, the glider pilot can legalise his situation by
a radio call to the airfield's ATC unit to obtain the
requisite permission.
Landing at Military Airfields. Under normal
circumstances, a civilian powered aircraft cannot
obtain permission to land at a military airfield
simply by calling the airfield's ATC unit. "PPR"
for military airfields means filling in and submitting forms with numerous details of the proposed
flight. The exception is when the civilian aircraft
"declares an emergency." A glider seeking permission to land may be considered to be, if not in
a state of emergency, at least in diffICulties, and
landing clearance is unlikely to be withheld.
But the matter does not stop there. A landing at
eg a USAF nuclear base is likely to provoke a
strong reaction from the security authorities,
regardless of the fact that landing clearance had
been given for flight safety reasons.
Therefore the BOA's general advice to avoid
military airfields holds good, but if a glider pilot
nonetheless feels constrained to land at a military airfield he should obtain ATC clearance, and
should not enter the ATZ without It. More pragmatic considerations should only be allowed to
overrule where gliding is actively taking place
from the airfield In question!
ATC Clearances 'or Gliders. Two important
questions will have occurred to the glider pilot
contemplating requesting ATC clearance to
enter regulated airspa~.
- Notwithstanding that the regUlations allow him
to seek ATc entry clearance, will permission
be refused?
- Will the nature of any such clearance be such
that a glider cannot comply, and Is thereby
excluded?
The answer Is almost certainly no in both
cases, provided of course the glider pilot is not
proposing a flight path that may bring him into
conflict with aircraft taking off or landing, or in the
unlikely event of the airspace being already saturated.
It will be apparent from the preceding description of the rules that the requirements for flight in

0'

S,pecial Rules Airspace are quite minimal.
Although this form of airspace is established on
the basis of numbers,of air transport movements,
a high proportion oftrafflC using it consists of light
aircraft involved in recreational VFR flights.
COntrol of this traffic does not usually'involve a
strict regime of altitUde and heading assignments of the kind that would be issued 10 IFA
traffic in Aule 21 air-space. VFR flights will be
warned of other ,traffic nearbY,and may be given
heading and altitude changes to avoid potential
collision. Often more generalised instructions
may be issued, eg:
- Aemain east of a line through (place).
- Cross (place) not below 3000ft.
11 can be seen that a VFA flight may often
proceed through regulated airspace with little or
no ATC adjustment to Its flight path, and the
same in many instances can be expected to
apply to a glider.
Obviously the situation may arise where a
glider pilot considers he is unable to comply with
an ATC instruction, either because it is outside
the performance capability of the glider (eg maintaining level flight) or because It will direct the
glider Into unsuitable weather. It should be
remembered that the function of ATC is to provide for the safe separation of traffic; the overall
responsibility for the glider's safety remains that
of its pilot, and if the likely outcome is the risk of a
premature landing, the pilot should inform ATC
that the clearance is unacceptable. The controller will probably come up with an altemative - in
fact the glider pilot can assist by suggesting
options. What he should not do is ignore an
instruction and say nothing.

a

General Advice
1. There will always be the possibility that a
glider flight through regulated airspace may be
subject to various restrictions, hence this possibility has to be weighed against the penalty incurred by remaining clear of the airspace thus following a more circuitous route in perhaps less
favourable soaring conditions.
2. The glider pilot will increase the chances of
troublefree transit if he can arrange his flight so
as not to conflict with circuit traffic and the arrival
and departure procedures for IFA flights, In particular, avoiding therrnalling in those areas.
3. Some glider pilots may not feel sufficiently
confident of their soaring abilities to take on the
additional wor1<load of ATC communications
(though frequently that wor1<load will be far less
than they would expect). The best advice to
these pilots is to remain clear unless absolutely
necessary. In fact penetrations of regUlated airspace by ATC clearance are likely to remain the
province of the more experienced cross-country
gilder pilot, who should be able to transit such
area expeditiously.
4. Although stories are told of controllers who
appear to take an unnecessarily repressive
approach towards light aircraft and gliders, that
(in my experience) is nottrue ofthe great majority
of air traffic controllers who I believe perform their
duties in the spirit intended. that of helping the
flow of air traffic, not hindering it. That includes
recreational flYing, and I believe the glider pilot
who shows himself to be responsible and sens.ible should not hesitate to make reasonable
requesls of ATC when it is in his interest to do so.
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BGA & GEERAL NEWS
BRITISH TEAM
The British team for the 1987 World
Championships at Benalla, Australia in January
has been selected as folloWs:- Andy Davis
(Discus), Chris Garton (Discus), Brian
SpreckJey (LS-6), Dave Watt (ASW-2OB),
Martyn Wells (LS-6) and Justin Wills (Discus).
Alister Kay is first and Bemie Fitchett second
reserve.
Well did you make the same selection from
the British team squad published in the August
issue, pl72? The voting panel was 31 pilots,
the team SQuad plus the lop five pilots in each
Class of the Nationals who were not already in
Ihe squad, The voting, was secret but the
scrutineers lold us Ihat it was "very consistent" .
Those who just missed a place' will feel sad.
On Ihe olher hand ~ is nioe to have two newcomers in Chris Garton and Dave Watt. Six
pilots is 50% more Ihall we have ever had
before. :Happily one comes from Lasnam but
will we ever hear the last of the Booker boy
racers filling half Ihe Britishl team?
And what about the Open Class? This Is a
sign of the times. We are pressing for a
seventh place and if successful of course AI
Kay will fly his ASW-22, However the pilots
have the right in voted order to choose the
Classes they prefer; and the voting produced
five 15 Metre pilots out of six.
The first three chose 15M so Justin and
Chris had 10 choose Standard or Open. Somewhat naturally they chose Standard, not least
because In Australia the blue conditions make
it likely that "team" flying within a Class will be
of great mutual assistance. Chris and Justin
had to borrow gliders which gave us some anxious moments until Glyn Bradney lent his Discus to Chris and Justin tracked another down
in Switzerland.
The other piece of marvellous news is a
team sponsor in the surprising form of Orenstein & Koppel. Oren ... who? OaK for short;
they haf vays of making us happy with £10000
no less. They are a German manufacturer of a
wide range of earth moving equipment and
also of ships with subsidiary companies in the
UKandOZ.
The introduction was made by David Roberts
of Aston Down whose company buys quantities
of their machines annually. OaK's management, based at Watford (Gap) village off the
Ml, are splendid people to deal with and of
course their German parents need no introduction to gliding. We've already turned their
cameraman pale green from photographing
Brian Spreckley's LS-6 (plastered with OaK
stickers) from an open Chipmunk.
Ben Watson, British team manager

BGA COMPETITIONS & AWARDS
COMMmEE
The 1987 Competitions Calendar to date is as
follows: June 20-28, Open Class NatiOnals
plus Reglonals at Lasham; June 27-July 4.,
Competition Enterprise at Aboyne; July 4-12,
WHt.m Reglonals at Nympsfield; July 18-26,
Standard Class Nationals plus Reglonals at
Booker; August 1-9,15 MetreCla.s Nationals
at :Husbands Bosworth and the NOrthern Reg280

A RED DEVIL JUMPS FROM A BLANIK

These dramatic phOtographs were taken at the
Surrey :Hills GC when a member of the Red
Devil's parachute team, Neil Dixon, jumped
from a Blanik piloted by Tony Richards on September 22. It all started in JUly when the club
had two gliders on static display at the Bexley
Show. Some of the Red Devils, who had been
giving a display, were Interested in the gliders
and Gillian Suter, field ops secretary of Surrey
Hills GC, persuaded them that one of their
team should jump from the Blanik to coincide
with the club's annual fund raising effort for the
RAFA Wings appeal,
"Everything that followed was of course easy
- apart from the fact that, on paper, you're not
allowed to do it," reported John Faulkes, the
PR officer. "SQ within weeks, we had OUr
deputy eFl, Peter PooIe, talking to the BGA
and the CM to allow us to first despatch the
parachutists from our Blanik, and secondly to
allow us into the TM'A - 2000ftabove Kenley
Airfield - for the duration of the jump,
"It was also realised that we'd have to have
an aerotow - 00-90 at Kenley - to make sure
of the height," he continued. "Our friendly contacts at Kent GC secured us their Jodel with
our Blanik, canopy removed, being towed from
their base.
IonaIs at Sutton Bank; August 15-23, Enstone
Reglonals.
The Inter-services Regionals (Sport and
Club Classes) has been provisionally booked
at Bicester from August 4-13 with the Open
Class venue and date still to be decided.
Nationals entry forms are available from the
BGA office. The Competitions Committee is
very eooeerned about the number of late cancellations received in 1986; too late for
reserves to make arrangements in some
cases, Accordingly, the entry procedures will
be modified this time - details on the form. The
cut-off date for receiving entries at the BGA will
be January 31 as before.
TI1e form will also define qualification for the
1988 European Championships, which will be
based on Nationals results, We are working
with lasham GC on a bid to host this event, to
be presented to CIVV next March,

~,.

Tony Richards with Red Devil Neil. Photos:
Andy Bushby.
"On the 22nd, in bright sunlight, at 1.30pm,
with CFI, Alex Wright, plus our photographer,
Andy Busnby, buzzing round in an Ogar motor
glider, the Jodel hauled the Blanik into view, to
the cheers of the crowd. Neil calmly climbed
out and dropped to earth.
"A first for us, a first for the Red Devffs and
an excellent charity event. We finished the day
with trial instruction flights and some aerobatics
for the Red Devils, again cot:Jt1esy of our young
instructor, Tony Richards," added John.
Claims for the BGA annual awards (see the
June issue, p136) must be sent to the BGA
office not later than January 15. Now is the
time to check through your logbooks - we
can't!

John T8ylor, chairman

NATIONAL LADDER WINNERS
Dave Nunn of Lasham heads the Open Ladder
to win the Enigma trophy with Mike Cuming of
Booker winning the Club Ladder and the l. du
Garde Peach trophy.
The National Ladder steward, Ed Johnston,
said the best single flight of the year was by
Roy Pentecost, Cotswold GC, who collected
3000pts for a 519km triangle in his Cirrus.
Essex GC seemed to get Oiamonds every day
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durilg their stay at Aboyne, amongst them
Tony Manwaring and Mike Jefferyes, though
lan Stromberg from Yorkshire with a 30 600ft
gain is still the best that Ed knew off.
"But," he summed up, "for my money Peter
O'DonaId's total of over 1970km in four flights
was most impressive. However, it was Dave
Num's speed over a 506 and a 470km which
put Peter behind him in the, end."
Open '--<Ider
Leadi~ pilot

1.0. um
2. P. O'Oonald
3. R. Pentecost
4,J. Brt
5. M. B. efferyes
6. F. J. Shephard
Club ladder
pilot
f. M. . Cuming
2. K. Barller
3. D. Taylor
4. G. McAndrew
5. J. Bis
6. A. Sheridan

l.e':t.:?

Club

Lasham

cambrid~ Univ

Cotswol
Essex
Essex
Booker
Club

Booker
Bristol & Gros
Yorkshire
Booker
Coventry
Yorkshire

Fits
4
4
4

Pts

'I

4
4

7918
7549'
7296

Fits
4
3
4

Pts
§OH
3834
3360

1

2257
1825
1500

4
2

8868
8116

8004

RAFGSA FATALITY
The Rev (Sqd Ldr) Michael Parkyn, a member
of the RAFGSA Bannerdown GC, was killed at
RAf Hullavington on August 9 when the Eagle
he was flying solo crashed after a winch cable
break. On going to press the accident investigation was not yet complete and no further
details were available.

OBITUARIES
Ken Fripp

Ken Fripp died suddenly on October 4 after
returning with his wife from a visit to their
youngest son in Canada, where they had spent
three happy weeks.
Ken was born 70 years ago in Catford,
where his father was a distributor of cigarettes
and confectionery, Whilst still a schoolboy at
AI1eyn'sCoIlege, OulwiCh, he built his first flying
machine, a biplane hang glider. There exists a
photograph of it being towed behind his father's
December 1986fJanuary 1987

car on Oulwich Common, but it is not clear
whether it actually flew. After leaving school,
his first job was that of confectionery salesman,
at which he was not particularly successful
because he was already infatuated with aviation. In ,consequence, he frequently wandered
in the direction of airfields, sustained by his
samples. He soon found his true vocation by
getting a job with Short Bros at Rochester,
where he worked on the half-scale model of
the Stirling.
When the war came, he enlisted in the Royal
Air Force, finding plenty of scope for his talents
for repair and modification. He was fortunate to
survive, fq( on one occasion, he was travelling
in a Dominie which went gently aground on a
Scottish hill in thick weather, leaving its
inhabitants totally unscathed. After the RAF, he
went to Airspeeds, in charge of the final Inspection of Oxford/Consul COf'lversiol'\$ and later
working On the Ambassador. It was at this time
that, with Ron Clear (Airspeed's chief test pilot)
and Bart Par$low, he started the Portsmouth
Gliding Club where he flew his greatly beloved
Kite I, although he had indulged in a certain
amount of illicit gliding during the war and had
instructed at Ihe ATC 5<:0001 at Portsmouth airfield. He was~lso active with the Southdown
Gliding Club, then flying from the Seven Sisters
'site.
After Airspeeds, he went to F. G. Miles, to
work on the Sparrowjel and then on Hugh
IKendall'stwo-seater K-1' glider,. otherwise
~known as "The Crabpot". Ken was building the
WOOden fuselage, which was to be fitted with
wings made of "Durestos". When it became
apparent that these wings posed insurmountable problems, the whole project was moved
over to Elliott's of Newbury, to be fitted with
wooden wings.
In 1959, with the active encouragement of
Philip Wills and Sir Charles Dorman, he set up
Southdown Aero Services at Lasham, for the
maintenance, repair and occasional construction of gliders. With his eldest son, Mike, and
B8ft Parslow, it was a happy team. Initially, the
gliders were, of course, wooden but diversification came rapidly With Sir Peter $<;ott's order
for the first HP·14 to be built in the UK. This
all-metal machine was a beautiful example
although the type was never much of a success. Other one-ofts inCluded a magnifICent
replica of Sir George Cayley's flying machil'le.
This was based on' Sir George's original
sketches and writings, as interpreted by John
Sproule and Ken, and was originally flown by

Derek Piggott for an Anglia Television programme. Quite rElCer1IIy, it was retrieved from
the museum to which Anglia had lent it,
received an extensive overhaUl, and took the
air again for Francis Thompsoo's Imax film on
the history of flight. So Ken helped to confirm,
in the most convincing fashion po$sible, Sir
George's title as the father Of aviation.
Meanwhile, the expertise of the firm had
expanded to deal' with motor glidl;lrs and modern materials. A conversation with Harald Penrose (former chief test pilot of Westlands), who
had become enthused Qy the possibilities of
microlighls, caused Ken to investigate the
French Pipistrelle. Ttleupshot was SOUthdown
Aerostructure, set up to manl,lfacture the
machine ,in the UK, relying on the parent company''S skill in Working with GRP. There was
then a long pause, mainly occupied with restressing the machine to satisfy BCAR Section
S. but at least Ken saw the first sales of the
Southdown Pipistrelle.
This brief account of his career does little to
indicate the immense pleasure he took in
"messing about with flying machines", whether
they were sailplanes, motor gliders or replica
SE-Ss in Ireland. He was a competent glider
pilot, but found little time to practice. Nevertheless, until a few years ago, he would test fly
any extensive rebuilds. Nor were his interests
solely confined to aviation: he built his own
boat and enjoyed sailing too. But, again, his
tendency to turn up at Lasham almost seven
days per week - even with the rather thin
excuse that somebody had to feed the company cat - kept the utilisation of the boat very
low.
He had a delightful sense of humour and
was very good company. Above all, he was a
craftsman who loved beautifully made things,
and he lavished his talents on re-builds and
replicas of vintage gliders. And he was kind
and charming, and deservedly enjoyed a very
large circle of good friends extending almost
wherever gliding is praeticed.
It was his good fortune to spend most of his
working life doing things which he enjoyed and
In helping others to enjoy their flying. But his
greatest fortune lay in his family: his love for
Dot was plain for all to see and it sustained him
up to his last moments. He is survived not only
by Dot but by eight children, 23 grandchildren
and three great-grandchildren.
It was a privilege and a pleasure to have
known him and to have worked with him: he is
sorely missed.
F. G.IRVING

Michael Richard Carlton
Michael Carlton and his wife were killed in an
accident in Zimbabwe on August 30 when the
aeroplane in which they were passengers
crashed soon after take off. He was 43 yearsold.
He had considerable success as a
businessman and a lifelong interest in flying
which started with gliding in the RAFGSA. He
gained his A & B certificate on August 12,
1959; a date that in later life would have presented t:lim with a conflict of interests. Once he
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enthusiasm he had lor everything 'he did will
ensure that his memory lives on.
W.G.SCULL

AT DUXFORD ONLY ,NOW
Cambridge University GC no longer operate
from Cambridge Airport, Marshal/s, and visiting
pilots !3.re advised not to land there but are welcome at Ouxford, provided circuits and landings are on the south side - the north is for
powered aircraft.

had started his, business career he qualified as
a power pilot and quickly ,gained experience to
the extent that the aeroplane was preferred ,to
the motor car as a means of transport.
After his return to gliding he soon showed his
aptitude as a pilot and his extraordinarily competitive nature. In OCtober of 1973 he re,-soloed
in gl~s at Portmoak and completed his
Bronze C in the same week. Soon aftElfWards
he made plans to fly his King Air to Australia at
the time the World Championships in January 1974. However, the fuel orisis stopped that
plan but Michael went anyway; .a sign of his
generosity was that he took his them gliding
instructor with him.
In Australia his progress was rapid. He completed the Silver C from Benalla in a Libelle
and a few days. later flew a 300km O/A for his
Gold distance and Diamond goal. He bought a
Ke$tr~1 19 Md it Caproni Calif to enable him to
take turther instruction, That September he
completed the, Gold C with one Diamond.
His next gliding adventure was a trip to
South Africa taking both the Kestrell aAd the
Calif 10 the NationalChampionships, During
this visit he gained Diamond distance and went
on to get a UK National record by flying a
700km triangle; the first time a task of this size
had been flown in South Africa. The flight,
which was for a time a world ,recordl at a speed
of 109.8km/hr, still stands.
He completed an three Diamonds in October
1979 and became thoroughly involVed with
record ftyirig and competitions. He gained the
single-seater 500km, goal-and-return record in
1980 and currently holds eight of the 12 British
National Multi-seater records. He went on to
manage and to give considerable financial
support to the British Team at two World
Championships in Germany (1981) and in the
USA (1983).
Having achieved so much in a relatively
short time he needed the stimulus of a new
interest and as wenl as flying helicopters he
turned to the preservation of "vintage" British
jet aircraft of which his first was a Hawker
Hunter. The oollection, all at which were in flying condition and. frequently demonstrated at
displays, eventually included another Hunter, a
Gloucester Meteor and' two Jet Provosts with a
Sea Hawk to be added this year. Ne9dless to
say he was qualified to fly all these aircraft
himself.
The tlntimely death of Michael is not only a
tragic loss to those who .knew him but also to
aviation In general. The drive, energy and

0'
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The one thousand five oondredth Diamond
goal on the BGA ,register goes to D. J. Phillips,
well known, as "Phil", the manager of Lasham
Gliding Society since 1982'.
The first badge leg to be gained in a selfsustaining sailplane is a Diamond height from
Sutton Bank 'by John Cadman in his Turbo
Ventus. This is the third Diamond for John, who
has been gliding 40 years and gained Silver
Badge No. 154 in 19~8 in the days when gliding certificates were inscribed "British Empire"
on the cover.
Although many badge claims are returned to
applicants lor proPer completion of the
docunientation or for further evidence, very few
are rejected in the EtncI. Most of these are
cases of optimistic claims When the performance actually rails just short of the requisite
distance. time or height gain. and the claimant
usually accepts the rejectiOn with good grace.
The remainder of the rejections arise
because some essential evidence is missing,
whereupon sometimes the claimant indignantly
complains (hat the "BGA doesn't believe I did
itl" On the contrary, it is acknowledged that
m.merous genuine badge flights (and records)
do indeed go unrecognised, and remain for the
personal satisfaction of the pilot, because FAI
awards can only be made on the principle that
to receive pUblic recognition of a soaring perfonnance, you have to produce evidence that
would stand the test of public scrutiny.
Gordoo Camp, FA! certificates officer

Club
Coventty

1986
7.9

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No,
1/332
1/333

Name
Gillian Sprecldey
G. R. Oavey

DIAMOND GOAL
No.
Name
2/1489 T. B. Sargeanl
2/1490 B. M. Nlcholson
2/1491 J. L. Richardson
2/1492 J, G. Wrighl
2/1493 J, 0, Peck
I 2/1494 P. A. Green

Club
Bool<er
Bices1er

1986
18.6
24.8

Club
Noo1olk
Lasham
Four Counties
Bicester
Bices1er
Lasham

1986
17.7
3.7
24.8
24.8
24.8
18,6

T. H, Brown
C, J. Shawdon
M. P. Ellis
G. P. Hibberd
Geralyn Macladyen
D. J. Phillips
R Palmar

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No,
Name
3/729 'M. B. Ju(ikil1l!

31730

K. J. Cadman

Bicesler
Bool<ar
Burn
Portsmouth Naval
Cotswold
Lasham
Avon

24.8
24.8
31.8
31.8
9.9
9.9
9.9

Club
Imperial College
(in IlaIy)
Coventry

1986
10.7

Club
East Sussex
SGU
Lasham
Midland
Coventty
Deeside
Four Counti.
Bicesler
Booker
Burn

1986
17.7
18.7
20.7
16.7
24.7
25.7
26.7
24.8
24,8
24.8
31.8

Club
Lasham
Coventry
Fulmar
Oeeside
Deeside
Deeside
Ouse
SGU
Fulmar
SGU

1986
16.7
25.7
20.7
26.7
1.9
2.9
5,9
7.9
20.9
20.7

Club
Noi1olk
East Sussex
SGU
Midland
Four Counties
Lasham
Blcester
Biceslar

1986
17.7
18.7
20.7
24.7
24.8
3.7'
24.8
24.8
18,6
24,8
24.8
31.8
31.8
9,9

7.9

GOLD BADGE

No.
1161
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171

GLI'DING
CERTIFICATES

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No,
Name
K. J. Cadman
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2/1495
2/1496
2/1497
2/1498
2/1499
2/1500
2/1501

Name
T. B. Sargeanl
G. L. Pratl
J, P, Galloway
A. E. Gee
Diana King
D,A,8oolh
B. C, Connolly
J, L Rlchardson
J, D. Peck
C, J. Shawdon
M. P. Ellis

NorfoII<

GOLD HEIGHT

Name
A. E. Gee
O. A. Booth
W. Gordon
B. C. Connolly
Allison Symon
D. N. K. Symon
D. Jones
G, C, Millar
C. T.McNelM
A. J. W. Bauld
GOLD DISTANCE
Name
T. B. Sargeant
G. L. Pratl
J. P. Galloway
Oiana King
J, L. Richardson
B. M. Nicholson
J, G. Wright
J. O. Peck
P. A. Green
T. H. Brown
C, J, Shawdon
M. P, ElIls
G. P. Hibberd
D, J. Phinips

Lasham
Bicesler

Booker
Burn
Portsmouth Naval
Lasham

SILVER BADGE

No.

7263
7264
7265
7266
7267

7268
7269
7270
7271
7272
7'Z13
7274
7275
7276
7277
7278
72711
7280
7281
7282
7283
7284
7285
7286
7287
7288
7289

7m
7291

Name
S. W, larkin
Veronique Vroege
S. A. AdIard
S, Noed
M. A. Hay8ll
S. Pugh
C. W. 1,. Wheeler
Vanessa J, Mayo
W. A. Cresswell
M. O. Bullard
W. R. Macleaac
R. Gay
A. E. 80y1e

O. S. O. law
S, Wilson
D. J. Greenhil
M, C. Pierpoint
M. B. St Clair-Gribble
P. G, Codd
J. A. Lloyd
C. Croelf
R. F. Jones
P. J, GMI
P. M. I,.!tnex
S. J. Boyden
J. Young
S, Reynolds
B. M. Benlley
G, W. Letls

Club
Essex & Suffolk
Two Rivers

Midland
Kent
Bicester
llOoker
Anglll
Cotswold
Wyvern
Newmarket" Notts
SGU

Booker
Cambridge Univ
Essex
Wrekin
Imperial CQllege
East Sussex
Cotswold
Essex & Sullolk
lasham
Bum
Shropshire
Staffordshire
Noo1o1k
622 GS
Nene Valley
Cambridge Univ
Cotswoid
South Wales

1.968

20.7
16.7
4.8
5.8
8.8
24.7
8.8
9.8
0.8
9.8
20.7
15.8
1&oil
16.8
10.8
18.6
17.7
8.8
5.8
9.8
9.8
17.8
17.8
16.8
18.6
27.8
24.8
20.8
24.8
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1986 NATIONAILS PRIORITY LIST
PRODUCING THE LISTS
At the end of the competition season the \Nationals qualifying lists for the next season, to decide
the order of eligibility if any of the Nationals are
oversubscribed, will be compiled and utilised,
aooording to the following procedure. First two,
lists are oompiled:
Priority list
1. For each pilot competing in the Natiornals a
performance index is calcl,Jlated by dividing ,the'
number of oompetitors in the Class by the pilot's.
pos~ion in that Class.
2. Performance indices are similarlycalctllated
for Br~ish pilots flying in foreign competitions
approved by the Competitions Committee as
eqUivalent to British National status, and' for British pilots flying in World Championships (if any
that year).
3. A list is then compiled, commencing with the
British Teampilots in order of theirWorld Championship performance indices (if re'levant) then all
the other pilots are added in descending order of
their pe(formance index from the various
National status competitions. Any ties are resolved in the first instance by giving British Nationals preference over foreign competitions,
1
2
3
4

$preckley, B. T.
Wens, M. D.
KaV, A E.
Wils, T. J.
5 Wa11~D. S.
6 GIossop, J. D. J.
7 Garton, C.
8 WMe,S.A.
8 Hartley, K. J.
10 Rchett, B.
11 Foot, R. A.
12 Young, M. J.
13 Campbell,D.R.
14 Metes", G. C.
15 Edyvean, J.
18 Morris, G.
17 Cardiff, J. D.
18 lysakowski, E. R.

19 'May, R.
20 Smith, D. A.
21 TayIor, J. R.
22 Eliott, B.
23 Durham, M. W.

7292

B. A. Hutchlns

7293
7294
7295

D.~_

7296
7297
7296

7299
7300
7301
7302

7303
7304
7306
7308
7307
7308
7300

M.Cumlng
e. Sedgwick
C. ~1dd18fd

J-BeI
M. H. Gagg
D. H. Smith
R. l. F. Darby
B. J. Gage
D. G. Harrls
D. J. wanon
D. VllllHee
A. Jelden
R. Elwood-Wade
A. J. MIle.
J. A. Pain
R. M. Worth

(15)

(5)
(0)
(15)

24 Throssell, M. G.

36·

Gorringe, J. P.
Pozerskis, P.
Murdock, M.
Smilh. E. R.
Davi$. A. J.
Davias, F. J.
Jones. R.
DaU, R.
Bally, J. D.
Rober1s, D.G.
Forrast, B.
Sheard, P. G.

37

38

25

26
21
28

(5)
(0)

29

(15)

30

(5)
(0)

31
32

(15)

33

(0)

34
35

(15)

(5)
(5)
(0)
(15)
(S)

(0)
(15)
(S)

(0)
(15)
(S)

(15)

47

(5)
(0)

48

(15)

50

(5)

51

(Ol)

52
53

(0)
(OL)

49

54

(15)

55

(5)
(0)

56
57

(Ol)
(15)

59

Hood,L.

(5)

60

Cook, I.

(15)

61
62

39 RQllings, C. C.
40 StuM, T.
4t' De/afield, J.
42 Stewart, K.
43 Hill, D.J. M.
44 Pozerskis, A.
45 Kay, W.
46 Watson, A. J.

Cambridge Univ
Cambridge Univ
Kestrel
Hereforoshire
Surrey & Hsnts
Booker
Wrekin
Avon
Pelllrboro' & Speldlng
Oevon & Somarsel
Cambridge Univ
Bristol & Glos
Surrey & Hanls
Booker
Chlnerna
Lasham
Kent
Peterboro' & Spelding
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remaining ties being reso/ved In favour of the
Class with the greatest Iotalof daily winner's
point. Forl;lign competitors are then deleted plus
all except the highest position of any pilots who
appear more than once.
4. finally the previous .year's P,riority List is
merged alternately from position 26 onwards.
Again where pilots appear more than once only
their highest position is retained. Entries resulting from the merging of the previous year's prior~ list are also deleted if their presence on that list
was due to a carry forward from a pr.evious PriorityListandnot,adirectCompetitionperformance.
Regional PrOmotion List
1. From the final handicapped results of each
Regionals Class pilots are listed in descending
order of their positions. Any pilots In the top· 20 of
the Priority Ust are amotated acoordingly, and
they are given a pef'1ormance Index calculated as
described above. Other Regionals pilot's performance indices are calculated as though any
top 20 pilots who beat them had not flown in the
competition.
2. Pilots are listed in descending or~er of performance index. Those appearing more than
once retain oniytheir highest position. The previous year's Promotion List is merged altemately

16.8
20.8
15.8
24.8
9.8
16.8
17.8
6.7
23.8
16.8
15.8
31.8
20.8
24.8
23.8
20.8
24.8
23.8

(5)
(15)
(Ol)

SS'

63
64

(5)

~

(15)

66

(0)

67

(Ol)
(15)

68

7310
7311
7312
7313
7314
7315
7316
7317
7318
7319
7320
7321
7322
7323
7324
7325
7326
7327

69

HVlchinson, S.
Nome, A. J.
Jefferyes, M. B.
Redman, S. J.
Imes,D.
Rowfand, C. D.
King, P. A.
WiliamSOl'l, J. S.
MOOang, A. P.
Brown, H F.
Jones, P.
Asp/ancl, W.
Buckner, K.
lyttletoli', C. C.
Stingemore, G.
Cooper, a.
Macfadyen, T. E.
Joint, T.
fleming, A M.
Bastin, J.
Webb, M. J.
Hawkins, Pam
Sm~h, G.

A. Foxon
R. Pfiborsky
O. Hoolahsn
M. R. l. Rowland
G. O. O. Camplon
N. G. Rhind
M. Round
S. A Crust
J. W. Scott
T. C. Doyle
Shella Morris
G. A. Maddox
R. W_ Culley
M. P. Worster
G. C. Keell
C. J. Stothard
S. E. Room
R. J. Brown

(5)
(0)
(Ol)
(15)
(Ol)

(0)
(15)

70
71
72

73
74
75
76

(5)
(Ol)
(0)

78
79

(15)

80

(5)
(Ol)

81
82

(0)

83

(15)

84

77

(OL)

85

(15)

86

(5)
(0)

87

i15)

88
89

(0)

90

i15)

91

(5)

92

Covenlly
Surrey & Hsnls
Kent
Oxford
Buckminster
Bicester
Avon
Trent Valley
Avon
Two Rivers
Bristol & Glos
North Wales
Bracldey
Bristol & GIos
Buckmlnster
Yorkshire
Wolds
Kent

24.6
20.8
24.8
23.8
5.8
24.8
24.8
31.8
31.8
13.7
22.7
16.5
23.8
20.8
24.8
2.9
31.8
20.8

from position 26 onwards, with dupliCated names
retaining ,only their highest position. Entries
resulting from the merging of ,the previous year's
Promotion List jlre alsO deleted if their presence
on that list was due to a carry forward from a
previous Promotion List and not a direct com~t
ition performance. Finally any pilots who are in
the top 28 places of ,the Priority list are deleted
from the published P,romotion List but ,retained,
on, file for merging in the following year.

Anocatlonol Place.
If any of the fo/lowing year's Nationals has more
than the prescribed 40 applicants, 28 places will
be allocated to tile 28 applicants whO are highest
on the Priority List. Up to 1'2 places will be- allocated 10 pilots in the toP 100 places QIlI the Promotion List in order of that list. .AIr{ remaining
places will first be allocated to any applicants
from the PriorityList and then tQ ap,p1icantsoelow
100 on the Promotion list in order of those lists.
We are still waiting for one club to send in their
Aegionals1results for Julyl The Promotion List will
appear in tlie next issue and will also ,be circulated via the :BGA newsletter.

J. D. BENOIS:r,
BGA Competitions Committee

McAnclrew, G.
Batty, C. J.
Smilh, M. J.
Ellis, J.
Fanner, A. T.
Starlley, C. G.
Boyden, M. V.
Ashdown, I.
Benoist, J. D.
Brica, P. F.
Zealley, T. S.
Cole, R. A.
Hayes, D.
Hamlll, E.
Docherty, T. P.
Whitehead, P.
Langrick, J.
Alldis, C.
Baker, R. J.
Tull, V.F.G.
Gaisford, P.
Dawsoo, M.
Clarke, A. J.

7328
7329
7330
7331
7332
7333
7334
7335
7336
7337
7338
7339
7340
7341
7342
7343
7344
7345

(15)
(Ol)

(5)
(0)
(15)

(Ol)
(0)
(15)
(Ol)

(0)
(15)
(Ol)

(5)

93
94

Clarlle, M. A
Cox, T.
95 Woodford,

(0)
(5)
J.

(Ol)

96

Cook, P. G.

97
98

Reading, P.

(0)
(5)

Scott, T.
99 Tapson, B.

(Ol)

100
101
102
103
104
105

Caunt, D.
Keogh, B.
Waston, J.
Cunningham, G.
Camp, G. W. G.
Char1otte-Greem,

(Ol)
(Ol)
(15)
(Ol)
(5)

(0)

J. A.
(0)

(15)

(0)
(Ol)

(5)
(Ol)
(15)

(0)
(OL)
(15)

(5)

P. Mken
O. Winser
R. S. Johns
J. Bell
A. K. Carver
C. S. Oakas
C. S. Broad
S. P. Brooks
J. Hsnlon
A E. Peel
M. Johnson
P. J. Hassler
A. C. Kingswood
N. P. Marrlotl
A J. Rooney
J. E. Lambert
A. C. Broadbridge
S. Maddex

S = 1986 Standard Class
Nationals; 15 = 1986 15
Metre Class Nationals; 0 =
1986 Open Class Nationals;
Ol = 1985 Nationals results.

Kent
South Wales
Devon & Somerset
Borders
Bath & Wins
Oxford
Oxford
Wyvern
Oxford
Devon & Somerset
Northumbria
Avon
Cambridge Unlv
Por1smouth Naval
Dorset
Kent
Avon
Newerk & Notts

20.6
4.9
31.8
24.8
31.8
4.9
7.9
7.7
3.9
17.8
24.5
9.9
9.9
9.9
7.9
9.9
7.9
31.8
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BOOK
REVIEWS
The World's Vintage Sailplanes 1900-1945
By Martin Simons, published by KOQkaburra
Technical Publications. Details for'ordering the
book are given in their advertisement on this
page.)
How timely that this beautiful book should await
my return from the largest ever gathering of
vintage gliders! 'But for ,that one word "vintage"
this work could have been written forty years
ago. That It appears now shows well the
strength of interest in gliding history today.
Its researches have taken the author some
twenty years, so his early efforts pre-date the
current vintage movement, itself springing from
the commemorative "Itford SO" meeting of
1972, out.of which arose the, following year at
HusBos the Vintage Glider Club of Great Britain - around 90 gliders at Lasham all Qver 35
years Of agel Nor, Incidentally, will I ever forget
seeing over forty of these in a ~ingfe vast thermal directly over Lasham on August 5 - the
very day my personal' coPY was inscribed by
the author In Adelaide.
This book tell$ a:~. It tells In great detail the
development of the aircraft, andtbus our sport,
Qver almost fO\;Jr decades; the very early preWorld War 1 gliders, the beginning of real hill
soaring (Martens' Vampyr of 1921), on through
Itford the following year, tile Pruefling, the
Storm and Oarmstadt series - Groenhoff's
great and beautiful Faf'nir - the Grunaus, Kronfeld's mighty Austria, the Condor series, the
Moazagotl, the Mus, RhOnsperber, Minimoa,
Kranich, the legendary Hortens, Rheinland,
Aeiher - on through the 0,30 Cirrus, which
achieved a measured 1:37.5 at 77km/h in the
middle 1930s ... ! It is all there with text both
technical and anecdotal - and full of interest.
Hardly surprising, 01 course, the theme is
Germari, but tribute is paid to Hungary
(Nemere and Karakan), POland (pWS series),
the USA is represented with the BS-1 Zanonia
(where is the RJ-5?) and various Schweizer
types; Switzerland the Spyr and Moswey
series, ,and included are III dozen or so English
types representing our first true sailplane
designer, Bill Manuel, and ,our foremost manufacturer, Fred Slingsby - and credit is rightly
given ,to J. S. Sprolllefoc his Kadet and Tutor;
the Grunau derived Kite is ,there, and even the
Cambridge 1 and 2 receive a mention remember the well"known "Pons"?
Aft! of this, some 80 basic types or series,
running to hundreds of su'btypes, modifications
and variations are all brought together in a
common style, each with (11 fine line three-view
drawing - (Bless you, Martin, ~to a common
scale, a boon to the modeller!) - each with
some extra detail of interest such as airfoil sections, fuselage frames, ,airbJakes, individual
modifications and so on.
The pages are flot crowded, yet there is no
wasted space; the text Is accompanied by
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almost 250 black and white photographs,
many, even tQ this "bUff", hitherto unpublished.
A novel feature is a "Drawing .reliability code" 100% accuracy is not claimed - but the (D)
grades look pretty good and I cannot faUlt my
(B) graded Petrel.
But those forty years have added the word
"vintage" and the 16 superb pages of colour
(65 p'lates) are evidence of how much remains
today, fOr many of the subject aircraft were flying at Lasham.
There must be many now possessing
Diamonds who have never flown ,a wooden
sailplane. This book Will tell you all, for it is a
monumental piece of research; a glance at the
acknowledgements and bibliography will show
how much co-operation the author has
enjoyed.. It is beautifully prodl:lCed on quality
paper and is wrapped in a splendid Jacket
featuring, in colour. the graceful Hungarian
Nemere.
So if I have a tiny regret It is that there is no
mention of the great gliders of World War 11; the
Hotspur , Hadrian, Horsa, Hengist and Hamilcar; the CG-13A, the Ootha 242 and the
miraCUlOUS Me 323 of my schooldays. Some
were built in vast numbers, were tested and
flown by gliding folk - (and I expect. a rew
soared 00 occasions!) -and a f1yable example
of any I mention would be a vintage treasure
now!·
This book will ooly cost you a little more than
the price of an aerotow, yet it will last you far,
far longer than your slowest 5OOkm. There may
be a literal or tWo, but I,'ve not noticed any, nor
can I perceive any significant errors. Buy this
book for your Christmas reading - yoU' will
enjoy yOur sport the more for the knowledge
you will gain, and the context it will provide
around your modern gliding.
Strongly recommended, this lovely book will
take its place foremost among the great works
on the history of gliding ... what now, Martin,
the next forty years?
MIKE RUSSELL

DW nllilllblll . . .

THE WORLD'S
VINTAGE

SAIlPlANES
1908-45
by Marlin Simons
Hard bound, 176
pages. quality

Glidin.g by iDerek Piggott, published by A. & C.
Black and: available from the BGA at £11 .95
including p&p.
t have always loOked upon Derek Piggott's
Gliding as the definitive reference book and
my copy is one of the original 1958 issue with a
Skylark on the dust oover.
I first met Derek on an instructors' CQur$9 at
Oetling in the early fifties when he was ,running
the ATC gliding instructing schOOl. I was
impressed with the way he tackled the subject
then and the latest paperback edition (fifth) of
Gliding carries on this excellence.
But this is really a new book with only one or
two of: the original chapters. Small, alterations
were possible for the various editions and
reprints, but Derek did ndt have the opportunity
to re-write the whole book and re-illustrate lit
until this year.
This very comprehensive handbook covers
the basic training right through to the author's
latest ideas on thermalling techniques with a
wealth of information on all aspects of soaring
and cross-eountry flying.
Derek is one of those people who writes as
he speaks with great clarity and an ability to put
over the subject with admirable simplicity,
Whatever your stage of gliding experience, you
will find value in this book.
Beginning Gliding by Derek Piggott, published by A. & C. Black and available from the
BGA at £10.95 including p&p.
Also published in paperback on the same day
as the new edition of Gliding is its companion,
Beginning Gliding. This is a much more basic
training manual and is a must for ab-initios as
well as for power pilots converting to sail·
planes.
It is full of excellent diagrams to show how to
enter (and recover) from spins, to fly properly
judged circuits, to correct aerotowing faults as
well as covering many other problems the
inexperienced glider pilot faces.
Again it has the magical Piggott quality of
getting the subject across on paper and even if
you aren't new to gliding this book will be sure
to sharpen your technique.
B. H. BRYCE-SMITH

~::.ra~~8~~i~~tiful

photos plus 65
colour plates and

~::~Ir.~~~lee'y
drawiflls. A

~~ren~ti~~n~f rare

information on

these classic
M'arjj~ Sill""
old-timers.
A SPECIAL CONCESSION OFFER FROM THE PUB·
L1SHERS ONLY is available to all Sailplane and Gliding
readers who send us 2 Intemational Reply Coupons.
(Ask at your Post Office.) We will airmail you a free
colour brochure, supply all details of our special offer,
and tell you how to order. Write todayl
Published by:

KOOKABURRA TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS Pty Ltd,

PO Box 648 Dandenong 3175,
Victoria, Australia
Publishers of superior quality Avialion reference
works since 1963.

~PIGGOTT
.--_.-Windconesmade in MinistryolOefence
Hvpalon'*, also In nylOn andcambOc.
Landing Marker Sets il\ briOhl ,orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas Covers Ior ell requirements.
F'lagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel·, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
TImber - suitable for Wlndcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers, Nr. Ongar, Essex eMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262
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WHEN DO YOU NEED OXYGEN?
Dear Editor,
Or Wilson's article on oxygen in the June
issue, p122, gave cause for thought. His
medical facts are impressive and ought to be
remembered but my own limited experience
does not bear out his conclusions.
He Iells us that oxygen, is recommended at
10000ft and mandatory at 12OOOft. lam
appaUed to read that the BGA will not
apparently accepl a 3000111 Gol'd C climb
unless oxygen is used. (Oh dear, will my CFI
be calling me over fOr a Iinre talk?)
My first experience of altitude was over 50
years ago, when I went up Pike's Peak,
14000ft. I was fine, my car hated it. On the
summit I, enjoyed the view with a few score
other people of all shapes and sizes - and a
steam funicular train. I ran 1000 yards uphill (I
was young then} to see what happened. I
pitched my lent a little below the summit to see
the sunrise (I overslept!). There were no ill
effects.
My Gold C height 40 years ago in America
took me to 14 500ft in cloud. No oxygen, no ill
effects.
In a familiarisation flight at Waikerie, happily
circling in a vastlhermal under a small cu, my
P1 suggested we should break off as we were
at14500ft without oxygen.
In Aprilll981 at the Long Mynd umpteen
people wentlo 14 or 15000ft asl with oxygen. I
tumed on my own oxygen at 15 OOOft and
climbed to 19000ft.
All this applies to flying in easy conditions. If I
was in turbulence or had problems of any sort I
would tum on oxygen sooner.
Acclimatisation for mountaineering, or living
at high altitude, is something quite different and
has no application to gliding. If you limit each
day's gain of height, the blood will have a
chance to grow more and more red corpuscles
to pump the necessary quantity of oxygen into
the system from the reduced supply available.
fIWIe a certain height (is it 21 OOOft?) the
higher you climb each day the betterprovided YQl.J descend to sleep below the
cr~ical height. Once you start sleeping above
the critical altitude you will be living on capital,
and sooner or later will be knackered and
obrlQ8d to go down to base. Some
mounfaineers rail to aoclimatise above a
certain height: next year he may acclimatise
weR and reach the top.
Or W11son states that the process of
acclimatisation takes weeks or months. It does
not. I am nol B mountaineer but I have trekked
in the Himalayas and acclimatisation is taken
extremely seriously by Ihe trek leaders and
Sherpas. They are concerned with acute
mountain sickness; easy to cure - you go
down; rarely fatal. The problem is oedema of
the lungs or brain, ie retention of body fluid, but
it woo't help Platypus' problem.
At the age Clf 66 (and with bronchitis) I
gasped and panted my way over a pass of
179OOft. very steep and rough and not nice at
al. Acouple or days later I enjoyed a stroll up a
steep hiD of 12000ft to see a marvellous view
of Everest from the top at 18200ft. The outside
temperature was not' -20°C but more like
-SoC.
December 1986/January 1987

None of this has much relevance to gliding.
Where does all this reminiscence leave us?
Answer - we are all different and sauce for the
goose might turn out to be curtains for the
gander.
If you are in good health and have no
problems with heart and lungs or arteries you
will probably come to no harm without oxygen
at heights up to 15OOOft asl. But remember,
when you go high you are venturing into
unknown regions. Watch out.
CHARLES WINGFIELD, Bicton Heath,
ShrewsbUry

GUDING IN AUSTRAUA
Dear Editor,
I feel I must take issue with Justin Wills'
comments to the BGA Conference, reported in
the June issue. p1 18. about the oonstraints
placed on gliding in Australia.
Justin claims these are "arguably the most
unreasonable ... anywhere"; his, arguments
are weak at best, and his assumptions
outdated. Allow me to 'comment, if I may, on
the three areas of ct'OlId flying. controlled
airspace and mixed (power and gliding)
operations.
Glider pilots, like all fliers of recreational
aircraft and 98.7% or Australian PPL holders,
are limited 10 flight 'in VMO. One reason for this
is that there is perceived need ror an
instrument rating by all but 1.3% of PPL

no

holders, due to our generaDy good visibility and
high ceilings {when t:IQlJ<1 exists). NQ benefit
accrues from flying in cloud unless a
significantly higher altitude ,or faster climb may
be achieved, and these are rare. Gold height is
normally achieved in thermal below cloud, and
even Diamonds have been won ,in thermal in
some areas. In IMC it is accepted here that all
traffic is known to the IFR pilot. I can only think
of two occasions in the 13 years 'I have flown in
Australia (a total ,of 1i2OO flights and 900hrs)
when I WOtlId have wanted to cloud fly, and I
was not disadvantaged in any way by
remaining clear of cloud.
Commercial airports are not "surrounded by
large chunks of forbidden airspace", though of
course the international and major domestic
airports - those served by RPT jets - have
terminal control zones/areas. Until a few years
ago (when traffic density no longer permitted it)
Bacchus Marsh gliders were able to obtain a
release of part of the Melbourne control area
(= TMA) to 5000ft on weekends. I could not
imagine Booker getting such treatment. With
the introduction of jets to country centres we
are developing procedures to grant either
airspace release or airways clearances to
gliders wishing to use their control zonesl
areas. Gliders have operated on occasions
from Alice Springs airport with the full
co-operation of Air Traffic Control.
The policy of discouraging mixed power/
gliding operations, which dated from the early
1960s, was officially dismantled in 1984 after

LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY

CHIEF FLVING INSTRUCTOR
Lasham Gliding Society seeks a Chief Flying Instructor to take over
from Derek Piggott who retires in 1987.
To fill this prestigious and demanding post will require someone of
wide instructional experience and considerable talent.
Candidates shoUld preferably be CFls already and should have the
skills necessary to manage a professional flying staff of upto 6, as well
as to monitor and control a pool of 115 full and assistant rated instructors.
The successful candidate, who will report to the General Manager, will
be responsible for all aspects offlying at a club with 800 members and
140 gliders on site. It is unlikely that anyone under 35 will have sufficient experience or maturity to handle the work involved.
Applicants should send a brief CV to
The Chairman
Lasham Gliding Society
Lasham Airfield
Alton
Hants GU34 5SS
marking the envelope "Private and Confidential"
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sev$ral years of gradual erosion: we now nave
all official policy which encourages
development of parallel glider runways ~ltraffic
is too dense for operation Irom within the
existing rlH1way strip, while winch and autotow
are alSO catered for. At Camden, in a General
AviatiOll COntrol Zone, there were over 23000
movements by the gliding clUbs last year.
In short, beCause OUr country js not littered
with military aerodromes, low-level airways,
and other restricted areas, we have a great
d$gr$9 of freedom without needing to cloud fly,
cross airways without circling so long as we
maintain VMC, plan tasks around military
areas, etc. Gliding is treated by the Department
of Aviation as a legitimate recreational flying
actiVity, entitled tQ reasonable. access to
airspace and able to administer itself
responsibly within the agreed delegations.
Of course, our climate does have its own
constraints, and, dehydration or heat stress is
one of those. Pilots must learn to cope with the
heat and dryness. and compensate by drinking
enough to avoid dehydratiQn. However, usable
strong thermals down to 300ft are not found
and if Justin is tempted to retain full ballast in a
small rough thermal, this ,Iow let hi'm beware of
the QOnsequencesl
Finally to the matter of the accidents at
Banalla in January. The pilot of the DG-3oo in
the collision (a EurOPean pilot) was tuming
right to join the Discus;s left-hand tllermal and
claimed he did not see ,the Discus. Racing in
blue conditions requires especially good
lookout ,and this is laught vigorously by the
GFA. As IQ the low finish ltule. both the French
and Yugoslav pilots were attempting to
circumvent the ,rule by p1anning- a deliberate
straight-in approach.
lngo Rennet's point is that whilst mountain
soaring is a valid gliding activity, it is
inappropriate to superimpose on it the risks
incurred in cross.country racing, for a World
Championships - basically the reason why
cloud flying was excluded Irom World
Championships atter "rsao in 1972 and
duration, records ooa$$d to be recognised after
1954. The cost in pilots and machines is too
great. EXpl<lr(;l, by all m(;lans, bvt not engage in
competitive flying there.
I look forward to meeting Justin, and other
old friends, at BenaUa in January, or elsewhere
in Australia at any time.
MIKE CLEAVER,lnspector (Sport Aviation).
Department of Aviation. Canberra. Australia.
J\.Istln Will. replies: I must admit to being
pleasantly surprised that someone in the DoA
actually mes gliders and reads S&G! Mike's
argument in essence is that constraints on gliding in Australia, eg regarding cloud flying and
penelfatiQn of controlled airspace, are jUstified
because gliding cannot demonstrate a n$ed for
such freedom. The logical cooclusion of this
argument is that everything should be prohibited unless it can be proved to be necessary
to the powers-that-be, /e Ihe Department of
Aviation. In this context the comment that DoA
regard gliding, as "a legitimate recreationalflying acitivity" may be considered perhaps to
be of genuine importance rather than the cause
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for indignation that such a statement would
produce in this country. However, my point was
not 10 criticise, the way gliding is administered
in Australia - that ,is ooviOt,lsly for Australians to
determine - but to point out how damaging this
approach would be If adopted elsewhere.

RADIO AND AIRSPACE
Dear Editor,
The BGA made a supreme effort earlier this
year to bY and change the NATS proposals for
the Upper Heytord Mandatory Radio Area. The
most significant conCession was that gliders
were to ibe permitted to use the ,civil aviation
frequency 128.55. In lhe evenl ,the POOI'soaring
seasQll has meant that many fewer penetrations have occurred than were ,expected. It may
appear to some people thal we have made a
furore out of all proportion to the aclual need.
Until the UHMRA was established our
AssOciation had avoided 'in every way radio as
an acoess to otherwise sterile airspace. Indeed
the use of radio itself was often used as part of
the argument to deny the establishment Of controlled airspace. The policy was established a
10ngLtime ago. Just after the second World War
radio was barely an option for any but the
heaviest aircraft. However the ·Wills· doctrine
for freedom ,of the air beCame our main guide
from the late 1'900s and the high cost of radio
became an integral part of the argument.
The cost factor as fin object'ion in its own
right was embraced by gliding and, the light
aeroplane interests together. At that time the
argument had merit, but today carries no
weight with radio costs becoming smaller all
the time. Tne Wills' doctrine:jn nearly every
way guides U'le BGA today, and so it should,
but have we overlooked the circumstances
where costs are decreasing, changing the merit
of the argument, whil$ general, aviation continues to increase its use of the radio.
Twenty years ago other sectional interests in
aviation supported: us against authority, Today
we stand alone. We are the only group.in step.
In the meantime light aviation and others have
joined up with authority. They have developed
systems and procedures that-suit themselves.
No acoount Ms been laken of the special
needs of gliders, Why should they be - we
have excluded ourselves. Very few glider pilots
have RfT licences. So 720 and 760 radios are
installed in qUite a proportion of genuine
cross-country gliders, but It is illegal to use
tMm except on the gliding frequencies. The
cost of such equipment Is lower as a proportion
of Ihe glider hull value than ever before.
If we begin to negotiate the proper use of
radio In gliders rotnortow, It will lake a long time
to ma~e an impression. If we wait until we are
carried kicking and screaming into U'le radio
age it will take for ever. The advent of UHMRA
has opened a window which if used properly
will help, us into the future. We must ,not miss
the opportunity.
Philip Wills once described the three gliding
radio channel's a$ giving gliders adequate
communciation in normal flying circumstances.
If l1e can hear tlS today he surely must be

ashamed of the trivia, rubbish and competition
gobbledegook which swamps these channels
today. Yel at the same time the rest of aviation
tlses the balance of more than seven hundred
c'hannels, some devoted to aeroplane private
cltlbs which are less than half the size of the
London or MidlanCl GCs_
We can no longer afford to live in Ihe past.
Radig is here tGStay and ithe sooner we grasp
the nettle tM better.
vie CARR, Wrexham, Clwyd.
• Wills' doctrine. see Freea$. Bird, chapters 3
&4.

THE SUCCESSFUL BAROGRAPH
Dear Editor,
Your correspondent Bob Rodwelltakes me
to task (October issue', p222) fof advertising a
barograph "that achievedl successfUl badge
flights". In my defence, I am sure that a swathe
of instructors would be prepared to witness that
I CQuld not have achieved my Silver without
some outside assistance. Perhaps the instrument had got into the 'habit of "staying-up"
from previous and more competent owners.
Moreover the continuous ring of my telephone suggests to me that you have many
readers only too eager to sample its special
powers.
FRANC IS aCOU.RT, BlandfQrd Forum, Dorset.

MORE ON WINCHING
Dear Editor,
Nobody will dispute M E Newland-Smith's
assertion (see the last issue. p222) that if a
glider fails to gain. adequate speed on take-off
the ,pilots only option lis to pull off. The sfalling
speed is increased by the weight of the cable
but this Is low (140lbfor a 2000ft launch) compared with, the pull on the cable (11oolbS).
Whel1lhese are added the wing loading is
more Ihan dOubled. A K-13 climbing alSOkl is
between Min sink and best glide making manoeuvres such as correcting for drift safe.
Pilots and drivers have a lot tQ1eam When a
club moves 10 a powerful winch. It wing rocking
is undesirable at SOld then please 'use radio
and have raquent discvssions between the
two ends oftl1e cable to shorten the leaming
curve.
TtIe van Gelder with its torque converter and
spee<J controlling governor, Supacat with fluid
coupling and torque control and yesterday's
underpowered winches require totally different
driver and pilot inputs. It is unwise to think of
general principles: specific training is essential.
We would like to hear from any club using
lorque control. Why for example did the
RAFGSA abandon its trial?
"Higher Launches" (August issue, p173) was
only the start of diSGl:lSSions not the end of the
argument. In live years time I will be surprised
if it is not the method of choice by clubs who
want to Ihump ,up the toughies WIthout frightening Off t/le dellghtful463s or going to the
.
expense of a professional winch driver.
GQROON PETERS, Wellington, Somerset.
SAILPLANE & GUDlNG
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WELDING PIANO WIRE
Dear Editor,
The rough surface ofcour 'strip, Templeton,
requires the use of a solid/piano wire launch
cable.
Our winch often finds difficlilty in digesting
the reef knots we use to repair breaks, thereby
causing extra time, frustration and appalling
language. We hear rumours of a.$ystem of butt
welding. The BGA has nothing on file but has
also heard tell of it.
We should be most grateful to receive any
information and oould arrange to visit any club
using the system to study the technique and
equipment Involved. Information please to
Swan COttage, The Paddock, Penally, Dyfed,
or1el08344225.
TONYCOWLEY

THE MORTALITY OF GEL COATS
Dear Editor,
George Thelen has written a lengthy article
(see the last issue, p226) which draws on his
experience of shower stalls and sunburn, but
before he jumped to his "high tech conclusions" he might have referred to the manufacturers and ttl9 German Airworthiness
Authorities, who have no doubt been well
aware or these problems for many years.
Thousands of FRP boats have been written
off due to osmosis so the cause and prevention
of these problems is well known. One of the
snags he might have mentioned is that Kevlar
has a high coefficient of expansion but that of
graphite is zero, so a mixed laminate reduces
itself to shavings after thermal cycling. There is
no doubt that if you look after your glider like a
Stradiv.arius"il willlasl much longer, so in a
sense everyt/ling he states is true, however
1his advice is already supplied by the manufacturer with the handling notes. So what's new
pussycat?

FRANCIS MAY

PROGRESS
A young gliding clUb,
Dartmoor, holds its first
course and proves its
potential
Ireeyears ago agroup of dedicated men met
in a pub (where else other than a church do
dedicated men meet?) and a gliding' club was
formed. We had nothing, except the cash in our
, pockets. A friendly farmer, BriaR! Bickell (now oor
president) rented us a huge chunk Of almost
virgin moorland (Dartmoor at its best or worst
depending on whether ,you are <PI hairy legged
,walker or potential! glider pilot). Some of us are
both.
Captain :lvOl' PhHlips, a retired Jumbo jet pilot;
undertook for his"Sins to teach a motleycollection
of middle-aged ex-RAF, ex-matelots, exparatroopers. ex-submariners and even some
young men how to take-off, fly and most important land a glider on this ,rather unwelcoming
terrain.
Two full flying seasons have passed. We are
still not all good pilots but as navvies we are
unsurpassed! This year after surviving twonasly
crisis (one was Ivor's serious Illness) we decided
to risk organisi'ng a course, By now our fleet of
club gliders had grown to three, a T·21, K-7 and
Swallow. The moor was now a rough but safe
mile long ,runway and glory be we finally tinished
our cross runway. Our home built winch was as
good as 'it ever would ibe, Our tractors,car and
vans were mechanically sound, even if lumps of
metal ,occasionally dropped oft our older vehicles.

Tim Parsons of Devon & Somerset GC (like
Ivor perhaps wishing to atone for his sins) offered
to take the course. Eight of us tumed up one
bright Monday morning and did circuits and
bumps, then Dartmoor fed up with our antics hit
back. le rained, it rained and it rained. Our beautiful field was literally a lake. The next day was
worse but on Wednesday Dartmoor forgave us.
For the Ilex! three days a near gale force easterly wind and baking sun produced conditions
glider pilots dream about. Thermals abounded
over newly,harvested hay fields. A fantastic wave
appeared along Dartmoor's west flank. !FaI' anyone who wanted a rQugh ride the tllrbl,llence over
the Tavy valley made the mosI modern fairground ride seem tame. One record established
for our field was a wincn laurll;h of 260011. We
joked about "bus rides" to North iDevon on the
Dartmoor wave - one hour return to Okehampton.
One local farmer asked me what they "Nawsy
Parkers" were doing over his fields circling for
half an hoUr at a time and apparently only going
upwards. 'Wuz they spying on en?"

We were left with
_
the knowledge that our site _
potential had been proven _
Just as we were all assimilating the techniques
of thermalling, wave f1ying\ eyeballing, ilandings
and remembering to "go to the hedge" (a local
euphemism that) before what promised to be a
longish flight, it was an over. We were left with a
lot of happy memories and the ~nowredge that
our site potential had been proven.
The steady flow of pilots from neighbouring
clubs confirmed something we always knew, but
pe~haps oould only be discovered in !he intensive flying conditiQns of a course. Thank you Tim
and the Devon & SomersetGC and OUr volunteer
helpers Brian Cordier, John Bolt and Tom
Richards.

BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow Common, Bucks.

LEARN TO FAll,. CORRECTLY

ATASTE OF SUFFOLK
Dear Editor,
h a recent Inter-Club League OQITIpetition I

had to land in a stubble field in Suffolk. In
seconds a hOuse owner, who lived on the edge
of the field, ran across and said "I heard a
swoosh and saw you just missed my ~himney
pot· (There was at least a 100ff c:learance.)
He mk me,to his telephone to ring for my
crew, I then returned to m,V K-6E and was
sltting serenely In ,the field when the farmer
appeared, I made my apologies and he said
'Well tlas OK, but thas a good Job you dint
IlIld In this field yest9l'day, cos we hant cut it."
I hastily agreed with this profound statement.
COUN SMITH, Essex & Suffolk GC

TO SOAR EARS
Dear Editor,
Icouldn't agree more. (See October issue,
p223).

FRUSTRATED K-8 PILOT
December 1986lJanuary 1987

Dear Editor,
With reference to your article In the August
issue, "Goodbye 284", p167, parachute
landirngi falls are easily learnt. If any BGA
member whO wears a parachute would like
instruction to ream the correct way (completely
free! and will take only a few hours) at our
centre - East Coast Parachute centre,
Oakington Barracks, tongstanton,
Cambridgeshire (oontact 'phone No. 0245
268772) please Just ring to arrange,
Being a parachute centre we are
occasionall¥ ,asked to repack glider pilots'
parachutes and are often amazed (and
appalled) at how tong has elapsed since the
previous repack. Manufacturers of glider
parachutes do recoml'TlOOd a repack cycle
which should 'be adhered to', if known, The
British Parachute Association's rel'8ck cycle for
reserve parachutes is 90 days at the moment. I
believe yOl,lr members should be alertedcto this
fact (or reminded of it!).
VC SLATIERY, SPA Instructor, Chelmsford,
Essex

'7HE ARCHERS" HAVE NEGLECTED
GLIDING
Dear Editor,
As a regular, but not besotted listener to
"The Archers", itOCCUr8. to me to inquire why
no gliders have ever landed out in their fields.
'Perhaps liaison with the Beeb could achieve
Jsome publicity for a plot variation - the
unfor1LH1ate pilot could end up in the clutches of
Joe Grundy or - even worse - Elizabeth
Archer.
On a more serious note, the inconclusive
results of the inquiry Into last year's Optica
crash have Just been released. From the
newspaper repOrts it would seem that this
aircraft Is designed to operate low and slow therefore did the pilots have adequate training
in this?
The CM appear mystified but ~s lit not
possible that had the pilot had adequate
training in gliders he would have more fully
understood Ihe dangers, particUlarly
appreciation ,0' any wind gradient and ,its
possible effects?

J NEIL KELLY. London
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Copy and photographs for the February-March Issue of S&G should be sent
to the Editor, 281. Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel·ephOne 0223
247725, to arrive not later than
December 2 and for the April-May I'ssue
to arrive not lattr than February 10.
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
October 8

ANGUS (Arbroath)
The club fleet is back to full strength with the
welcome return of the Bocian.
We wish Ron Davidson, an instructor who has
barely missed a flying day over the last ten years,
a speedy recovery. Murray Hackney has given
up instructing due to the pressure of business
and we thank him for his service to the club.
Three members spent ten days at Camphill
and retumed full of praise for their enthusiasm
and organisation.
Brian Morris, Martyn Davies and Ron Smith
have their Silver heights.
M.M.K & R.J.S.
BANNERDOWN (RAF HUllavington)
Our first instructing year with two K-21 s has been
a great success. With three new retrieve trucks
and three bus winches we are superbly equipped
and the introduction of strops of different breaking strain has given very reliable launches.
In spite of this there were few soaring high
spots, except in "away" competitions. Martin
Durham (Ventus) and Mel Dawson (Std Cirrus)
came 1st and 2nd on the last day of the 15 Metre
Nationals and in the Inter-Services Regionals
Keith Mitchell (Std Cirrus) came 3rd and club
members filled three other places in the Sport
Class. The Std Cirrus popped up again at the
Standard Nationals, flown to a creditable 7th
place by Martin Durham, the highest placed
RAFGSA entry.
Congratulations to Colin Masters and Vanessa Butt on becoming instructors; to Scott Harris on his 5hrs and Silver height and to AI Beedie
on finally completing his Silver C, in the course of
which he sampled several fields, one recently
spread with muck!
The September ab-initio course resulted in
300 launches and two first solos. Autumn
brought us a new CFI, Keith Earnden, replacing
J.C.G., who we thank for so much unstinting
work.
Tragedy struck in the midst of our successes
when Mike Parkyn received injuries in a launching accident in an Eagle from which he died. (See
also BGA News.) Mike was padre at Hullavington
and with JiII his wife was an active club member
and one of our keenest early solo pilots. The
whole club shares JiII's sorrow in her loss and we
admire her courage in continuing with her children to keep in touch with us.
D.C.F.
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BATH & WILTS (Keevil Airfield)
We have a sad Silver leg story. Graham Callaway flew his Skylark 3 SOkm but forgot to tell the
photographic developer not to cut his film into
individual pictures.
Congratulations tQ Dave Strange on winning
the annual cup for the best restoration of a vintage glider; to Alan Carver on completing his
Silver C; to Karen McBride on resoloing and to
Jim Hook on his first solo.
We have a novel way of collecting extra funds
- a daily launch point draw for an aerotow. In
three months we have made a profit of more than
£100.
We have achieved very good publicity through
inviting reporters and photographers from the
local free papers to have instructional training
flights which they have written about, not forgetting to mention names and telephone numbers.

T.K.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
Congratulations to all new solo and Bronze C
pilots and also well done to Trevor Brown, John
Wright and Ginge Peck on completing their
300kms. Also to Jed Edyvean and Roger Crouch
who flew a 100km triangle at 107km/h in the
Janus, hopefully to gain the UK two-seater
record.
Sadly in September we said farewell to Bob
"Bruno H Brown (posted to Germany). We thank
him for all his work and wish him every success.
We welcome another four instructors who
completed the September course - Dave Aknai,
Trevor Brown, Ginge Peck and Rachael Whittingham.
Our hangar is back in full use now that the roof
repairs have been completed.

C. &G.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
August soaring was a washout but the now traditional Bank Holiday barn dance was a success,
thanks to catering supervised by Mike Evans.
Bill Morgan achieved a personal best duration
of 7hrs on September 7, largely due to his
Pegasus's airbrakes jamming shut! Also during
September eXpeditions from Oxford, Lasham
and Bedford enjoyed full weeks' soaring with
frequent wave days to 11 OOOft.
The club fleet has recently taken a hammering
but with the return of the IS-30, RF5 motor glider
and an IS-29 single-seater demonstrator, we are
back up to strength.
W.D.M.
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)
Congratulations on going solo, most in the same
week, to George Bedford, Gareth Logan, Dave
Bishop, Jennifer Philpot, Graham English, Arthur
Jones, Paul Davies, Mike Steel, Don Wilkinson,
Mark Walker, Matthew Wilkinson and Ken
Roberts. They are now busy stabbing each other
in the back fO( the club Swallow.
A new venture this summer was a crosscountry week and although it would be embarrassing to declare the number of kilometres
flown, there were 14 successful outlanding.
Considering the weather, this was quite an
achievement.
V.H.

BORDERS ,(Milfield)
At last our ,hangar looks like lbeing erected after
many months of negotiation with planning permission etc. We are nying regularly at Galewood,
our new site, and ~nd much less wear and tear
using a grass strip.
Some quite good summer soaring conditions
gave Jim Bell the opportunity to complete his
Silver C. The courses have been quit&soceessful bringing in some much needed revenue and
our thanks to those woo run them.

TP.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield)
A poor season ended with GaryKeallcQmpleting
his Silver C, Phil Walsh gOing solo and an influx
of new members.
The AGM brought news that after 13 years at
Saltby we finally have a signed secure lease,
largely due to the efforts of Bill Munns. Several
new faces have joined the committee and two old
ones, Steve and Gail West, were lured to a surprise farewell party at the club before emigrating
to Australia. Damian D'Uma, our resident tug
pilot, has also left, to join the RAF. We wish them
all well and thank them for their efforts.
R.N.C.
BURN (Bum Airfield)
After a poor summer, we had a good September
with thermal or wave every weekend. Martin Ellis
set a new club record with 20000ft. New solo
pilots are Giles Huby (shortly after his 16th birthday), Sarah Forshaw, Marilyn Dean, Gary Moss,
Adrian Bagnell, Phil Hartshorn, lan Gutsell, Peter
Guaukrodger, Tony Flannery, Andy Wright and
Andy Toon.
Our tea bus does sterling service and its profits
have bought a new windsock.
Joe Millward resigned as chairman at our AGM
and we thank him for his long spell in office as
secretary and then chairman. John Stirk is now
chairman with Colin Croall as secretary.
J.A.S.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
(Duxford Airfield)
The annual Long Mynd camp in early September
gave Penny Minnitt Gold height in wave; a Silver
height for' :Richard lockwood; a duratioo for lan
Baker and Noel Stealey; a complete Silver C fO(
Andy Kingswood and Quentin laidlaw went solo.
At Aboyne John Evans-gained a Diamond height
togiv~ him all three Diamonds with Gold heights
for Sue Bell and AIyson lee while at Portmoak
Steve Foster clai~ a Gold height.
Back home, 'Ron Wingham and Gary Hunter
went solo with Silver distances fO( Brian lHutchIngs, David Harris, Alan Boyle and lain Baker.
A.N.
CHANNEL (Waldershare Park, Nr Dover)
Karen and Jim Edwards, founder members, toil
away every weekend but were never able to
afford their own glider. But when they were married In August members clubbed together and
gave 'them a share in a Swallow. When they
retumed to the site immediately after the ceremony Karen burst into tears and Jim's grin still
hasn't worn off.
Congratulations to Anthony Ford, Karen
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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I

KaJen and Jim after their marriage.
E~ards,

PaulrAbson, Aidan Waters, Oave Wat-

son, Dave Hellier .and John Inglis .ongoing solo
and to Jeff Owens on his PPl SLMG.
We have laken on some more land 10 the nortt'l
oftle strip to give us an extra 300 yards In length.
We enjoyedr a visit frem, the new Hobb.yliner
motorglider and were impressed with its ability to
II9IOUN.

LS.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
We have had many new members this summer,
especiany after our successful open day in
August, and have been joined by two T-21 s.
Recent achievements include Chris Brown
and Diane Parris going solo and Robin Atkinson,
Jon Brace and Frazer Wilsoncompleting Bronze
Cs. In september Geralyn Madfadyen achieved
Diamondgoal, feazer Wilson and Dave Williams
Silver distance and Robin Atkinson and Bernard
Bentley their 5hrs. We won the Rockpolishers
League andl came equal' 2nd in the '''iter-Club
League final. Congratulations to all concerned.
Our seven-<lay operation Over the summer
wane reasonably weflr, thanks to some dedicated
voIunteers,and we are now back to weekends
and Wednesdays.
LM.B.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
MIdweek flying throughout the winter can be
arranged for members and visitors. A K-6E has
been added to the club single-seater fleel.
The endof season has been belterthan previous years for cross-eountry flying with quite a few
kilometres in September. Congratulations to
Male Guard on his Diamond height at Sulton
Bank and to John Cadman on completing all
three Diamonds.
The "new" winch is to have an overhaul having
done 10000 launches. On September 27 40-50
members helped to erect the door of the new
hangar followed by a happy hour in the bar with
beer at half price.
On 8 personal note, I would like to thank all
well-wishers following my gliding accident in
July. lam now out of hospital and back on my feet
but temporarily suffering from broken wings!

D.L.S.
Obituary - 'Waiter Mason
It is with great sadness that I report the passing of
our dear friend,,, Waiter Mason, I introduced him

December 1986A}anuary 1987

to gliding in June' 1955 with a passenger trip in
the T-21 at the Northamptonshire GC. II was an
open, day where he met our guest Peter Scott. He
was hOOked and W$ became firm friends, gliding
at Twinwooa and Cranfield where we both
gained Silver C legs.
After this OUr gliding paths moved apart and
Wally joined the Rearsby GC where he became
an instructor and made many friends, as he ,did
everywhere. It was here with the el1COtlragement
of Vie Carr he developed his 40ve for ·crosscountry flying. AMI' 14 years at Rearsby he
joined Hus60s where he subsequently gained
his Gold C and two Diamonds with Ihe helpof his
trusty K-6CR.
IHe was particularly pleased to see the picture
of us both In the IS-29B in the current HusBos
brochure.
He will be sadly missed by his gliding friends
over the years and very much at HusBos.
John E. Baker
CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Congratulations to Liam McErlean on his Silver
C; to Sue Montgomery, Helen Cumberland and
Derrek Murrayon going solo and to Laurie Tremdie, Gary Livings and Julia Shearwood on their
Bronze legs.
We fared well in the Inter-Services Regionals
with Simon Hutchinson 3rd in the Open Class, as
well as being top RAFGSA pilot in the Standard
Class Nationals. Mick Lee achieved a personal
best and Phi! Becker and Norman Quirke completed two of their three tasks.
We await news of our hangar move and possible accommodation.
S.J.H.
DARTMOOR (Brentor)
We have now passed the 1500 launch mark with
both runways in use all season. Our best autumn
day prOduced over 90 launches. As members
improve in expertise and in local knoWledge,
longer flights are becoming more commonplace.
The· rQl.lgh moor on which we started Davvying
three or so years ago is now a S9lViceable airfield, albeit with a few holes which need to be
filled in from time to-time when Dartmoor reminds
us that it still really wants to remain a peaty bog!
One ofthe more amusing incidents of late was
aerotowing from Folly Gate, a wartime
emergency field near Okehampton, to Brentor.
The villagers turned outen masse and the local
constabulary (three of them).
If our field becomes unusable during the winter
we shall no doubt fly at North Hill and Perranporth and thank both clubs for extending their
facilities.
F.G.M.
DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
A few weeks of wonderful wave have once again
proved that Aboyne is Europe's No. 1 wave site.
Several Silver distances, durations and Diamond
heights have been achieved in a variety of wind
directions.
On one spectacular day, September 30, with a
clear sky and temperatures up to 20°C, 14
Diamond heights were gained. The two-seater
height record was broken by Mike Jefferyes (see
Essex) and the women's was not. Jan

McCoshim went to 30 OOOft without a barograph!
It shouldn't happen to a vet! The celebrations and
sorrow drownings have been many and varied
with the queues at the bar being matched by the
queues at the oxygen trolley.
We hope the vast amount of flying will enable
us to increase the facilities again so that more of
you can enjoy the splendid opportunities
Deeside has to offer.
L.E.N.T.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
The club diary indicates that summer was belter
than we thought, or perhaps the badge seekers
are more switched on or desperate than the rest
of us. Cross-eountries have been limited to the
I few reasonable days, usually weekends, with
four tasks in our second task week.
Silver claims have been made byJohn Pursey
and Barry Gage (duration), Alan Peel and Phil
Talbot (distance) and Ron Johns (two heightsthe first gOt blasted off his barograph foil in an
enthusiastic fixing fit). Des Firth and Carl Tharme
have Bronze Cs and Les (RG.} Hill a Bronze leg.
Bert Hirsl, Oavid Maitlandl, John core; Mike
Robinson, MalCOlm Chanl, Keilh L,awrel'lC$ and
Lisa Brumlllilt have gone 'solo. lisa'$ subsequent bid to fly the K-8 ouglilt to be referred to the
Monopolies Commission. Well done, all.
Only one task, a 86km OIR, was achieved
during our "gloom in June" task week. A visitor
from Perranporth suffered some handling damage to his Grunau Baby but consoled himself by
taking a K-6 homeward for Silver distance. The
Austrian expedition enjoyed belter weather.
The August task week conditions were belter
and Colin Walt and Jonathan Smith flew the Club
Astir into top place. Jonathan has also completed
an instructors' course before his 18th birthday.
In late August a home-built Monerai was test
flown by Roy Proctor.
I. D. K.
EAGLE (Detmold)
We said farewell to our chairman, Tony Evans,
who has departed for England and welcome our
new chainnan, Ross Skingley.
Our midweek trial instruction flights have been
well supported and we have run three successful
one week ab-initio courses. Congratulations to
Paul Greener on his Silver height and distance;
to Mac Thompson on his duration and to Dave
Hicks on going solo.
D.M.C.
EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
We have all been shocked and saddened at the
loss of our chairman Mike Kitson, but are now
even more determined to achieve what he set out
to do. We feel that a suitable memorial to Mike for
all the work he did in securing the field, would be
to call our site after him, and we are going
through the formalities to name it Kitson's Field.
The clubhouse is now finished and furnished
and this winter will see an increase in our social
activities. A membership drive has been successful and we may have to have a waiting list.
Hugh Grenham, tug master for many years, has
handed over to John Morris. Christine Vanderbarge is now our chairperson and Fred Bishop
vice-chairman.
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Neogene
Paints
Your specialist paint
manufacturer
C664 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753
C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753
C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics
C667 Scheme "Z" Type
Thinners
C668 Low Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 751
C965 Fabric Adhesive
C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.
Colour Matching Service
Large or small quantities
supplied
Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:
Printa Inks and Paints Limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 5HQ.
Telephone 01 289 2271
Neogene Paints (Scotland) Limited,
45 Lanark Road. Edinburgh EH14 1TL
Telephone 031 443 B793

Anglia Sailplanes

CANOPIES

C of A Inspections and
repairs to all sailplanes
and motor gliders.

*

Phone or write to:
$tu Hoy (BGA senIOr Inspector)

MOST
SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

The Briars, Plxey Green, Stradbroke
EYE, Suffolk 1P21 5NH
reI: Stradbrol<e (037984) 306

GLIDER
Stlckplns

for lapels, ties, etc.
Al'so
GLIDER PENDANTS

*

In get gold al £24.00 each
In Silver al £10 each
Supplied in a presentation box, The above price
includeS post, packaging and insurance. Please
allow a maximum of 28 days for delivery. All
orders received before Dec. 16th will be
despatched for Christmas,

GOOD OPTICS

*

Cheques payable to:

CRADLEY JEWELLERS
87 HIgh St, Cradley Heath, Weal MIdI8nd8 B64 5HA

FITTING IF
REQUIRED

Tel: (0384) 635808

BRIAN WEARE

*

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON

\,

BOB REECE, Rematic

Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honlton 41041 (after 6 pm)

School House
Norton, Nr Worcester
Tel Worcester

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

(0905) 821334

C of A OVERHAULS
;B,G.A., C,A."." P.F.A. APPROVALS

-

J

a complete range of airband radio equipment
T1l780hand-helcl transceiver (".78.30 inG VAT, carriage £7.00) CM APPROVED, 118 to 135.975
MHz (receive and tranamlt), 106 to 117.975 MHz (NAV BAND receive only), no need for crystals,
retains ,three frequencies in memory, supplied complete wtth nlcacl battery, maIns charger, helical
whip aerial.
11.838 scanning receiver (&8a.,08 inc VAT. carrIage £7.(0). frequency range 110 to 139 MHz, one
hundred memory channels, 12V DC operation (a mains power unit la available for home use), an
optional rechargeable mead. pack and son. case make the R532 truly portable.
1183·7S two channel plus tunable from 118to 136 101Hz (&811·.8i IncVAT, carriage £2.(0) and1l.8a8
Six channel scanning (£18S.36 inc VAT, carriage £2.00) pocket portables, crystal controlled,
operate on internal dry O'ell or nicad battery, crystals not inclUded, £4.60 each.
ABaOOa (receiver &487:30 inc VAT, carriage £7.00), frequency range 25 to 660 MHz and 800 to
1300 MHz, narrow band FM, wide band FM and AM (aupplied with simple telescopic aerial and maina
power aupply).
f'lease send for further details to:
~

LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED

..'t

I

••••

,.~ ~"':';;1IIiIIIii ••

.t.-.IIIIiii-__
• __.

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
~. ..!••••
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995 Telex 377482 LOWLEC G
..
Shops in Glasgow 04l 945·2626, Darlingl>on 0325 48612l, CambrIdge 0223 311230, Carcliff0222 464154. London 01429 3256,
BournemoUlth 0202 677760.

Sole m»orter anddlstrlbutor for AOR and SIGNAL equipment
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This was the character of Mike and when he
did retire he devoted a great deal of time to the
club; it was very much part of his life. He still
found time to take life-saving lessons and
become a qualified swimming-pool attendant, to
play a little golf and enjoy his family.
It was his aim to establish a permanent gliding
club in this part of the country and that facilities
would be available for the future generations of
glider pilots and he was well on his way to achieving this.
He was a good leader, being firm but fair, with
the ability 10 set himself a goal and achieve it. He
was a gentleman, both on and off the field, and
for those of us privileged to know him he was a
thoroughly nice guy.
Joe $utton

HUMBER (RAF Scampton)

We have a new CFI, Kevin Atkinson, who is also
our treasurer, John Jenkins having resigned.
Deanna Rooke, Andy Mitchell and Mike Kelly
have two Bronze legs. Paul Johnson, one of our
Maicolm Club award members, went solo after
only six weeks flying during the best September
in years.
Chris Gildea came 9th in the Inter-Services
Reglonals and Paul Armstrong and John Jenkins
held up their end.
K.M.G.
KENT (Challock)

Our negotiations to continue flying at Enstone
are still proceeding, but not helped by having to
deal with the two separate bodies. Nevertheless
our numbers are increasing with some thirty
short course members, joining from open days
and Judicious advertising,becoming full members.
The open days have been very successful as
was our RegiOnals directed by chairman Ken
Sparks who reports a considerable number of
bookings for 1987. Our congratulations to Geof
Dixon on becoming a fun Cat.

We were all well pleased when our team won the
Inter-ClUb League Final at Parham this year; a
wonderful effort especially in this our 30th year.
(See report in this issue.)
Our task week went well with too many Silver
distances to mention. The weather was kind and
we had quite a lot of cross-country flying.
The annual excursion to Aboyne was tremendous with wave on six days - we collected
seven Diamond and five Gold heights. Our grateful thanks to Deeside for their hospitality.
Congratulations to Christine Bell, Liz Buckeridge, John Holmes and Stafford Lintot on going
solo; to Roy Gilbert on his Bronze C and Davina
Hoolahan, Jim Lambert and John Pain on completing their Silver Cs.

R.J.P·B.

J.G.

ENS TONE EAGLES (EnstQne Airfield)

Jason Shergold who went solo on his 16th
bIr1hday.

Anumber of vintage gliders are being restored
by members. Air Traffic Controllers from Gatwick
and Shoreham have been our guests this year
and we have been invited to see them at work in
the new control tower at Gatwick.
We oongratulate all those achieving badge
flights and especially Jason Shergold who is the
first member to go solo on his 16th birthday. He
has been awarded the Fred Head cup for the
most promising young member.
J.S.

ESSEX (North Weald)

Obituary - Mike Kitson
Our very good friend Mike Kitson died on August
30 following serious injuries in a gliding accident I
on August 12.
I
He was a terrific personality and during the I
line he was chairman achieved a great deal,
laking on the position when the club was going
through a difficult period. For many years our
field has been leased from a farmer but had no
securilY,ot tenure. When the owner wanted to sell
the land, the club was in the impossible position
of having to raise £80000. (Mike described how
this was achieved in an article he wrote for the
February issue ofS&G, p18.)
Only a person of Mike's calibre could have
accomplished all this. Then we needed a more
relable winch to ensure we had a steady income
but hadn't the money. Mike found the winch and
the money and we now own one of the best in the

country.

YOU CAN'T SCRAPE
the frost from your canopy with a
Superchip Nav Compoter Mk. XVI

BUT YOU CAN WITH YOUR JSW CALCULATOR I
CAlCULATORS
£6 & £9.50
K-8 10 Nimbus 31 Slate Sailplane type
"DOlPHIN" NEnO CONVERSIONS .. £32 & £51
SUHable for mosl simple varios. The cheapest
available, and the easiest 10 fit!
FOlDING NAV RULERS
£2.50
Designed by JSW especially for glider pilots!
VARIO TEST KITS
0.00
Keep your varios lip-top all the timel
Prices include UK postage
SAE for producl details 10

JSWSOARING
1 The Jollies, Crondall
FARNHAM. Surrey
Tel: 0252·850299

Our courses finished in September when we
again said au revolr to our course Instructor,
John Mitchell.
Our annual expedition to Aboyne was one of
the best ever-with wave every day. Ralph Hawtree, Peter Molloy, Ken Davies and Gill Bull
climbed to Diamond height whilst Hermann
Somersell, Geoff Lynch and James Forrester
gained Gold height. Mike Jefferyes and Hermann are- claiming the UK two-seater 'height
record with a climb to 29450ft In the Silene while
Guy Corbett and Tony Manwaring flew 303km in
wave.
Our thanks to Sheila Corbett for again producing our flying statistics for the National Ladder.
P.B.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)

We held two separate flying weeks this year but
the first had only one good flying day and the
second none at all.
Congratulations to Kevin Rust, Stephen
Brooker, Mike Farr and John Amer on their
Bronze Cs. Kevin has also flown Silver distance
and John achieved his duration. Well done also
to Peter Codd for completing his Silver C and
scraping round our club 100km triangle with Mike
Haynes.
Several post Bronze C members have visited
the Norfolk GC to practise field landings in their
Motor Falke - this has been met with great
approval and enthusiasm by those wishing to
embark on cross-country flying.
I am sure everyone will be pleased to know
that Eric Richards is up and about again after his
hip replacement operation. The club just hasn't
been the same without him!
V.H.

December 198tJIJanuary 1987

LAKES (Wa/ney Airfield)

I

Paul Thomas and David Hannan have gone solo.
September 7 saw club machines littered over the
countryside - Roy Jones flew Silver distance to
Caton near Lancaster and Neil Braithwaite to
Settle in Yorkshire. Keith Butterfield, modest as
ever, settled for Kirkby-in-Furness.
Our thanks to all those who helped Peter Lewis
with the courses, especially Pauline Reeve, the
course cook.
M.S.
LONDON (Dunstable)

After much wrangling, the committee has agreed
to allow one DG-400 self-launching sailplane to
be based at Dunstable for a trial period of one
year.
After a most disappointing season, we are
looking forward to an active winter programme
involving lots of flying in addition to the usual
lectures and talks to which visitors are most welcome.
A.T.G.
MARCHING TON (Marchington Airfield)

Sunday, September 21 became a landmark in
our operations with the re-introduction of wincl1ing made possible by further landscaping of the
field and by the dedicated efforts of George Edge
and Cliff Marsh on the equipment - our thanks 10
all concemed. Making members aware of the
safety aspects of operating winching and
aerotowing together is now a prime concern.
Some good weekend weather saw numerous
attempts at 5hrs with successful claims to be
confirmed.
P.A.W.
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C OF A OVERHAULS
TO All TYPES OF SAILPLAN:ES
BY BGA INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESlER, OXON
rei: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

cr.

Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

DART 15
FOR SALE

@t£~ViJ. @

df..@.<fl

ASSOCIATES LTO

rsr

WHEN ONLY
THE BEST WILL DO

PESCHGES ELECTRONIC VARIOMETER AND NAV
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ARE

THE BEST
-

-

THE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
OFFERS YOU
Excellent accuracy
Unequalled TE compensation
Excellent responsa
No calibration or altitude errors
Maximum durability
Easy Installation. only pitot and static needed
Optional dial LC relldout as Illustrated

a

FlETTNER-

~B~T

~
~

prev?mi:!:"ss.
humidity, and heal
build-up in your trailer.

Contact:

TEDLYS
54TORBRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
Till: (ozn) 352418

BOBSZULC
46 GREAVES AVE
WALSALL
TeI: 10922) 30810

EVENINGS
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Two teams entered the W6lds GC two-seater
competition, which was enjoyable despite the
pOOl' weather, and we intend to enter next year.
S.M.H.
PfTERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crowland Airlield)
Recent sololst~ il1Cl~ Margaret Crosse, Bob,
Gibbard: and Don Trafford with Bronze for Peter
Wilson aod Richa~d Kilham (Richard missing
Silver distance by a few hundred feet) and Silver
Cs for Rachel Worth and Richard Browne.
Our thanks to HusBos fOI the loan of a tug
whilst ours were ill. We have a K-6 with a AeW
syndicate' and' the Aallyesyndicate are thinking
of selling up. It's iA lull working order but the prop
is OlIt "on lOan".

PNW.

FABRIC

tJ ~ @<fl@

MENDIP (Weston-Super-Mare)
Dave McFarland and Martin Horn went solo,
Martinoo his 16th birthday in July, Philip Hogarth
went to the Booker Regionals with the junior
training squad selection with John Williamson.
When' Weston had its annual air day on the sea
front we had a static display for the first time
which created a I<>t of interest from local people
and holiday-makers, so we coutdtlave boosted
membership around the clubs as well as gaining
a few ourselves.
Our thanks to North Hill for their hospitality
during our club week. Although the weather
wasn't kind, Simon May got his second Bronze
I'eg in his Swallow between the showers, but
"one Swallow does not 8 summer make ..."

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Recent visitors have enjoyed some superb wave
flying and next year we plan to extend our season
to Christmas to attract more aspiring wave pilots
to our ridge.
The clubhouse is being extended to include a
new shower block adding to such recent
improvements as double glazing and central
heating.
We are about to beat last year's record number
of flying hours yet again and our 'single-seater
fleet is being modernised.
We are claiming a first for an occasion recently
when two Instructors, without oonferring, sent
Richard and Derek Platt solo within an hour of
each other. We think this may be the first time
that 8 'ather and son have soloed on the same
day.
CongratUlations to Doctor Vedge on completing her Bronze C and joining a syndicate.
N.B.
NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield)
In spite of hurricane Charlie washing out our
harvest task week we have been quite busy. A
group had a wonderful time at Sutton Bank Brendan Sargeant flew four times for a total of
22hrs. Our thanks to Yorkshire for their hospitality. We are thinking of keeping a glider there over
the winter.
John Ayers and Terry Cooper did some
instructing in Aosta, Italy, and are planning a club
expedition there for next spring. Falk Bost and
Harold Koch flew in from Germany in their club
SF-27. The weather was perfect for the excellent
end of season barbecue organised by Eric Radcliffe.
Our short runway, 27-09, is now much shorter though still adequate if there is any wind.
Thankfully we aren't likely to lose any more.
M.J.R.L.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
The last Sunday in our club ladder year brought
wave, giving distance claims and height gains of
over 13000ft.
Ron Davies and David Moss have successfully completed their instructors' course. Gary
Oldfield and Michael Mordue have soloed,
Michaelon his 16th birthday. Keith Bell, Steve
Eyles and Roger Winley flew their 5hrs at Portmoak.

PHOENIX (RAF BrOggen)
After a very busy year we are slightly down on
launches but have doubled our kilometres and
hours.
Thanks to the Malcolm ClUb awards we have
had some new members. Congratulations to Gail
Lindop, Mellngram and Martine Marinus 00 converting to the K-18; to Sue Cavener on her
instructor rating and to Kim Dove-Dixon and
Terry Holloway on going SQlo, Terry in only 14
lautlChes and on the same day he converted to
our Astir.
Our thanks to Dave Pratt for all his work in
getting our new bus winch under way.
P.M.
RATTLESDEN
(Rattlesden Airfield)
Having won through to, the Inter-Club League
finals we were more'than !pleased with our efforts
at Parham and lOOk forward to next year with
great enthusiasm.
Rob Smith and Dick 'Histed are on an instruc-

gliding holidays
Cor both beginners and experts,

Professional instruction, full ground
crew. tropi(:al sun and 5uperb soaring,
together with excellent accommodation
and food,
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tors' cour~ - much needed additions ta our
small instructor force.
CongratUlations to John Aldridge and Roy and
Roger Firmin on going solo; to Dave Oowling foe
Silver distance and height and especially to our
up-and-coming pundit Mark Taylor who, apart
from winning his day at Parham, gained his first
Diamond with a climb to 20000ft at Aboyne.

R.W.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
Summer arrived at the end of August and since
then we have had some superb hill, thermal and
wave days and numerous visitors and cQurS(l
members have enjoyed the scenery whilst whil.i1g away Shrs aloft.
Peter Treadaway, our course tug pilot, popped
uplor aGold height one evening while theoourse
was having tea. Other achievements are Silver
Cs for Alan Bauld, Ross Mclsaac, Joe Hall and
Mike Richardson and a Bronze C for Donnie

Caldwell.
Dave Clempson's. away-day to the Bridge of

Earn could be a candidate for the next selection
of Fltloda Partridge's anecdotes (see the June
issue, p116). His unobtrusive field landing was
seen but misinterpreted by a passing driver and
he was quickly joined in the field by a rescue
hel1copter from Leuchars!'

M.J.R.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill, Nr Hungerford)
We were visited by our new president, David
Mftchell MP, Minster of State for Public Transport. Weather prevented flying, but he was
ilterested in our progress and we think we have
a good friend in him.
During our visit to Portmoak in September the
only badge legs were collected by David
Maleham (Silver height and duration), but the
party enjoyed generally good flying.
There have been plenty of solos, Bronze legs,
conversions from the K-7 to K -8 and we have
several promising new members.

R.S.

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.

SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Although the weather has been dry and dull with
few good soaring days, B. Mills, L. Chicot, D.
Winser and G. Letts. have their Silver Cs. Congratulations to them and our competitive couple,
Mr and Mrs Bennett, whO started gliding together
and then soloed. gained Bronze legs and good
lneightsOR the same days. We also have a reoord
number of women: solo pilots - seven.
Suffering a little with the soaring fees has
helped up' pay oH most of our mortgage on our
field after only one y~ar.
Our Aosta, Italy trip was thoroughly enjoyable
thougll not successful in terms of badgE! gains,
but we hope for better weather for our return visit
in April.

K.A.B.
$OUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
The Inter-ChJb league Final held at Parham was
a great suocess. (See report in this issue.) Well
done Kent for keeping the ,trophy in the South
East League! We hope the competitors and
crews enjoyed their stay as muCh as we enjoyed
having them.
We weloome David Clews. as our newest
instructOli. Congratulations to Dalle Wright,
Graham Walker and Chris WinfielCl (on going
solo); Sue Hill (Bronze C); 'Mary Dixon and Chris
Stothard (Silver distance); Leg Blows (Silver
height); Derek Kitchener{Silverheight and duration); Bernie littler, Bob Jeal and Richard
Beecham (Silver Cs) and Jim Heath ror his Gold
height at Portmoak.
The Tuesday and Friday evening oourses
ended the season on a high note with some
exciting cross-country ridge soaring in the late
evening.
M.C.
STRATFORD ON AVON
(Long Marston Airfield)
A steady stream of very enthusiastic members is
enoouraging, particularly at this time of year.

"SOARING"
The ofllcial monthly
journal of the Soaring
Society rI America.
The only US periodical
devoted entirely to the
sport.

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

WR rrE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

For su bscri ption send
$25 US by international
money order or international cashier's che~e
payable to the S.S.A.
at PO Box 66071,
Los Angeles, CA 90066

Special congratulations to Dave Tarbun and
Chris Mead on going solo.
The new winch is giving very creditable
launches even in crosswinds that would have
defeated our previous reverse pulley system. A
new oontrol caravan donated by Teagle/Gaunt
has been refurbished ready to shelter the winter
pilots.
H.G.W.
STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield)
We say farewell and thanks to our retiring CFI,
Jim Aitken, and welcome Phil Becker as our new
mentor.
Congratulations to Paul Hunter on his 5hrs;
Roman Seikierkowski and Phil Trevethick on
Silver height; John Kitchen on his Bronze legs
and Colin Watmough on going solo.
Many thanks to HusBos for answering our
emergency plea for a Bocian tyre.
P.J.T.
SURREY & HANTS (L8sham Airfield)
A 'rash of good days at the end of August and in
early September brought a little cheer to an
otherwise disappointing season.
On August 20 Alan Purnell clocked up yet
another 500km while Dave Nunn (LS-4) flew
470km and Mark Thompson borrowed the
Guernsey Nimbus 3 to. achieve the farthest outlanding or tM year at Rufforth Airfield, during a
valiant attempt on Yor1l Minster O/R.
August 23 dawned with a moderate northeasterly and the promise of a good soaring day.
Chris Starkey launched at 0900, ridge soared the
South Downs to oomplete 150km by the time the
thermals started al11 00, but flew only 400 of a
750km due to unforecast cirrus. However, the
flight illustrates the potential for long crossoountries using the Gowns.
September 9 was another ,good day. Graham
Gilkes collected Ihe Lasham/Dunstable plate, ,flying back with it after randing there. Our manager
P,hil Phillips finally made it round a 300km and
Andy tlncoln p(lmpleled Diamond distanO$ with
the aid 01 a few stubble fires to eke out the dying
tall end of the day.
C.G.S.
TRENT VALLEY (Kirton-in-Undsey)
The soaring season was a disappc)lntnient with a
hard oore of members battling with mechanical
problems ,on our two old winches. After a lull in
recruitment we have gained some fresh faces.
Congratu'fations to Dick Pike, Alex Bogan,
Mike Oavey .and Patrick Holland on QOifilQ solo.
Mike some 43)'rs after his ,powered solo flight.
Patrick, showifilQ his potential as a pUndit, flew
the K-13 for over all hour on his third solo.
Steve Crust and Brian Guest completed their
Silver Cs whilst their syndiCate Pirat was airborne for abOut 14 hours this July al Portmoak,
thanks to SGU and "Pete the Tug" dragging
himself out 01 bed to launch them before breakfast.
A creditable performance gave us 2nd place
overall in the Inter-Club League final- and many
of our pilots were flying wooden ships, one of
which is 30yrs old.

LW.
December 1986/January 1987
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CLUB NEWS

7WO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
The club cross-country Iladder has spurred on

RAF Cosford, Wolverhampton. W Midlands or
Sqd Ldr Mike OsbQrn, ARTS RAF Shawbury,
Shrewsbury, Salop. If you have the names and
addresses 01 any past members ofWGC, please
include them in your letter so that we can oontact
them.
J.A. & M.B.

some very fast triangles and contr.ibuted to our
record number Qf kilometres tf\is year.
The private fleet is much reduced now the
Sagitta, Cirrus and K-8B lhave moved on. An
ASW-2Q c;ookl be the next addition to the club
fleet.
Barry Elliott has retired as CFI, after twO years
of unselfish effort. "Porky" Conyers has taken
the reins.
Congratulations to Tim Doyle an<! Veronique
Vroege on their Silver Cs and to our latest solo
and Bronze C pilots.
P.J.S.

VALE OF NEATH (Rhigos)
The field is now ours! The final stages of purchase are in motion - furtlher news in a future
edition.
CQngratulations to all Ule ac/:lievers from Gold
legs to A badges. Graham Hall retired as CFI at
our AGM, and we thank ,him ,for his unstinting
hard work and welCome Brian Mellin as our new
CFI.
D.C.E.
VEerlS (Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight)
The summer has seen some of our best
achievements. Ken Taylor has Silver height;
John Ga'lt I'lis duration with two Br.onze Jegs for
Tony Band l(lQs for John P, PennyP and Mike M.
John Nillon has gOne solo an<! lesley T an<!
Maurj(;e C gained their Bs.
The star event was tbe arrival of a T-21 from
HusBos. On the puolicity front we exploited
Ken'$ Silver, the loca:l GarliC Festival and Jenny
Pragnell's splendid Glide Aid effort in the local
press to good effect.
A party is off to Talgarth led by Neil Watts.
AH.8.
WOWS (PockJington)
We have had a successful holiday season with
member utilisation midWeek showing a marked
increase.
The acqUisition of our Pawnee tug has had a
dramatic effect on our aerotowing tate with no
complaints from our locals. The general opinion
is that overall it is quieter than our old Condor.
Has any other club got an astronaut as a

~.

Don Lind compared flying in the Shuttle Challe~er, the world's biggest 'glider', with the Wold
GC s K-1O. He told instructor Mike Munday it was
interesting and enjoyable. Photo: Hull Daily Mail.
member? Or Don Lind flew with us after becoming an honorary member.
We are hoping to bUy the remaining runway
together with some other land.

0.8.
WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
The recent improvement in theweatherhas seen
our crop Of new solo pilots progress with many
Bronze legs and several Silver heights. Congratulations to Mike Gogg on completing his
Silver C with a 120km flight in his Oly and to Jon
Arnold on gaining Silver height and duratiQll.
Our new AlC member lan Hewitt, helped by
"Rupert", was kept busy before the Comps with
,repairs to ,our Astir which tie finished only hours
before Itleft. Again we halle suffered winch ptoblems - hopefully the Beaver will soon be ours
(when we've finished it). The AGM Is on
December 5.
We are celebrating our 21 st birthday with a
party at the end of FebrUary. So' that we (:an get
an idea of numbers would all past members and
any RAFGSA members wishing to come please
write to Sgt Mick Boyden, 1003 RAF Sealand,
Deeside, Clwyd, Cpl Eric Parsons, 510 Hangar,

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
Graham Browning, Justil'l Lavender and Stella
Hamblett have gone solO. Peter Bradley has
gained both Bronze legs while Pat Hemsley has
Completed' his Bronze C and converted to the
Astir. Alan Cresswell has his Silver C and Ephy
DambrOOk has become an assistant Cat. Eric
Smith came 12thIn the Standard Class Nationals
flying the Std Cirrus and IRoy Gaunt (Kestrel 19)
came 2nd in the Northern RegionalsOpen Class.
Congratulations to them all.
A suecessfulab-initio course was held at the
beginning 01 September with reasonable
weather Conditions!
0.8.
YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
lall Stromberg (Nimbus 3) climbed to 32000ft asl
from the hill on yet another feCOrd wave day late
in September,. This is just a new site record and
the best climb in the UK this year. On lhe same
day Oick Stoddart (Kestrel 19) completed a
declared S1 Qkm triangle in wClve. Lot of visitors
have flown badge heights during the last few
weeks of wave.
P.L.

~
Cotswold Gliders

~r~_il~~~
(Prop. T. Coa)

C. 01 A. inspections and overhauls to all types
Major 01' minor repairs In glass, metal and

WOOd
KestreVlib~le

aileron drive rebuilds a
speciality
~
Wiring and rewiring '01 eomplete glider
electrlcar systems
Trailers manufactured 01' repaired
Write or phone
TONYCOX
18 8tanton HIIrcourt Road, Wltrley, Oxon OX8 6LD
0993 74892 (evenll!fl')

SUTTON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 30 200ft. Club rocordgain is 29 500ft. Both from the winch
Our rates are amongst the best- £8.50 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse. ,Full catering available In season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES - April to October
Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB

SLACK
MOUNTAINS

RUTH B. PHILLlPS

Maximum Heights Gained
From Aboyne 1985-86
Sept 30,900ft April 18,500
May 26,500
Gct
25,800
Nav 22,000 June 15,000
Dec
21,000 July 25,000
Jan
11,000 Aug Thermals
Feb
Ski-ing Sept 30.100
March 18,000 Gct 29,700

14/14a, KENWYN STREET. TRURO
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)

Book now for 1987

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
at

GLIDING
CLUB

Perranporlh, Cornwall
Courses from May to September

(TALGARTHJ

Under BOA inslruc(ors. Beginners welcome.

Situlted in the, IBrecon Beacons' National Paril
amongst the hi\lhest mountains in South Wales,
rllglrth has more soarlble;days than Iny other UK
glidlng club. Longest ridge routes; wawe In all wind
directions,

Trel'cllas Airlield is only one mile from
Perranporth's golden
sands. one of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

In 1985 the Club average flighl duration was 1l
houJ1. Surely the premier location for any soaring
COUJ18. Courses run from mid March'to mid October
Ind includtl, hOlidays. introductory and advanced
mountain flying cross country courses.

For more information contact

Bookings: Secretary. B.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan. Glasbury·on-Wy.
Powys HRJ 5NT

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel. 033985339 or 033985 236

TeI: 04974-583/0874-711254

KenlGUDmGCWB-----ONE 'DAY INTRODUCTORY GLIDING
COURSES WITH GROUND
BFflEFINGS AND 3 INSTRUCTIONAL

fLlGHTSf29
MOTOR GLIDER PPLs ANO
CONVERSIONS
Fennhoustl tlccommodation available
Ring 0304 824888 Of 0843 63234 or wrire to

ifha Secrmry. 22 Masons Ri...
Brolldstairs. Kent CTl0 lAl

COTSWOLD GUDING CLUB

Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £115 to £160 with accommodation (fl,ying extra). For'details write10
Bristol and GIos Gliding Club. Nympsfield.
StonehQuse. Glos GL 10 3TX. or phone

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAilORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.

0453 860342.
O'pel'l all week April-October

Challock . Ashfold . Kent TN254DR
Ring: Chllllock (023 374) 274 01307
Provides gliding holidays for both the
beginner and the more advanced
pilot, including professional
instruction in club gliders and full
accommodation on the airfield.
Provides year-round launching
facilities for its members to go
soaring in either their own or a
club glider.

=7E~~
£185-£225
4 or 5 day holidays courses
March-Octobtir
(All inclusive of professional instrucrion.
accommodation, meals end VAT)

FULL DETAILS FROM:
ALEXANOAA PENTECOST
45 THE QUARRy
CAM, OURSLEY
GLOUCESTERSHIRE G'l11 6JA
Tel: Dursley 45631

,~~
,I IDGE UNIVERSITY
.
GLIDING CLUB
CAMBRIDGE
.

DUXFORO

Forl1"""ral
informotion writ" ro

For Course
dereils write ro

The Secretary

Course Secretary
6 Camside
Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. Cambridge 67589

55 Moorfield Rd

DuKford
Cembs

Does your home club pperate only at weekends?

(-..'Is'

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive.
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
Wewinch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotaw only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to September for beginners and solo pilots.

December 1986/January 1987

LASHAM

-

•
•
•
•
•

Wave • Thermal • Ridge
Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions
Hard Surface Runway
All Aerotow • 2 Two Seaters
GlOb 109B Motor Glider
in the mud/cloud/
launch queue/rut?
Try us:
• Caravan. Camping,. T'railer Spaces'
• tanteen. Bar. Airfield Facilities
• FIJII membership from £35

STUCK

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Shobdon Airfield, Nr. Leominster

AI Lasham we operate all week. eveIY week which
means we could: provide a uselut supplemenlto your
train"g. Whether you are not yel solo and would
benefit trom a wee!<'s consokdated instruction. or a
budding cross·country pilot needing soaring or
field-landing training. we hall8 the expertise &nd
lac~ilies 10 help.
Apart from our large two-seater tleel and excellent
aefOlow and aulOlOw fac!ilies. we hall8 a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
inSlruclional videolapes ~ bad weather prevents Ilying.
On-s~e

ac<:ommodation for club expeditions is always
available by arrangement.
Absolute beginners are of course always welcome we have a large choice 01 courses and types 01
membership 10 su~ your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society

Nr. Alton, Hants
Tel Herrlilrd (025 (83) 322 or 270
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PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPES/CABLES
Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your requirements of:

Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length, size and construction

Ropes
Advise length, size and type

Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenlngs
Thermal Clothing
Your enquiries will be welcome.

PERRY CLAMPS UM iTEO
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L4, flEQ
Tel, 05'·647 575' Telex 621826
Contact Antony Sedgwick

STORCOMM

TALK TO THE GROUND AND
KNOW WHERE VOU ARE!

TWO·WAY RADIO

THE NEW HAND·HELD

lR7603 Air Set

TR7s04 Vehicle Set

HT 830 720 CHANNEL

'Each set fitted witli all four gliding channels
130.4,130.125,130.1 and 129.9.

NAV/COM/VOR

'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

Transmits and receives on 720 channels
and receives all VOR freqllencies, giving
an Leo readoul of your present VOR
radial. Ask about accessories (24Ov
transformer at £20 needed if you haven't
a 115v shaver plug option at home)

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.
* Highly
sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.
* Extremely rugged and teliable.
* Full back-up service and spares available.
* CAA and NATS approved.

£425 + VAT
delivery extra

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Techn ical
Specifications FREE from

CAMPBELL DISTRIBUTION 'LIMITED

Bilton Centre, Coronation Road,
Cressex Industrial Estate,
High Wycombe, Bucks
Tel: 0494 459535
Telex 946240 ret 19008300

GEORGESTOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. eommunicatiOllI, P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES. ,Middle..x, 1W1. 7TA
I

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments
Barograph Calibration centre
Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR69LX
Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

THE AVIATION
BOOKSHOP

SPECU~l.ST

SYSTErTIg

HAS
THOUSANDS OF BOOKS
THOUSANDS OF MAGAZINES
in many languages - as well as
THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS

32 FERNHILL LANE, CAMBERLEY,
SURREY GU17 9AH
0276 33706165876
Telex: 966676 PMFAB G

All on Aviation: WW1, WW2, Civil,
Military, Engineering,
Aero Modelling, Navigation,
Pilotage, Helicopters,
Meteorology etc.
Call in-

CAA Approved Rlldlos

720 Channel Hand Held Trensceivers
11'1720 Proven Reliability 3 Memory. Trans£454.25 inc. VAT
ceiver.
IC-A2 10 Memory Scanning 5 Watt PEP
Transceiver.
£454.25 inc. VAT

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP

720 Channel Panel Mounting Radio
GL72A Glider Radio. 21 Inch Inst. Hole
Mounting.
£523.25 inc. VAT
Class 1 Release also available.

656 Holloway Road
London N19 3PD

PYE Westminster Vehicle Radio inc. Mic.
£113.85 inc. VAT
From

TeI: 01-2723630

Intercom Systems, Accessories etc.
Write or phone for details.

or send £1 for large catalogue

Access and Visa welcomed

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ...
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT
FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

f~
Memberolll.I.Il.A.
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LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

OV'ERSEAS NEWS====
FIRST MEDITERRANEAN
COMPETITION
The first International Mediterranean Competition waS held at Rieti, Italy, from Augt,l st 2-12 with
ten contest days and 61 pilots. 27 from foreign
countries.
The Open Class was won by R. Manzonl
(Italy), 81'82pts, 2 IF. BIi~tter (Switzerland),
8025pls, 3 P. SQurgard (BeIgJum), 7849pts,
all ftying; Nimbus 3s. The, 15 Metre Class winner
was A. de Orleans-Borbon (Spain), ASW-20,
8361pts, ;2 E. G. Peter 'rN Germany}, Ventus,
8239pts, 3 L. Avanzini. (Italy), ASW-2OL,
7336pts, M. Gavazzi, (Italy) won the Standard
Class with 6615pts, H. Nietlispach (Switzerland)
came 2nd with 8361pts and L. Brigliadori, (ItaM
3rd with 8Hi1 pts, all flying a Discus. R. Monti
(Italy) won the Two-seater Class in a Janus C.

EUROPEAN CLUB CLASS/
ITALIAN NATION,A;LS
The European Club Class Championships and
1he ilaUan 15 Metre Clas$ Championships were
held at Rieti from July 2-12.
The weather was good and there were ten
contest days. The winner, Ivo Simenc of Yugos-

lavia, scored 6H4pts. A Yugoslavian, I. Kolaric,
also ,took 3rd place behind Klaus Ohlmann of W
Germany.
M. Gavazzi, already the Italian Standard Class
Champion, used the 15 Metre Championships as
practice for the Mediterranean Competition,
coming 1st with 7463pts. S. Ghiorzo was 2nd
with 7373pts and G. Galetto 3rd with 7342pts.

RUDE AWAKENING
An innocent citizen of Stuttgart has apparently
been roused daily from his sleep recently by
dawn telephone calls from glider pilots wanting to
kl'lQw abOUt dewpoints and wind-velocities. He
has been given the number previously allocated
to the recorded, gliding weather forecast. His
response to these calls is not recorded by Der
Ad/er.

ILUCHON
The "Grand Prix International de Vitesse en
Planeur" held at Luchon in August attracted
manyspectafors and was blesSed with fine
weather. The event was won by former World
Champion Baer Selen (NL) but Justin Wills
achieved ,the fastest recorded time over a 9.5km
triangle - 211.7km/h.

(Ccntinued from p272)

As, if in slOw motion he felt the Bocian drawn
down linto the embrace of the octopus-like fronds
which, with an awful strength that even the copious applications of glue over many years and the
very biggest of big nails could not withstand,
whipped about the wings and taiplane dragging
them, ripping them away from the wom fuselage
untillhe remains slid to rest in the far hedge like a
downed partridge.
Wearily the old man clambered out and surveyed 'he wreckage. The greater part of his
aeroplane lay behind him In fragments amongst
the crop, their locations marking his passage.
RaIsing one arm he shook his gnarled fist in
terrible fury at the sky.
"My BociaA is written off. I have been deprived
of my Big Thermal'. No students pay my air-time.
And truly I was nearly destroyed in this field of
bleeding common Market weeds. But still, I' am
not defeated'. And now there is nothing more that
can afflict me."
Very gently at first, starting lightly but increasingly rapidly, it began to rain.
• Laws and Rules

EB75 LOW-PROFltE PARACHUTE
• All-up weight 6.91<g
• IRVIN lightweight 1.24 Canopy
• Contoured, 3-pin side opening pack:
Length S50mm; Width 360mm;
Depth between 65mm x 80mm
• a-point qU'ickly adjustable harness
• FtJI packing aRd servicing instructions
• Suitable for Aircraft, Gliders and Helicopters

[I
IRVJN
Also available
The IRVIN EB62
and EB73

For full details write to:

Sales Department, IRVIN Great Britain Limited, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1EU
Tel: Letchworth (0462} 686262 Telex: 82198

AB-INITIO T'O DIAMOND BADGE
Enjoy motor gliding from Enstone in our newly expanded fleet
AJanus CM and a PIK 20E have joined our two Grob ~ 09s, so now YOll can: learn to
fly ab-initio and collect your SLMGPPL * in the (3rob8; convert from eronze and
Silver Certificates to SLMGPPL.; learn basic gliding techniques, field setoction and
navigation; develop advanced soaring teohniques in the Janus CM, and go for
cross-country soaring flights and Badge attempts in the PIK 20E and the Janus.
Complete beginners are welcome. Courses planned to suit your timetable and
budget. Friendly club atmosphere. Seven days a week operation throughout the
year.

No membership SUbscription. Tuition by CM-approved instructors. Book flying by
the hour. Pay only for flying. All aircraft available for private hire.
• Self launching

Motor Glider Private Pilot's lioenoe

Give us a ring, or, better still, come 10 see us:
OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB, ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP
December 1986/January 1987

Tel: 060 872 208
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SKYLARK 28. £2200 ono. Full instruments, Wings recenUy
racovered. Trailer negoliable. ContaetTed Hampson 01-8366600 Ext 3279 or 02774·3895 (eves).
PEGASUS·with Cometlrailer and'basic Instruments. Standard
class contest ready. £14750. John Bally, Glasbury (04974)

583.
STRONG PARACHUTE 5 yrs old repacked. £395 or offer. Bill
Dean, Basingstoka (0256) 52970.

Advertisements, with remittance, should be sent
to Cl!elrQll Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hill, HI{lh
wycombe, BucKs, Tel 0494 442423. Rate 35p a
woi'd. Minimum £7.00. We can accept black and
white photograph. at £3.00 extra, Box numbers
£2.40 extra. Replies to box 'numbers should be
sent to the ume address. the closing date Ior
classified advertisements for the FebNaty/Marth
Issue Is 5th January 1987,
FOR SALE
PIK 30 MOTOR GLIDER DEMONSTRATOR. Brilish C of A.
15/17 metre. Good handling. Easy rigging. Only 20 hours
lIown. Big saving on new, £25500. J Thorne. 0264 77 2089
(day). 0264 77 2874 (evening).
KESTREL 20, Tarva g1assfibre Iraller. full instrumenls, parachute. radio. £11500. TeI M Pope 01 741 2194 (days).
CITABRIA TUG, 15Ohp, Lycomlng wnh 1100 hrs since new.
£11500 ono. Tel 0238 532407.
SPORT VEGA, immaculate outfit. two-man rig. GRP/metal
trailer, lull panel and oxygen, low hrs. Sensible offers for 1/2
share based Marchington. 061 973 5729.
NIMBUS 2C, vgc. Mike Cosfln. 0604 52444 (days). 0604
847883 (eves).

NIMBUS 3: approx 650 hrs, no accidents, no
gel cracks.
GRP TRAILER: low line, outstanding towing,
excellent brakes, easy loading.
INSTRUMENTS: Alt, T&S, mini vario, A/H,
Bohli, chronometer, voltmeter, Dolphin,
electric nav vario, 4ch memory 720ch
radio, drag monitor, A12Aoxygen system.
EXTRAS: C of G shift, disc brake, large outboard tanks, reprofiled wing.
ANCILLARIES: including 70 gallon waterballast trolley, towing out kit, trestles, waterproof covers for the complete machine.
PRICE: MUCH CHEAPER THAN NEW!

Tel: John Delafield (08675) 2357

PIK 20B, 3rd World Champs 1976. Low hrs, full instrumentation, ADC, oxygen, trailer. All in immaculate condition. Tel 0232
652213.
BUY MY Ventus B 16.6 before prices go through the roof.
Current prioe of bare air/rame is around £26000. Mine Is less
than one year old and has an excellent panal. 720 radio, AMF
Irailer, fittings, waterballast trolley, wing covers. parachute and
much more. Tel John Young 0635 67743 and negoliate.
PYE WESTMINSTER 130.1, 130.4. microphone. speaker,
magnetic aerial, paperwork. seen Usk. £99 inc pp. Tel 02915
263.
METAL TRAILER ex Open Cirrus (17.7m), good condition, 4
yrs old. £1250 ono. Tel Leicesler394348 or Tamworth 53989.
MOVE INTO GLASS AT A WOODEN PRICEI Glass fibre 077
Iris w~h trailer plus many extras Including ocmplete weather
proof fitted covers (of special interest to those who love gliding
but hate rigging and de-rigging). Moving abroad, hence the
ridiculously low price of £4000. Don't miss this chance Ring
0723-369994.
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GROB ·Gt098. Control su.rtaca modifications carried out to
manufacturer's instructions. Bowker Air Services Lld, Rush
Green, Hitchin, Herts. Tel 0438 355051.
COBRA 15. FIrst class condition wKh trailer metal. full instruments including horizon. audio varlo, radio 4 channels. Sosworth based £5500. Tel 066475 236.
DIl'TEL FSG SO, 720ch radio and base set C/W charger built in
and carrying case, also aircraft crate to surt with microphone,
£750 ono. Tel0344-423818.
ASW 201... Complete wllh oxygen. parachute, trailer. towing out
aids. Excellent condition. Bargain at £18600. Contact ellher
Carr Withall 04427 2577, Mike Bird 01-748 6344, Simon Carr
0296748102.

DG 400/17

SElf·LAUNCHING
SAILPLANE

Complete instrumentation including AlH, Oittel FSG
50, oxygen, EB75 parachute, barograph, Brauchle
maintenance-free trailer with rigging aids. Very low
hrs and totally immaculate. Huge saving on new
price. Tel Laurence McKelvie, 08462 81078 (day),
06462 81142 (eves)

PARACHUTE: IRVING in brand new Peakin Pop Top Rig
£450. Ground radiQ (Cambridge) 3ch + aerial, £120. Oxygen,
\! cylinders full board mounted kll with demand regulator +
mask. Trailer for Ism wood skinned with glass-fibre. TeI P
Crawley, Bradford 580727.
STO CIRRUS. Tarva glass trailer, Bohli compass, full panal,
low out kit, waterballast. Available as complete outfit, or will
separate. Can ba viewed at Nympsfield. Ray Payne, 0249
657133.
MOSQUITO B, C of A, 19711. 500 tvs, wnh lUll instruments. 720
channel radio. complete wnh AMF trailer plus rigging and'lowing aids. Winter barograpll. Based lit Booker. £16000 ono.
Herbert Ober. ~3871 6977 (eves).
LONDON SAILI>I...'NES LIMITED' lM 61 and 62 radios st~1
available from sole agent London Sailplanes Ltd, Trii1g Rd.
OUnslable. Be<ls. Tel 0582 62068 for ;price details.
"MITV" STAIN~ESS weak inks, 900 or 11 OOlb. Mitier Iinksup 10 22sotb. Aerotow ropes. Winch chul8S. Astleys Ltd, Goslord St, Coventry CVl 5OJ. (0203) 20771.
SCHLEICHER ASK-14 single-sealer motor glider based on
the K-6. Low engine hrs. eleclric start, new 3 year ColA, full
panel and radio equipped. Pristine concf~ion. £10500. Tal 0296
661156 or 0525 374614.
OLY 2B wijh enclosed glass clad trailer. Bolh good condition,
current C of A. £1850. Tal NorIhampton (0604) 845648.
MISTRAL C, bulll 1982. S Strehleu. Taunusstrasse 60,
0·6453 Seligenstadt. Tel before Spm 06182 81279, after 6pm
061821673.
PRANGED VENTUS, not suitable for rebuild. If interested in
individual parts or complete wreckage. tal Phil Jeffery. 0279
850713.

DART 15 wrth metal spar. Excellent condition. Further details
day or evening from John Smoker, 0669 245422.

VEGA T-650, excellent condnlon, low hrs, lull panel, Cambridge MklV, Dittel FSG50, Comet trailer, £11200+ VAT. Tel
0244 676309.

DART 17R, usual instruments + radio, barograph and parachute. Good malal trailer. £4800. Tal Oave (0733) 74011 or
Ray (08324) 474.

BG-135, prototype, basic instruments, T&S, electric varlo and
audio, accelerometer, metal trailer. full C of A, £3500. Tal
(work) 0455 637715, (home) 0455 635969.

STD LIBELLE based Marchington. 1/4 share available.
includes radio, parachute, oxygen. trailer. all in excellent condilion. £1650. Tel 0602 309363.

PYE BANTAM, vg<:, leather case. £100. Also 1/3 share in
00-300 at Ounstable £6000 ono. John Sharp (0727) 33522.

CM APPROVED Tiger Cub G-MJUA, Superb a/c and trailer
and instruments. Always hangared. 40tvs tt. £2650 or
exchange glider. Tel (0522) 682414.
SHK, 17m, 38: t. Best example available in immaculate condition. Full competition panel and full flying outfit includes
oxygen, radio, barograph and perachute, easy load traller and
rigging aids. Fuselage completely refurbished early 86 with
NEW canopy, cockpn and panal, AlF and compass, battery,
wing stubs, tyre and tube. and wheel box overhaul. C of A to
June 87, £6000. Inspect at Sutton Bank and contact Malcolm
Silver via 0347 810255.
ASW·15, 1 year's C of A, full panel including horizon. Parachute, barograph, oxygen, glass·fibre lin-bed trailer. £8500
Tal Southampton 87 t 648.

-~==*~=~~

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior Inspector

~1;;;;;=3

TRAILER FOR Skylark 4 or similar. Midlands area. Offers
around £600. Tal 05436 2730.
ALUMINIUM PANELLED, steellramed trailer, buill 1985, protected throughout as new. £1600. Tal 01 441 4752.
00-400 SYNDICATE, Lasham based, 1/4 share evailable at
very reasonable cosl Tal 0256 467400.
M-1oo S SALVAGE, including all neces.sery drawings and
open traller. £500 ono. Tal 0865 68265.
JEANS ASnR 1978- 650hrs total, with instruments, good condlllon. £7000 ono. Tal Auguereln Guetersloh, PO Box 2334,
0·4630. Guetersioh West Germany. 01049524114465.
WANT A two-seater? £3500 lor a Blanlk, instruments, traller
and manuals. Really good for two-up cross--country fun and
serious Instruction. Hailsham (0323) 843460.
STD JANTAR 2, 1960, absolulely complete with 720 ch radio,
parachule, barograph and glass traller. Tal 01 349 2408.
VENTUS B. Complete with wing tips and comp panel. Wnh or
wnhoultraller. Tal Bioester 243030.
K·S, EXCELLENT condllion. Current C of A. basic
Instruments+ new barograph. Closed wooden trailer. £4000.
Tel (work) 0533 387090, (home) 0533 302643,
SF·34, two years old, vgc, full psnellncludlng Olttal FSG 50,
VW 900 vario and accelerometer. We will deliver to UK.
£8000+ VAT. Tal J. Beringer, Detmold. W. Germany (05231)
747 ext 475.

WANTED
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544

15m TRAILER, barograph. slim proliJe parachute, AlH, 1&S.
accelerometer, radio (preferably panel mounted). Tel 049 528
380 (eves).

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

-

PETER,BOROUGH SAILPLANE Ltd.
73 HIGH STREET; MAXEV, PETERBOBOUGH
REPAIRS

WOOD, METAL, GLASS-FIBRE. NOTHING TOO LARGE OR SMALL, RESPRAYS & C OF A INSPECTIONS

MATERIALS

AEROLENE, SPRUCE, PINE, PLY, DOPE, GLUE, RESINS, TAPES, INSTRUMENTS. PHONE FOR PRICE LIST

REflNISHES

TO ALL SAILPLANES; WOOD, METAL, FABRIC, GRP, RE-GElL COAT

SPARES

LARGE STOCKS OF NEW AND USED PARTS, HOOKS, WHEELS, WINGS, TAILPLANES, RUDDERS, etc.

TRAILERS

ANY TYPE BUILT TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS. PHOTOGRAPH PACK AVAILABLE ON NEW MODELS

SALVAGE

REPAIRABLE SALVAGE FOR SALE, PARTS AND COMPLETE AIRCRAFT BOUGHT, ANYWHERE. ANY CONDITION

TEL: 0778-347506
I

LS-4A, 00-300 or Pegasus. Hull only. GOOd condition, no
prangs. Cash wa~ing lor suitable airerall. Sm~hO!163 ;1511 07

(evesl.
K·8CR or similar, wilh or w~houl trailer. A T Macdonald 0378
20730 (day) 0376 21948 (eves).
SPORT VEGA, Club Libelle or Astir for cash purchase.
Ansaphone 01-891-0697.

SUPDl FAlKE, Iel Cheltenham (0;142) 41171 or 5;13710, or
1l20269 01 Slonehouse (045 382) 3475.

'or

SITUATIONS VACANT
COURSI! INSiI'RUCTOII required from April to end Se~
tember 87. Accommodation available. Contact G McAndrew,
Bool<er Gliding Club, Wycombe Ail Park, Marlow, Bucks. Tel
0494 44;1501 .

SERVICES
WINCHES BUilT to lasl- sale and strong. Two drum, buitt in
Guilotine choice colour. Win Iravelto lay cebles. Tift cabs lot
easy maintenance. Tal John Bourne 0405 860907.

0'

.Britain's lOp-se,lIing;, range, fully guaranteed and tes d
.More competitive price than car makers' own ~

m·~ELLOW

PAGES FOR LOCAL
SPECIALIST FffTER OR STOCKIST

.

~
.

c. ,. Witte, Ltd. ell.st... 43 Tol: 0244 41166 fix: 51623 EllRBAR G

MODELS
MODELS OF any aircrall made to order. gliders a speciality.
SAC lor leanet and Quote. Miller Aviation MO<I8ls, Red Cot,
New St. Glemsrord, Sudbury, Suffolk, COl 07PY, England. Tel
0787 280425.
PUBLICATIONS

TUGS
PAWNEES ANI) Super Cub Tugs available for long or short
tll/l1l lease. Howard ~vjs Aviation, 0953 453946.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
OFFICER

SITUATIONS WANTED
ENTHUSIASTIC YOUNG man seeks p~ion as lug pilot for
87 season. I have a PPl, 90hrs total, 33hrs tail w~1 and
gliding experience_ Please contacl J C Parker, 0702 521374.

GOOD OR repairable starboard wing and aileron Bocian 1E
IIId slarboard aileron lor Oly 2. Bob Mclean, 0904 83653.

Towbars Approved
bV the A.A.

WANTED

PILOTS INTERNATIONAL, Britain'. new magaZine for all Air
Sports. Send £9.00 (special price ror glider pilots) for annual
SUbscription to: Pilots International Lim~ed, 1;1 ElmbankWay,
London W7 300.

To work on, an hourly rate for approximately 8 hours per week from the
Leicester office to:
• Promote gliding
• Act as consultant on publicity to
glidillQ clubs
• Write articles for aviation
magazines
• Arrange press coverage for competitions, events etc, etc,

For further details contact 'Barry
Rolfe, British Gilding Association,
Kimberley House, Vlughan Way,
Lel~estel. Tel: 0$33 531,051.

QUALITY ALUMINIIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
trailer components
Axles, couplings, wheels
& tyres at unbeatable prices
Our hand built trailers
include many extras as
standard
complete or part built to your requirements for home cornpletiol\l

For all your trailer requirements and
Sailplane repairs and maintenance contact

DAVlD satOFIELD . SCHOFIELD AVIATION' UNIT Gc SOUTH MARSTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE· SWINDON· WILTSHIRE· TEL: 0193 822300
December 1986/January 1987
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THE IDEAL PRESENT FOR ANV PILOT
An original oil painting, of his· or her beloved
aircraft.
Prices frorn £15.00
Contact lan Walton. 47 Oakfleld Road,
Buckley. Clwyd CH7 2AR
Tel iBuckley (0244) 543365
Sample photograph of work available

--T.
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COVENTRY GLIDING
CLUBLTD

LONDON GUDING CWB

Does your home gliding
club only operate at
weekends during winter?

DUAslaIJle Oowns, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 058263419
Situated at the foot Of the Chiltern hills,
and within easy reach of London alldlhe
Midlands by road Oust off the M1). The
Club 'has a comprehensive fleet of dual
and solo aircraft, reliable launching
ElCIuipment including tug aircraft ThiS
famous site has pfentiful therrnals in
summer and hill soaring with favourable
winds throughout the year. Resident
instructors, .catering every day
(weekends only in winter), licensed bar,
accommodation andother facilities. Visitors welOOme.
Write for COurse brochures or club
membership details to the Manager,
or ring 0582 63419

BRISTOL If, GLOUCESTER GUDING CLUB
requires the services of a Full Cat Instructor for the
1987 season, mid-April to September.
MGI' rating would be an advantage but not essential.
food and accommodation will 'be provided.
For lull details. please write 10 Course Manager.
BristOl • Gloucester Gliding Club. Nytnpsfield, Nr
Ston8hou.e. Gloucester GllO 3TX. TeI Dursley
860342.
.

Then try our one- and two-day
intensive training courses which will
continue to operate during the
winter midweek. Flexible systems
with friendly and instructive
atmosphere.

lAKE BRENIG IN NORTlf WALES
I wish it to be known that I have no
objection to the use of Lake Brenig as a
turning point in Cro$s-country flights.
in fact pilots are welcome to dmp in for
a cup of tea and some cucumber
sandwiches. Brennig James.

• Good launch facilities
• Aerotow Winch
• Good field

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND

IlASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY

COVENTRY
GLIDING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics. LE1] 6JJ
Tel: (0858) 880429 . (0858) 880521

OPEN CLASS NATIONALS
AND REGIONALS
20 to 28 June 1987
NATIONALS
Max entry 40. Application via BGA
(130+BGA fee
REGIONALS
Max entry 40. Two Classes.
Handicap 104 and above; 103 and below
(unless entry dictates otherwise)
Total fee £98 Deposit £30 with entry form
Aerotows at Club rates
Application forms from Secretary
Both competitions will be .pilot operated
remote starts with one minute time recordinf) camera(s). A limited number of cameras
will be available for hire or purchase at the
start of the week.

Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September 1986.

~
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NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
..

.•.

- o~;tD47,
EOWARD SCHIRZ LAMBSWOOL JUMPER/S
,
./Size

I

./

at £27.95 each

£.

·1

Add p&p ~ I
. .••..

TOlel

£

I

I
···· .. · · - 1
I ,Post
code
6
I
enclose cheque/PO payable to
I Edward Schirz ltd for £.. . .... . . . . .. . . .
complele coupon and send 10
I Please
EDWARD SCHIRZ LTD.. FENHAM HOUSE,

ICRESSWEL~OR~T~ ~~~
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PORTMOAK
IS THE PLACE

• •
-

f Pieasesendiniltie following:- -

I Name.
I Address.. .. . . . .

(058861) 206.

Please contact:
Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield, Morton lane
Marchlngton, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283222046

EDWARD SCHIRZ

I Colour
I Quantity

Visitors always welcome. (Prior
arrangement advised.)
Details from Roy Dalling. Midland Glid·
ing Club, Long Mynd, Church Stretton,
Shropshire SY6 6TA. Tel: Unley

Good local soaring and cross-country.
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome.

Leading Pilots Casual Wear

I

Open for flying frqm Boxing Day
evening to 4th January and every
weekend.
Comfortable, fully centrally-heated
clubhouse and sleeping accommodation on site.

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB

PHILL PHILLlPS
Lasham Gliding Society Ltd.
Lasham AIrfield, Alton, Hants GU34 5SS
Tel: Herriard (025 683) 322

100"10 Pure New lambswool
Jumper in Navy or Red. Embroidered into the V-Neck ·umper is
the original Edward Sc~irz motif
designed for the aviation world.
Quanty guaranteed. If not completely satisfied, return for full
refund. £27.95 plus p&p. Sizes
34",36".38",40".42",44",46"
available.

Shake off those winter
blues with a visit to our allyear-round soaring site. Winch,
bungee or aerotow into hill lift or wave.

• WE HAVE THE BEST BAR ANYW~

I
I

-.J

Holiday courses from June to September - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Gllcler Courses throughoUt the
year - Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SlMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome ideal
cross-country site - cheap aerotows
and temporarY membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on
- licensed bar.
Write to
The ~ourse Secretary, B. L. Owen
64 Chapel Lane
Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 ODN
Tel: Wymondham 605444 Evenings

s~e

-

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made
from here in 1980

FOR RIDGE - our two hills give more
soaring

opportun~ies

FOR THERMALS - they're
e~her!

rot bad.

.

Holiday courses lor all levels.

Good accommodation. catering and bar.
Friendly club atmosphere.
7-<tay flying with winct1 and aerotow fadities.
MotOI Falke available.

VISITORS /(LWAYS WELCOME
SCOTIISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK,SCOTlANDWEll
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059·284·543
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

!J
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FOR NEXT SEASON
(or even for your Christmas stocking!)
Electronic Variometers - Your choice from
4 makes normally held in stock, plus full repair back-up. (Cambridge, Westerboer, Avionic Dittel, Rico).

Transceivers - Your choice from
4 makes normally held in stock: Av-Comm, Avionic Dittel, Seeker,
Waiter Ditte!.

Hand-held Transceivers - Your choice from
5 makes normally held in stock: ICOM, AOR (TR 720), NARCO,
TENTEC (Telex), STS.

Vehicle/Mobile/Fixed Transceivers Your choice from
an extensive range of new and overhauled units to your particular requirements.

Mechanical Instruments - Your choice from
over 100 instruments in stock - new and secondhand.

Engine Instruments - Your choice from
a range of standard engine instruments as well as the Westach
range.

Parachutes - Your choice from
a variety of versions of the GO '350' and '850' models now made
exclusively in the UK by GO Defence. (GO Security have ceased
manufacture.) Plus - as a special service your existing canopy
can be repacked in a slimline container (not GO).

AND NOW!
At our new location we can offer you a complete equipment
installation service - ELECTRICAL & INSTRUMENT.

Why not call in and see us at Kidlington from 12th December?
EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY FREE OF UK VAT
PLEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED -FREE - PRICE LIST

we rTl°"e

12_12-86

RD Aviation Ltd

Unit 23, Sankside, Station Approach,
Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 lJE. Tel: 08675-2357
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Ouote MAG 10189 in all messages)

British Standard Class pilots

CHRIS GARTON, ANDREW PAVIS and
JUSTIN WILLS
have chosen to fly

SCHEMPP-HIRTH DISCUS
in the WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
at BENALLA, AUSTRALIA
,CONGRATULATIONS ON A WISE CHOICE.
NO DOUBT ALL SIX WILL FLY WELL INVERTED*

* Australian readers please substitute right way up'"
II

MERRY CHRISTMAS
SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
(R. Jones)

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS. RG16 7TH. Tel: (0488) 71774

